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Abstract 
Today's world is characterised by increasingly rapid mass communication. and 
political issues are playing a more central role in global communication due to 
the dramatic influence which such factors as terrorism and economic development 
exert in bringing great changes to the world as a whole. 
The aim of this research is to shed light on the application of Relevance theory to 
the translation of modality between Arabic and English with special reference to 
the language used in newspaper reports. A certain group of English modal 
auxiliaries and their Arabic counterparts are the main focus. The research corpus 
consists of examples of authentic reports published in English and Arabic leading 
newspapers, which contain the use of modality. The main hypothesis is that each 
one of the modal verbs, and in the case of Arabic modal particles, conveys a 
certain degree of relevance to the readers, this fact contributes to the readers' 
perception of a certain piece of news in a given way that would presumably be 
different if another modal were to be used to report that particular piece of news. 
In order to demonstrate this, two types of examples are used in the corpus. The 
first type consists of examples of reports published in parallel in different 
newspapers in the same language reporting the same piece of news but using 
different modals. This category of examples will help compare modals in English 
and in Arabic independently of each other. The second type of examples consists 
of reports published in newspapers in English and their translations into Arabic. 
The basis of comparison and contrast in analysing both types of examples is the 
application of Relevance theory to the study of modals and how the relevance of a 
given piece of news is affected by the use of a certain modal rather than another. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
"Different languages", Fowler says, "not only possess different 
vocabularies (and other aspects of structure), but also, by means of these linguistic 
differences, they map the world of experience in different ways" (1991: 29). This 
statement highlights two kinds of differences: linguistic differences and 
communicative differences. It is a well-established fact that different languages 
have different formal characteristics which enable them to be distinguished from 
one another, as each language is identified by its own distinctive styles of 
expression, grammatical structures, and lexical and phonetic features. The second 
kind of differences between languages, however, is less clearly identified and 
remains to be subject to theoretical debate as to the communicative nature of each 
language and the ways in which a language maps the world of experience for its 
speakers. Nevertheless, all languages are not "neutral" media; far from being 
merely made of strings of words and ruled by certain grammatical structures, 
expressing ideas and relating events carries with it a communicative dimension 
which conveys a certain perspective or vantage point from which those events and 
ideas are reported. "Events and ideas are not communicated neutrally, in their 
natural structure, as it were. They could not be, because they have to be 
transmitted through some medium with its own structural features, ' and these 
structural features are already impregnated with social values which make up a 
potential perspective on events" (ibid., p. 25). Thus, it is important to take into 
consideration not only what is communicated in a certain message but also how it 
is communicated as the lingul II forms of expressing the message will have a 
bearing on the way that message is received and processed by the addressees. 
The relationship between discourses and the contexts in which thev are 
used is characterised by mutual influence. According to van Dijk, the nature of 
this relationship is highlighted by the fact that "contexts, just like discourse. are 
not objective in the sense that they consist of social facts that are understood and 
considered relevant in the same way by all participants. They are interpreted or 
constructed, and strategically and continually made relevant by and for 
participants" (1997b: 16, original emphasis). In terms of the line of argument 
developed in the present research, "made relevant" is a key expression in the 
above quotation from both technical and ideological perspectives. From a 
technical point of view, the term "relevance" refers to the construction of a 
suitable communicative context within which the message can deliver the desired 
effect on the receptors. This construction of a suitable communicative context is 
performed by the communicator of the message in order to achieve certain 
communicative objectives in the communicative environment of the receptors. 
Such communicative objectives might be in the form of shaping the receptors' 
response to the conveyed message in terms of creating certain emotional effects or 
even initiating certain courses of action. Since discourses are essentially 
constituted in language, the communicator of the message seeks to structure 
his/her message in linguistic features that are most likely to convey the message in 
such a way as to create the desired communicative effect. The context within 
which receptors of the message interpret that message is then "made relevant" 
through language. Ideology, in the wide sense of the term, enters into the picture 
because of the social dimension which characterises both discourses and the 
ideologies for which they stand. Ideologies are closely related to questions of 
domination and power monopoly, the dominant group in a social system develops 
its own ideology so as to "reproduce and legitimate [its] domination" (ibid., p. 
26). In order to be able to perpetuate their dominant position in that social system, 
members of the dominant group will develop their ideology in such a way as to I 
ensure that other members in that system act in a unified manner which 
contributes to the creation of cohesion and solidarity within the group against 
potential external threats. Van Dijk compares ideologies in their social role to 
natural languages which have a similar social role of "coordination" to achieve 
successful communicative interaction among the social members of a group 
(ibid. ). However, van Dijk points out the difference between ideologies and 
natural languages as follows: 
One fundamental difference between language and ideology, however, is 
that groups develop and use languages only for internal purposes, that is 
for communication among their own members, whereas ideologies serve 
not only to coordinate social practices within the group, but also (if not 
primarily) to coordinate social interaction with members of other groups. 
That is, ideologies serve to 'define' groups and their position within 
complex societal structures and in relation to other groups. It is this 
prevalent overall seýfldefiinition or social identity that is acquired and 
shared by group members in order to protect the interests of the group as a 
whole (ibid., original emphasis). 
If the above argument stands with regards to the internal cohesive function of 
language Nvithin a group as opposed to the interactive function of ideology. then 
translation can be vieNved as a cross between language and ideoloov. This is Z: ý ý 
because translation has the internal communicative purposes of language and it is L- 
also assigned the interactive role of ideology as it contributes to "defining" the 
ideology of the target-language social group as opposed to the ideology of the I 
source-language social group. Transmitting ideologies across social groups and 
languages is a formidable task and it proves to be increasingly challenging in a 
world where ideological tensions are not often amenable to easy solutions. 
Ideologies, as van Dijk says, also have a cognitive dimension: "ideologies 
are the mental representations that form the basis of social cognition that is of the 
shared knowledge and attitudes of a group. That is, besides a social function of 
coordination, they also have cognitive functions of belief organization: at a verv 
general level of thought, they tell people what their 'position' is, and what to think 
about social issues" (ibid., p. 29, original emphasis). This cognitive dimension 
which characterises ideology is crucial for the understanding of the mechanisms 
that are put into action when the communicator of the message attempts to 
"make" the message relevant to his/her audience's set of beliefs and perceptions 
with regards to the context in which they interpret that message. Relevance is used 
in this research in its technical sense and thus it refers to ideology as a set of 
assumptions held by the audience and to which the communicator of the message 
refers when conveying his/her message to that audience within a specific context. 
The main hypothesis of the present research is that the interaction between 
language, ideology and relevance is cyclical: ideological assumptions are part of 
the overall set of cocynitive assumptions which the readers hold in their cognitive Z: ) 
eiwironment, those assumptions form part of the wider ideological context , N, -Ithin 
which the communicator conve. vs his/her message, the communicator constructs 
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the message by choosing certain linguistic features that are most functIonal in 
rendering the message relevant to the intended readers. i. e. linguistic features 
which prompt the readers to recall the ideological assumptions that make 
interpreting the communicated message produce the desired effect. When 
translation is involved in order to communicate the message to an audience 
speaking a different language this cycle is repeated with regards to the target 
audience. 
When the above cycle is thus repeated in translation, the translator 
becomes the communicator of the original message to the target audience through 
the translated text. It is argued that the target audience hold in their minds a set of 
ideological assumptions that are distinct from the ideological assumptions which 
form a part of the mindset of the original audience to whom the original message 
is communicated. Thus, the translated message will be relevant to the target 
audience with regards to their own ideological assumptions which may vary from 
those of the original audience. Consequently, the translator will take into 
consideration this difference in the communicative envirorunent of the target 
audience when rendering the original message in the target language. However, it 
is important to note that this process is not always as straightforward. In other 
words, there are cases when the translator's linguistic choices when rendering the 
original message in the target language are constrained by a number of factors. 
The present research aims to provide insight into some of the factors that 
affect the translator's linguistic choices in translating news from English into 
Arabic with special reference to some of the English modal auxiliaries and their 
corresponding modal particles and verbs in Arabic. Among these factors are the 
shifts in the use of Arabic modal particles from their original uses in classical 
texts to their modern uses in newspaper styles in particular. In several cases. 
translation of news from English into Arabic reveals lack of consistency in usage 
of the Arabic modal particles and thus the translation of the English modals into 
their correspondent Arabic modals is not always consistent or systematic. 
This research sheds light on the communicative effects which such 
inconsistency in the use of Arabic modal particles can produce on the readers of 
the Arabic version of the news. Such communicative effects are understood here 
in terms of the amount of evidence which each Arabic modal is presumed to 
convey and the subsequent relevance of the information communicated to the 
readers through the use of that modal in transmitting a certain political or 
ideological message. 
With this hypothesis in mind, and within the wider theoretical context of 
Relevance theory, the investigation builds on the relevance-theoretic model for 
five English modal auxiliaries as developed by Groefsema (1995). The relevance- 
theoretic account of the English modals as developed here is based on 
Groefsema's notion of "evidence". Groefsema's model of the English modals 
focuses on the four modals can,, may, must, and should. She distinguishes between 
the meanings of each of these modals on the basis of the relationship which holds 
between the evidence which a modal indicates and the number of propositions 
with a bearing on a proposition p which contains the modal. For example, in the 
case of the modals can and may, the relationship between the evidence which 
these modals indicate and the propositions with a bearing on p is that of 
-compatibility". whereas the relationship between the evidence indicated bv the 
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modals must and should and the propositions with a bearing on p is that of 
-entailment". Furthermore. the modals are distinguished from each other on the 
basis of the number of propositions which have a bearing on a proposition p 
containing the modals. Thus, where the modals can and must indicate that the 
evidence is compatible or entailed respectively by the set of all the propositions 
having a bearing on p, the modals may and should indicate that the evidence is 
compatible or entailed respectively by at least some of the propositions having a 
bearing on p. 
The difference between Groefsema's model and the present argument is 
that in this research the framework for discussion of the English modals is 
expanded to include the past forms could and might. This is achieved by 
modifying the original notion of "evidence" and arguing that each of the English 
modals not only denotes that evidence is either compatible or entailed by some or 
all of the propositions having a bearing on a proposition p which contains the 
modal, but also each modal denotes a degree of that evidence. When applied to 
the present and past forms of the English modals, this argument has sought to 
prove that the modals can and may indicate a maximum degree of evidence while 
the past forms could and might indicate a minimum degree of evidence. The 
notions of compatibility and entailment are employed in the present discussion 
because they contribute to a fuller understanding of the interpretation process 
which takes place regarding the use of a modal auxiliary in a given utterance. 
Morcovcr, Groefsema's discussion of the way that each modal differs from the 
other modals according to the number of propositions which have a bearing on a 
proposition p is also preserved in the present chapter because the number of 
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propositions play a significant role in the distinction between the modals 
according to the strong or weak margin of possibility or necessity they denote in 
an utterance. In other words. the modal can, for instance, denotes a (-1reater 
possibility than the modal may because in the case of can the evidence indicated is 
compatible with the set of all the propositions having a bearing on a proposition p 
where can is used; in the case of may the evidence indicated by this modal is 
compatible with some of the propositions having a bearing on p. The same 
description applies to the uses of the other modals. 
The hypothesis that different modals indicate different degrees of evidence 
not only proves to hold a key position in extending the relevance-theoretic 
analysis to accommodate the present as well as the past forms of the English 
modal auxiliaries, but is equally significant in establishing a framework for 
comparison of the English modal system with modal systems in other languages. 
Such comparative framework is crucial to any endeavour concerning the study of 
translation processes taking place between modal systems across languages. 
The relevance-theoretic model of the English modal auxiliaries as 
developed in this research is then extended to include the Arabic modal particles 
and verbs. The hypothesis argued for in this research is that Arabic modal 
particles and verbs share the quality which Groefsema calls "evidence". The 
reason behind approaching Arabic modal particles and verbs from the viewpoint 
of a shared quality of "evidence" is that this quality can account for the difference 
in interpretation between particles indicating very close functions in Arabic 
utterances such as the particles denoting possibility: qad -Ii and rubbama L. -? j . 
Furthermore, this account based on the notion of "evidence" also makes it 
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possible to compare and contrast the interpretations of the Arabic modals Nvith 
those of the English modals on the basis of relevance-theoretic consideration. 
The relevance-theoretic account developed for the English and the Arabic 
modals is then applied to the translation of modality betk,, -een those two languages 
drawing on authentic examples of translated news reports and commentaries from 
English into Arabic. The main argument is that different modals convey different 
degrees of evidence for the proposition which contains them. Consequently, 
translating an English modal into an Arabic modal that does not convey a 
corresponding degree of evidence to the reader of the translation to that conveyed 
to the original reader by the source text results in discrepancy between the 
relevance being conveyed by the proposition of the original, and that conveyed by 
the proposition in the translation. 
Such an account of the English and Arabic modals is aimed to show that 
using modality in the language of the news conveys the ideological aspect of 
modality as a linguistic feature as well as the mechanism through which this 
ideological aspect is communicated to the readership. Unlike Gutt's (1991/2000) 
analysis which accounts for translation in terms of interpretive resemblance and 
draws on the notion of translation as an instance of the interpretive use of 
language, the account developed in the present research provides a technical basis 
for comparing and contrasting the different modals in English and Arabic and 
relates that technical aspect of the use of modals as a specific linguistic feature in 
the language of the news to the ideological dimension of language which is 
communicated to the readers. It is an attempt to identify the processes that are at 
Nvork during the act of translation and account for the resulting translated version. 
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The target audience perceive the translated version according to their alreadý, 
existing ideological assumptions and to how these assumptions are being recalled 
by the translator through the use of a certain modal in order to evoke certain 
ideological assumptions. Depending on how closely the modal in the translation 
corresponds to the modal used in the original, these assumptions are either similar 
to the ideological assumptions evoked in the original text or at odds with them. 
The thesis is structured in the following way: chapter two lays out the 
methodological framework of the research. The research investigates the use of 
modal verbs and particles in the language of international news as reported in 
newspapers. First the use of a designated group of English modal auxiliaries in 
British and American newspapers is studied, then the use of modal particles in 
Arabic newspapers is analysed. Lastly, the research investigates the translation of 
modals from English into Arabic in news reports. For the aims of this research, a 
corpus of investigation is compiled which consists of two categories of examples. 
The first category is compiled from parallel data and comprises examples of 
authentic news reports published by a given number of English-speaking 
newspapers in Britain and the USA on the one hand, and examples of authentic 
news reports published by Arabic-speaking newspapers on the other. The choice 
of the newspapers under investigation which are included in the research corpus is 
based on the representation of the diverse spectrum of political vantage points and 
ideologies upheld in Britain and the USA and in the different Arab countries 
across the Arab World. All extracts in the corpus include the use of modal verbs 
and particles in the language of the news and this use is analysed with regards to 
the respective ideologies which the nevvspapers in question stand for. 
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The second category of examples consists of authentic extracts of 
translated news reports from English into Arabic. The study of authentic examples 
of translated news focuses on the translation of English modal auxiliaries into 
their corresponding Arabic modal particles and verbs. The main objective of such 
study is to highlight the ideological dimension of using modality in reporting 
news in English and the extent to which the ideologies promoted in the Arab 
countries affect the way the news is translated in Arabic newspapers. 
Chapter three studies the role of language in conveying ideology through 
discourse in social interaction. The chapter sets out to show that "language is not 
neutral, but a highly constructive mediator" (Fowler, 1991: 1). In other words, 
language, far from being an objective vehicle used to transmit a certain message, 
contributes to the construction of the communicative scene of the communicated 
message so that the readers interpret that message within the contextual 
framework conveyed by the linguistic choices of the communicator. Such 
construction of contextual framework for the communication of messages is 
conducted from a particular angle or viewpoint, namely, an ideological 
perspective. The communicator of the message seeks to strengthen and promote 
his/her ideological standpoint through his/her linguistic choices in transmitting the 
message to the audience. Discourses illustrate the social dimension of language 
use, they contribute to the elaboration of ideological cohesion among members of 
a particular group of readers in a particular context as opposed to other groups. 
Thus, discourses are "systematical ly-organized sets of statements which give 
expression to the meanings and values of an institution [ ... 
IA discourse provides 
a set of possible statements about a given area, and organizes and gives structure 
to the manner in which a particular topic, object. process is to be talked about. In 
that it provides descriptions, rules, permissions and prohibitions of social and 
individual actions" (ibid., p. 42). Discourses are social events which means that 
they cannot be produced and analysed as isolated textual monoliths. discourse. 
according to van Dijk, "is a complex communicative event that also embodies a 
social context, featuring participants (and their properties) as well as production 
and reception processes" (1988: 2). This means that discourse has a cognitive 
dimension which addresses the audience's reception of the communicated 
message according to certain cognitive mechanisms concerning previously held 
assumptions and the relevance which the new communicated message holds with 
regards to those assumptions forming part of the mindset of the receiving 
audience. 
Chapters four and five study the cognitive dimension of language and 
discourse by studying the mechanisms of language reception in terms of the 
potential relevance which the new communicated message holds to the receiving 
audience with regards to their previously held assumptions which constitute the 
contextual communicative environment within which they receive and interpret 
the message. In Chapter four, previous analyses of English modality are 
investigated, then analyses which approach the study of modality from a 
relevance-theoretic perspective are explained. The key term associated with the 
relevance of modal verbs is that of the extent of evidence which each of the modal 
verbs conveys to the audience at the time of communication. This analysis is then 
extended to include the Arabic modal particles and verbs to establish a theoretical 
framework of discussion for both English and Arabic modal systems. 
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In parallel to the study of English modals, the study of . -Nrabic modals in 
Chapter five takes into consideration the analyses developed in classical times by 
the classical Arabic grammarians between the 6 th and the 14 th centuries. together z:,, 
with modern studies of the Arabic modals. From those previous analyses 
conclusions are drawn for establishing a theoretical platform as to the degree of 
relevance which each of the Arabic modals conveys in a certain context. Such 
detailed discussion provides suitable grounds for comparing and contrasting the 
English and Arabic modal systems in order to highlight the ways in which 
translating modals from English into Arabic is to be analysed. The fact that 
previous studies of the Arabic modals have been largely subsumed under wider 
linguistic discussions of particles and verbs in Arabic which do not share any of 
the modal characteristics of the modals in question, makes the establishment of an 
exclusive framework for those modals a demanding task, particularly when taking 
into consideration that the Arabic modals have undergone great semantic change 
from their original meanings at the time of the classical Arabic grammarians to 
the modern times and especially in journalistic styles without extensive modern 
research to underline and accompany this change. 
Chapter six discusses the act of translation and sheds light on the 
translation of modality from English into Arabic as used in the language of news 
reports. The main hypothesis is that different modals convey different degrees of 
evidence to the receivers of the message including the use of modality. As a 
result, the translation of an English modal into an Arabic modal -v,,, hich does not 
correspond to the English modal in terms of the degree of evidence conveyed to 
the audience affects the Nvavs the message is received by the audience. This 
Ii 
assumption takes into consideration the communicative environi-nent of the 
respective readers which involves the already held ideological assumptions which 
are part of the contextual background of the piece of ne, ývs which is originally 
communicated to the source audience in English and subsequently translated to 
the target audience in Arabic. 
Although fields such as the relationship between language and ideology, 
language and relevance, translation and relevance have already been widely 
researched-, the present research highlights interrelationships that have been so far 
subsumed under wider disciplines. The aims of the present research is to 
emphasise the relationship between ideology and relevance on the grounds that 
ideological assumptions are part of the overall set of cognitive assumptions 
according to which the relevance of an utterance is determined. 
The concluding chapter lays out the findings of the thesis and relates those 
findings to possible future areas of research where these findings can be extended 
and applied. The present research is by no means an exhaustive account of all the 
existing modal expressions in Arabic and English, it can however represent a 
starting point for further investigation into the applicability of Relevance theory to 
the analysis of the modal systems in Arabic and English and also the possibility of 
extending this analysis to other pairs of languages and in other kinds of contexts. 
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Chapter Two: Methodology 
2.1 Introduction 
The application of a corpus-based methodology to the study of translation 
has been a subject of central interest for many scholars in the field. It is now a 
widely acknowledged fact that, for the investigation of the process of translating 
and of translation as the final product to be effective and theoretically sound, it 
should be carried out empirically, i. e. by examining actual translations rather than 
by formulating prescriptive approaches and guidelines. This chapter begins with 
defining corpus as a general term, and presenting scholars' views regarding its 
application to descriptive translation studies. The chapter shall then proceed to 
introduce the methodology followed in the present research including the type of 
data used and the specific criteria for presenting and analysing it. 
2.2 Descriptive Translation Studies (DTS) 
Baker pioneered the argument that the use of coipora in translation studies 
would be essential in advancing towards a descriptive view of translation. Access 
to corpora compiled from a large scale of translated texts as well as developing 
appropriate methods to investigate them "will provide theorists of translation with 
a unique opportunity to observe the object of their study and to explore what it is 
that makes it different from other objects of study [ ... 
] It will also allow us to 
explore [ ... 
] the principles that govern. translational behaviour and the constraints 
under which it operates" (19933: 2335). Baker sees that the necessary move towards 
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descriptive studies in general and corpus-based studies in particular has been 
supported by the shift of emphasis of Translation Studies from the primary focus 
on the static notion of "equivalence" in its many forms to the dynamic application 
of usage. 
In Baker's view, the approaches which stress the importance of the target 
text vis-a-vis the source text do at the same time facilitate the way towards placing 
greater emphasis on the significance of corpus research in translation studies. An 
example of such approaches is the polysystem theory as expounded by Baker. She 
cites this theory for two reasons: 
First,, the [polysystem] theory assumes a high level of interdependence 
among the various systems and sub-systems which underlie a given 
polysystem, as well as among the polysystems of literature in various 
cultures [ ... ] As a consequence, the status of translated literature is 
elevated to the point where it becomes worthy of investigation as a system 
in its own right [ ... 
] Second, one of the main properties of the polysytern is 
that there is constant struggle among its various strata [ ... ] This constant 
state of flux suggests that no literary system or sub-system is restricted to 
the periphery by virtue of any inherent limitations on its value (1993: 237- 
8). 
Baker also sees in Gideon Toury's "norms" an important step towards corpus- 
based translation research. Toury's norms are "options which are regularly taken 
up by translators at a given time and in a given socio-cultural situation. In this 
sense, the notion of norms is very similar to that of typicality, a notion which has 
emerc-, ed from recent Nvork on corpus-based lexi II icography" (ibid.. p. 239). From 
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this perception of norms, Baker concludes that norms are tools of descriptive 
analysis because they refer to patterns of translator's behaviour and such patterns 
"can be identified only by reference to a corpus of source and target texts. the 
scrutiny of which would allow us to record strategies of translation which are 
repeatedly opted for, in preference to other available strategies. in a given culture 
or textual system" (ibid., p. 140). 
Toury (1995: 1) advocates the need for Translation Studies scholars to 
steer away from prescription and pay due attention to describing true-life 
occurrences in the field. In his opinion 
What constitutes the subject matter of a proper discipline of Translation 
Studies is (observable or reconstructable) facts of real life rather than 
merely speculative entities resulting from the preconceived hypotheses and 
theoretical models. It is therefore empirical by its very nature and should 
be worked out accordingly. 
It is this empirical dimension of translation studies which steers the discipline 
away from purely theoretical hypotheses and prescriptive guidelines and theories 
about what translators should or should not do regarding either the translation 
process or the translation product or both and what are the kinds of functions 
translation should serve or preserve to actual translation phenomena taking place 
in real life. In order for translation hypotheses to be applicable and verifiable, and 
to be able to find solutions and answers for the wide variety of problems that 
translators encounter during the translation process, these actual phenomena 
should be the subject of exploration and analyses in order to describe the 
translation act as a whole and its components according to the practical realities of 
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the discipline and its agents. Thus, DTS "represents the branch that concerns itself 
with the systematic description of three distinct empirical phenomena seen as 
constituting the object of the discipline as a whole, the product, the process, and 
the function of translation" (Laviosa, 2002: 10). Laviosa echoes Toury's approach 
concerning DTS which revolves around the conception that translations as entities 
and translating as activity as well as translation form, which is defined as the 
relationships holding the original text together as well as strategies during the 
generation of translation, are all interconnected facts which result in 
"interdependencies" leading to the intention to uncover "regularities of behaviour" 
that mark the relationships between function, product and process. Empirical 
evidence collected from research into a corpus of translation phenomena helps 
identify what Toury calls interdependencies. This in turn leads to establishing 
models of translators , regularities of behaviour in producing the final translation 
product as it stands for investigation. 
There is a consensus among translation scholars that in order for 
translation theories to be more comprehensive and robust they have to rely on a 
corpus that is scientifically compiled and analysed. Holmes (1988: 101) points out 
that 
Many of the weaknesses and naivetes of contemporary translation theories 
are a result of the fact that the theories were, by and large, developed 
deductively, without recourse to actual translated texts- in- function, or at 
best to a very restricted corpus introduced for illustration rather than for 
verification or falsification. 
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Translation Studies is thus to be considered "an empirical discipline" (ibid., p. 71) 
but also. as Toury reminds, "a remarkably heterogeneous series of loosely 
connected paradigms" 0 995: 23) which makes the task of defining the proper 
object of study a challenging one. Toury's concern is due to the fact that there 
remains a strong tendency within the discipline "to regard different paradigms as 
mere alternative ways of dealing with 'the same thing'. Which they are not, nor 
can we expect them to be" (ibid. ). In this context arises the importance of applying 
the descriptive approach to Translation Studies because "the cumulative findings 
of descriptive studies should make it possible to formulate a series of coherent 
laws which would state the inherent relations between all the variables found to be 
relevant to translation [ ... ] the 
formulation of laws of this type requires the 
establishment of regularities of behaviour, along with a maximal control of the 
parameters of function, process and product" (ibid., p. 16, original emphasis). 
In its use of methodological analysis to describe translational phenomena, 
DTS draws on the use of methodology in corpus linguistics, but whereas 
methodology in corpus linguistics occupies a central position within the discipline, 
it is "considered just another dimension of DTS, not an integral part of its 
definition as is the case for corpus linguistics, whose object of study is created by 
the methodology itself' (Laviosa, 2002: 16-17). The other difference between the 
application of methodology to translation and its application to corpus linguistics 
is that, unlike corpus linguistics, it is possible for methodology in translation to 
encompass analysis of data outside the scope of the linguistic domain of the text to 
cover other aspects of text production that exert an influence on shaping 
translational behaviour. DTS can benefit from the ways of methodoloov 
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application in corpus linguistics but this application should be subject to 
elaboration and adjustment according to the specific requirements of the field ol 
translation studies in analysing its product and translation phenomena. 
2.3 A corpus-based investigation of translation 
According to Baker (2000: 243) translation studies "has specifically 
inherited from literary studies its preoccupation with the style of individual 
creative writers,, but only insofar as describing the style of a writer can inform the 
process of translating his or her work [ ... ] From 
linguistics, on the other hand, 
translation studies inherited the interest in studying the style of social groups of 
language users [ ... ] 
for similar reasons". Baker's use of the term "Inherited" 
implies that translation studies is a younger discipline than literary studies and 
linguistics, but also a discipline with its own theoretical framework and practical 
mechanisms which set this young discipline apait from the other older ones. Baker 
is interested in identifying shared aspects of language use among members of 
social groups through the study of style. With translation in mind, Baker aims at 
11 studying the language shared by a group adhering to a certain poetics [ ... 
] in 
which case the possibility attributable to socially shared preferences for certain 
uses of language must be worth examining" (ibid., p. 243). Baker's aim parallels 
Toury's objective to investigate translators' "regularities of behaviour". The 
application of corpus research to the study of translation product and process can 
give insight into the possibility that there exist certain linguistic habits among 
translators of source texts that belong either to a certain genre or discourse or to a 
certain language or period of time. t: ) 
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Baker is among the first scholars who advocated the importance of 
applying methodological analyses to the study of translation. Baker has questioned 
the lack of scholarly interest in studying the "style" of the translator independently 
from that of the original author, and also the failure to study a corpus which is 
compiled exclusively of translated material. This is because "translation has 
traditionally been viewed as a derivative rather than creative activity. The 
implication is that a translator cannot have, indeed should not have, a style of his 
or her own, the translator's task being simply to reproduce as closely as possible 
the style of the original" (ibid., p. 244, original emphasis). Baker challenges this 
traditional view and argues that every translator has his/her own individual style 
which is as distinct as "a thumb-print", therefore, any study of translation should 
always be accompanied by an attempt to demonstrate that "a translator does 
indeed leave his or her individual imprint on every text they produce" (ibid. ). 
Baker defines her notion of the style of the translator as follows 
the notion of style might include the (literary) translator's choice of the 
type of material to translate, where applicable, and his or her consistent use 
of specific strategies, including the use of prefaces or afterwords, 
footnotes, glossing in the body of the text, etc. More crucially, a study of a 
translator's style must focus on the manner of expression that is typical of 
a translator, rather than simply instances of open intervention. It must 
attempt to capture the translator's characteristic use of language, his or her 
individual profile of linguistic habits, compared to other translators. Which 
means that style [ ... ] 
is a matter of patterning: it involves describing 
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preferred or recurring patterns of linguistic behaviour. rather than 
individual or one-off instances of intervention (ibid., p. 145). 
In her definition of a translator's style, Baker echoes Hermans' (1996) notion of a 
translator's "voice". Hermans believes that the translator's voice can be traced 
throughout the translated text. Hermans emphasises that there are instances in the 
translated text where the translator's voice "breaks through the surface of the text 
speaking for itself, in its own name" (1996: 27). However. Baker questions 
Herman's conclusion that the translator's voice may well be "impossible to detect 
in the translated text" (ibid. ). In her argument for the necessity to recognise a 
translator's style as distinguished from the style of the author of the original text, 
Baker is interested in shifting the focus of the study of translation from "literary 
stylistics" to "forensic stylistics". Whereas literary stylistics highlights the 
translator's conscious choices of linguistic features in order to enhance the artistic 
aspect of the text, forensic stylistics, in contrast, "tends to focus on quite subtle, 
unobtrusive linguistic habits which are largely beyond the conscious control of the 
writer and which we, as receivers, register mostly subliminally" (2000: 246). In 
identifying the translator's linguistic habits and stylistic patterns, the analyst 
should be able to gain more access to "the cultural and ideological positioning of 
the translator, or of translators in general, or about the cognitive processes and 
mechanisms that contribute to shaping our translational behaviour" (ibid., p. 258). 
Baker states that those translational stylistic patterns stem from "potential 
motivation- which the analyst needs to concentrate on in order to be able to reach 
conclusions about the translator's translational behaviour particularly when 
identit I vingy general patterns of translational behaviour rather than isolated cases of 
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linguistic choices which may be attributed to factors which are related to the 
original text and not to the wider context of the translator's ideological and 
cognitive motivations. 
According to Baker, developing corpus-based strategies "goes some way 
towards fulfilling the growing need for a rigorous descriptive methodology in an 
attempt to increase the inter- subjectivity of the applied areas of translation studies, 
such as translator training and translation criticism, and of course in the pursuit of 
a more satisfying theoretical account of the phenomenon of translation itself' 
(1995: 224). Earlier in her research, Baker (1993: 236) outlines the developments 
which have occurred in Translation Studies which demonstrate the need for 
investigating authentic instances of translational behaviour and analysis of large 
quantities of translated texts more clearly and renders research of translation 
corpus more imperative. These developments involve the shift of focus from 
formal correspondence between the source and target texts in terms of grammar 
and meaning to functional correspondence of the texts as a whole. This shift in 
focus from formal linguistic structures to extra- linguistic usage and function of the 
text as a whole is the starting point for corpus-based research into a large quantity 
of translated texts and their originals in order to arrive at well-founded 
conclusions regarding the study of translation in authentic situations. 
2.3.1 The representativeness of corpus 
Corpus in general is defined as "a large collection of authentic texts that 
have been gathered in electronic form according to a specific set of criteria" 
(Bowker. 2002: 1). Ori, (, InallN,, the Nvord "corpus" referred to "any collection of 
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writings, in a processed or unprocessed form, usually by a specific author" (Baker. 
1995: 225). But more recently. as corpus linguistics expanded in both size and 
application, the original meaning of the word has transformed to accommodate 
three new qualities: these are "(i) corpus now means primarily a collection of texts 
held in machine-readable form and capable of being analysed automatically or 
semi -automatically in a variety of ways, (ii) a corpus is no longer restricted to 
'writings' but includes spoken as well as written text, and (111) a corpus may 
include a large number of texts from a variety of sources, by many writers and 
speakers and on a multitude of topics" (ibid. ). The applications of corpus are 
varied, it is normally used to "validate, exemplify or build up a language theory" 
(Tognini-Bonelli, 2001: 65). In linguistic studies, the EAGLES initiative 
described a corpus in 1996 as "a collection of pieces of language that are selected 
and ordered according to explicit linguistic criteria in order to be used as a sample 
of the language" (quoted in Laviosa, 2002: 6). 
prominent consideration in compiling any corpus is the degree of its 
representativeness with regard to the linguistic phenomenon or phenomena it is 
designed to describe. In compiling a corpus, the key consideration is that "it is put 
together for a particular purpose and according to explicit design criteria in order 
to ensure that it is representative of the given area or sample of language it aims to 
account for" (Baker, 1995: 225). The term "represntativeness" is a recurrent theme 
in the study of corpus design and application and scholars argue that the validity 
of any corpus is indeed gauged by the extent of representativeness it achieves for 
the data it is aimed to investigate or illustrate. As Biber et al. (1998: 246) state 
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A corpus is not simply a collection of texts. Rather. a corpus seeks to 
represent a language or some part of a language. The appropriate design 
for a corpus therefore depends upon what it is meant to represent. The 
representativeness of the corpus, in turn, determines the kinds of research 
questions that can be addressed and the generalizability of the results of the 
research. 
What validates a research corpus then is the way in which the corpus adequately 
and appropriately represents the linguistic phenomena it is designed to describe. It 
seems, however, to be a daunting task to achieve complete representativeness in 
compiling a research corpus due to the great variation of linguistic phenomena in 
any given language. Biber et al. recognise that -representing a language -or even 
part of a language- is a problematic task. We do not know the full extent of 
variation in languages or all the contextual variables that need to be covered in 
order to capture all variation in texts" (1998: 246). Alternatively, therefore, the 
aim is to build up "a sample which is maximally representative of the variety 
under examination, that is, which provides us with as accurate a picture as 
possible of the tendencies of that variety, including their properties" (McEnery, 
2001: 30). It is evident, on the other hand, that the nature and size of corpus 
samples do vary according to the discipline within which the corpus is compiled 
and from which samples are taken. In linguistics, for example, corpora generally 
comprise samples of text fragments of specific length, such as the Brown and 
LOB Corpora, rather than whole running texts. Other corpora. such as the 
Cobuild/Bank of England corpus, are made of whole texts regardless of the size of 
the individual texts in the corpus. In other disciplines, such as machine translation, 
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corpora do not consist of texts but a number of examples. Newton (1992: 223) 
therefore defines the term "corpus" in machine translation as -the definite 
collection of grammatical sentences that is used as a basis for the descriptive 
analysis of a language" (quoted in Baker, 1995: 225). The size of any corpus 
sample is not, however, a primary concern because the efficiency of a given 
sample is measured by its degree of representativeness "which refers to the extent 
to which a sample includes the full range of variability in a population" (Biber, 
1993: 243). Thus, the notion of representativeness of any given corpus is very 
much relative and depends to a great extent on the specific nature of research for 
which the corpus is compiled and the objectives it is required to fulfill. That 
means that "the representativeness of a corpus is never absolute and complete but 
is perpetually sought and negotiated by identifying and making explicit both the 
design criteria which underlie the choice of texts that make up a corpus and the 
proportions of different text categories in it" (Laviosa, 2002: 6). At any rate, the 
answer to the question of whether a certain corpus is adequately representative 
depends on the nature and purpose of the specific research for which that corpus 
has been compiled. Kennedy (1998: 68) confirms that "in the final analysis, of 
course, a corpus is more or less adequate according to the extent to which the 
corpus matches the purposes to which it is put". 
According to Biber (1993: 243), researchers typically consider the issue of 
sample size as a major factor in achieving the required representativeness of a 
certain corpus, but what researchers need to focus on instead is "a thorough 
definition of the target population and decisions concerning the method of 
is cletermined, 
I sampling". 
The representativeness of a sample II Biber says, by "a 
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prior full definition of the -population' that the sample is intended to represent. 
and the techniques used to select the sample from that population" (ibid. ). A prior 
and well-defined knowledge of what the sample is intended to represent is a 
prerequisite for assessing corpus representativeness. Definition of the target 
population consists of two aspects: "(1) the boundaries of the population - what 
texts are included and excluded from the population; (2) hierarchical organization 
within the population - what text categories are included in the population. and 
what are their definitions" (ibid. ). 
In addition to a proper definition of the target population of the corpus, the 
adequacy of corpus representativeness depends on "the extent to which it includes 
the range of linguistic distributions in the population-, i. e. different linguistic 
features are differently distributed (within texts, across texts, across text types), 
and a representative corpus must enable analysis of these various distributions" 
(ibid. ). 
Alongside the issue of corpus degree of representativeness of the 
phenomena under investigation, there is also the issue of subjectivity of decision 
regarding the compilation of corpus particularly in the study of translations and 
the translators' behaviour. Olohan regards the individual decisions as to which 
material should be included or excluded from a translation corpus to be 
-problematic" in corpus-based study of translation. Crisafulli (2002: 32-3) 
justifies this problematic nature of translation corpus by the fact that "the very 
design of corpora arises out of an act of interpretation [... ] empirical facts do not 
exist independently of the scholar's viewpoint, indeed it is the scholar who creates 
the empirical facts of the analysis by making observable (ra-.,, N-) data relevant to 
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his/her perspective" (quoted in Olohan. 2004: 47). This subjective nature of 
corpus compilation drives a number of scholars in Translation Studies to reject the 
possibility that corpus-based Translation Studies can be used to establish objective 
and universal laws of translation "partly on the grounds that the subjective 
judgements and intuitions of the researcher are involved in all stages of corpus 
analysis, from the very decision to carry out this type of research to the choice of 
research questions, from decisions on corpus design to the interpretation of 
results" (ibid. ). 
2.3.2 Parallel and comparable corpora in translation 
A parallel corpus is to be understood as "a corpus consisting of a set of 
texts in one language and their translations in another language" (Olohan, 2004: 
-14). There has been a number of inconsistencies about the definition of parallel 
corpus in the literature; some scholars use the term to refer to bilingual texts that 
can be compared according to their content but are not necessarily translations of 
each other (cf Laviosa, 1997). Baker (1995: 230) defines a parallel corpus as one 
which "consists of original, source language-texts in language A and their 
translated versions in language B. This is the type of corpus that one immediately 
thinks of in the context of translation studies". Baker sees this kind of corpus as 
the necessary tool for future advance in computer-assisted training of translators 
and in developing the performance of machine translation systems. In Baker's 
words 
Their [parallel corporal most important contribution to the discipline in 
general is that flicy support a shift of emphasis, from prescription to 
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description. They allow us to establish, objectivel-v. how translators 
overcome difficulties of translation in practice, and to use this e\'idence to 
provide realistic models for trainee translators. They also have an 
important role to play in exploring norms of translating in specific socio- 
cultural and historical contexts (ibid., p. 23 1, original emphasis). 
The use of parallel corpora is believed to have several benefits for research. The 
investigation of source texts and their translations allows the researcher to detect 
translational behaviour especially through the assessment of several translation 
versions of the same source text. 
Another type of corpora is "multilingual corpora" which Baker (ibid., p. 
232) defines as "sets of two or more monolingual corpora in different languages. 
built up either in the same or different institutions on the basis of similar design 
criteria". In this context, multilingual corpora are similar to parallel corpora in 
being particularly useful in translator training and improving the performance of 
machine translation software. The importance of multilingual corpora arises from 
the fact that they "enable us to study items and linguistic features in their home 
environment, rather than as they are used in translated text. They are useful 
inasmuch as they can provide access to the natural patterns of the target language 
in particular" (ibid. ). However, Baker is skeptical about the usefulness of 
multilingual corpora because they rely on the assumption that all languages are 
identical in the abilitý, of expressing things in a -natural- way, an assumption 
wliich is obviously widely discredited. This vvill result in "a serious distortion of 
our view of the very phenomenon Nve should be trying to explicate" (ibid.. p. 
1333).. Baker suggests that it is necessarý- to shift the focus from comparing 
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languages as such to comparing text production in general. i. e. text produced 
independently from the existence of another text produced In another langtiage, 
with translation which involves text Produced as a result of the existence of 
another text produced in a different language. Baker argues that this shift of focus 
can be effected by access to comparable corpora. 
A comparable corpus, on the other hand, is defined as "a bi/multilingual 
corpus made up of two or more sets of texts from the same subject domain(s)'" 
(Laviosa, 1997: 36). Baker identifies comparable corpora as those which "consist 
of two separate collections of texts in the same language: one corpus consists of 
original texts in the language in question and the other consists of translations in 
that language from a given source language or languages" (1995: 234). According 
to her, "both corpora should cover a similar domain, variety of language and time 
span, and be of comparable length. The translation corpus should be representative 
in terms of the range of original authors and of translators" (ibid. ). The ways in 
which researchers might benefit from comparable corpora involve the 
identification of trans I ation- specific patterns of language use, i. e. patterns of 
linguistic features and behaviour which seem to be a distinctive characteristic of 
translated texts setting them apart from other text categories. A comparable corpus 
is designed to underline frequencies of linguistic patterns which are pertinent to 
translated texts. Unlike the case with parallel corpora, Baker does not think that 
comparable corpora are of great practical value because they do not have any clear 
applications in translator training projects or obvious contributi ino ion to improvi z,,, 
the performance of machine translation svstems. I 
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The overarching aim of this type of corpus research is to study the 
underlying motivations which distinguish the language of translation from other 
types of language. it is therefore essential to ensure that texts in a comparable 
corpus are "similar in as many respects as possible in an attempt to ensure that 
their linguistic differences can be reliably attributed to their status as translation 
versus non-translation [ ... ] rather than to confounding variables" (Laviosa. 1997: 
39). However, Laviosa is aware of the limitations that may hinder research into 
comparable corpora, as "the imbalance inherent in the translation market of the 
two language communities affects the level of comparability that can be achieved 
in a corpus of this kind for both the translational variety and the original 
component of each of the two languages. This, in turn, restricts the comparative 
analyses one can perform" (ibid., p. 42). 
Laviosa also distinguishes between comparable corpora designed to study 
different genres. Literary comparable corpora, for example, differ in nature and 
function from that designed to investigate language used in the newspapers. 
Drawing on her own experience in researching data about narrative works selected 
from the British National Corpus (BNC), she found that there are a number of 
constraints regarding narrative works which involve varying levels of 
comparability and subjective evaluation. In contrast, she points out, "the 
dimensions of comparability put forward for newspapers are [... ] greater in 
number and relatively less problematic given the greater availability of 
translational and non-translational texts and the possibility of identifying the topic 
of each article from the titles and subtitles with a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
The level of comparability pursued with this text genre can therefore be 
considered reasonably adequate" (ibid., p. 40). 
Following the typology put forward by Laviosa (ibid.. pp. 34-8), the corpus 
design in the present research consists of samples of. rather than full, texts. The 
language of those portions of texts is general, i. e. assumed to represent non- 
specialised language. Texts constituting the research corpus are bilingual and the 
languages involved are Arabic and English. The corpus under investigation 
comprises parallel and comparable data, mainly translational and mono- 
directional, i. e. from English into Arabic. The examples included in the discussion 
are taken from a wider pool of examples. Unless otherwise indicated, back 
translations of Arabic examples are my own, as well as back translations of 
explanations and descriptions of the Arabic modals quoted from different 
references. 
2.4 Description and aims of the translation corpus 
2.4.1 Corpus selection criteria 
Examples from reports published in different newspapers are synchronic 
when they constitute comparable texts written in the same language reporting the 
same piece of news or a translation text and a source text reporting one piece of 
news. However, the parallel and comparable corpus as a whole is diachronic and it 
runs over a three-year period of time, it thus includes reports covering a variety of 
events. The directionality of the translations is from English into Arabic. The type 
of the medium used in reporting is written to be read and there is no participation 
on the part of the readers. so the discourse is a non-interactive monologue. 
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The data compiled for the aims of the present research are extracted from 
reports published in newspapers in both Arabic and English. The selected Arabic 
newspapers which constitute the corpus are daily newspapers published in the 
Arabic language in different parts of the Arab world. These are: Al-Hayat, a 
London-based pan-Arab newspaper which addresses Arab readers across the Arab 
World. It publishes reports translated from English into Arabic and due to its 
geographical location in the UK, it contains commentaries originally written in 
English and subsequently translated into Arabic. The electronic version of this 
newspaper includes both versions of the leader or commentary in the two 
languages which allows the investigator to look at the two versions and compare 
the translation and the original first hand. Extracts from the commentaries and 
leaders published in this newspaper will be part of the parallel and comparable 
data. 
Some examples in the corpus are drawn from two Syrian government 
newspapers, AI-Thawra and Teshreen, these are published in Syria and read 
mainly by Syrians at a local level. Extracts from these newspapers contain 
commentaries in the Arabic language exposing the specific ideological stance of 
Syria and articles are also composed so as to reflect the Syrian position towards 
world events on the political and diplomatic side. These newspapers are state-run; 
therefore, they voice the official ideological position in Syria. Examples extracted 
from articles published in this newspaper will be part of the parallel data. 
The third source from which data about Arabic modality is extracted is Al- 
Juzceru iiews agency. . 41-Jazeera 
is a pan Arab agency which broadcasts news on 
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television and the Internet. Examples from Al-Jazeera's reports will be used in the 
parallel data. 
Other sources of Arabic examples are Syria News (Syria), 41-Akhbar 
(Egypt), Al-Khaleej (United Arab Emirates), Akhbar Tunis (Tunisia). These 
newspapers are chosen because they are consumed at a local level in their 
respective countries. When a piece of news concerning a general Arab issue is 
published, it is interesting to investigate the ways in which this piece of news 
features in the local newspapers in each of these countries. The other reason for 
choosing these newspapers is that they represent Arab countries from various parts 
of the Arab World, Tunisia, for example, represents North Africa while the United 
Arab Emirates represents the Gulf region. Egypt is undoubtedly a key Arab 
country due to several reasons related to political and economic issues not least 
because of its position as one of the very few Arab countries which signed a peace 
treaty with Israel. The ideological positions of these countries are far from similar 
in many respects and, therefore, comparing examples of news published in 
newspapers from each of these countries would reflect differences in their political 
and ideological identities. Examples from Syria News will be part of the 
comparable data, whereas examples from AI-Akhbar, Al-Khaleej, and Akhbar 
Tunis will be part of the parallel data. 
The English newspapers from which data published in English are drawn 
are The Guarthan, a daily British broadsheet newspaper widely read by the British 
people and publishes reports and commentaries about the situation in the Middle 
East. Its position is known to be centre-to-left position in British politics. 
Examples from The Guat-dian Nvill be part of the parallel data. Another British 
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newspaper is The Independent. Extracts from articles published in this ne-ývspaper 
address issues on a more local level within a British context rather than 
international news, they will feature in the parallel corpus of the present research. 
The Telegraph is another widely read British newspaper which is 
considered to be conservative in tone as opposed to that of The Guardian and The 
Independent. It is therefore of interest to compare how the same piece of news is 
reported in The Telegraph with the other two, as that would highlight issues of 
political orientations. Examples from The Telegraph will feature in the parallel 
data. 
The Washington Post is a right-wing American newspaper which includes 
reports about international news especially when the Middle East is involved. This 
newspaper is closely related to the US administration and it voices the ideological 
stances of US officials towards international politics including positions towards 
the Middle East. Examples from this newspaper will be part of the parallel and 
comparable data. 
Another source of texts published originally in the English language are 
texts appearing on the Al-Hayat electronic version published in English and 
written by native English speakers then translated into Arabic. These texts will 
constitute a substantial part of the comaparable corpus in this research. 
2.4.2 Qualitative selection criteria 
The present research focuses on investigating the ways in which modality 
is used in the language of the news in order to reflect the ideological and political 
stance of the newspapers reporting news to their readerships. English modal verbs 
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and Arabic modal particles are therefore the main subject of investigation. The 
research corpus comprises Arabic newspapers published in different parts of the 
Arab World and English newspapers published mainly in Britain and the USA. All 
of these newspapers have been accessed in their electronic format on the Internet. 
The Arabic newspapers which are included in the research corpus stand for 
different ideologies according to the particular Arab country in which a particular 
newspaper is published. This is a way of studying how use of modality in each of 
these newspapers when reporting political news can reflect different ideologies. 
The examples under investigation are chosen on the basis that their subject 
is political news which are sufficiently of general interest in order to appear in 
various newspapers simultaneously either in one language or in both Arabic and 
English. It is understood that there are certain conditions which affect the final 
form in which news reports are published such as questions of space and editing 
which can impinge on the way certain grammatical and stylistic features of a given 
language are used and the frequency of that use. This will be taken into 
consideration when the research investigates the presence or absence of modal 
verbs and particles in news reports in the corpus. Moreover, as Toury (1995: 183) 
points out, an important issue that arises during the comparison of pairs of source 
and translation texts is the question of how many people have in effect been 
involved in the act of translation and the number and kinds of parts they played in 
order to produce a translation final product as such. This issue is usually dealt with 
in the followino, manner tý 
Whatever the number. the common practice has been to collapse all of 
thern into one persona and have that conjoined entity regarded as 'the 
translator*: this would appear to be the only feasible approach, if research 
applied to pairs of texts is to transcend superficial description. Among) 
other things, this practice enhances the comparability of findings, which is 
a sine qua non for making any kind of justifiable generalization (ibid. ). 
The question of the number of agents involved in the act of translating and the 
ways in which they participate in order to produce the final target text as is 
presented to the target readership is closely related to the type of mechanism with 
which newspapers are produced and also connects with issues of space and editing 
mentioned earlier. Toury's concern is central to the present investigation because 
it deals specifically with news articles and their translations which are in most 
cases subject to a whole range of activities such as revising, editing and 
proofreading. It is, therefore, essential for the specific purposes of the present 
discussion that these matters are taken into consideration when discussing 
translations, i. e. focusing on the translator's decisions during the translation 
process. The present corpus study, on the other hand, has no access to information 
concerning editorial interventions which the reports subject to investigation might 
have undergone during the process of either publishing them in the original 
language or producing a translated version of a given article. Consequently, in 
view of Toury's statement above, the study has the only option of considering the 
translations as if the translators were responsible for all the decisions that have 
resulted in the emergence of the final translation product which appears in the 
newspapers and is received by the intended readership. 
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2.4.3 Quantitative selection criteria 
For the specific aims of the present research, examples extracted from 
newspaper reports are partial rather than full texts. These texts will represent 
examples of authentic language. The language in these examples is not high 
register and is aimed for a readership of various educational backgrounds. 
The English modal verbs studied in this research are the modal verbs 
which correspond in terms of modal meaning and function to the Arabic modal 
particles presented in this research. In an attempt to narrow down the scope of 
analysis of modal auxiliary verbs in English, Arabic modal particles will be 
considered the basis for specifying the particular English modal verbs that are to 
be analysed within the scope of the present research. The main modal areas of 
research are emphasis, possibility, and obligation. The English semi-modal 
auxiliaries fall outside the scope of the present investigation, but modals 
indicating various degrees of possibility and obligation in the English language are 
studied with reference to the corresponding modal particles in the Arabic 
language. 
Examples drawn from the sources mentioned above are portions of text 
which fall under either of three categories which reflect the types of modality uses. 
The first category constitutes portions of text which are cited as individual 
examples of the use of a particular modal. They represent articles published in one 
language, either Arabic or English, and are produced by a native speaker of that 
language for the consumption of readers who are also native speakers of the same 
lam, uaoe. These examples contain the use of modal auxiliaries or modal particles 
typical to the languato-:, e in question, and they are consequently used to illustrate the 
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ways in which the modal system is employed by speakers of the given language in 
journalistic discourse. The allocation of this category of examples serves the 
purposes of the present research in the following manner: examples drawn from 
articles published in Arabic newspapers, produced by native speakers of Arabic 
and aimed at readership consisting primarily of native speakers of Arabic are 
employed to exemplify the use of Arabic modal particles in the language of the 
news. Further, these examples are aimed to underline the line of argument pursued 
in the present research that modal verbs and particles reflect the particular 
ideological and discoursal strategy of the institution which communicates the 
news to its readership. The use of those modals will also be analysed along the 
lines of Relevance theory to establish a framework for comparing and contrasting 
the modal systems of Arabic and English along these lines. 
The second category of examples in the corpus consists of a number of 
texts taken from articles reporting the same piece of news in several newspapers in 
the same language and are considered to be original texts not translations, written 
by native speakers of that language and aimed at readers who are also native 
speakers of that same language. These examples will form a part of the parallel 
data in the corpus and the aim of investigating these texts is to look at similarities 
and/or differences in the use of modality among native speakers when they are 
reporting the same news. Identifying these points of similarity and difference in 
the use of modal particles or auxiliaries in the language of the news as users of the 
language employ them in reporting news will reflect the similarity and/or 
difference between the communicative effects conveyed by the use or omission of 
a certain modal particle or auxiliary and will set the scene for establishing the ý, vay 
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in which the degree of relevance of a certain message becomes affected through 
that use or omission. The conclusion of such investigation will be to discover if 
the use or omission of certain modal particles or auxiliaries by native speakers of a 
certain language influences the way in which receivers of the information wlio are 
native speakers of that same language find the information conveyed, through the 
use or omission of those modals, to be either more or less relevant to them 
following that particular way of conveying the information to them through using 
the modal. 
The third category of the corpus examples are texts taken from articles 
published in newspapers in the source language and their translated versions 
published in the target language. The original and translated texts are about the 
same piece of news and are similar in length and content. In the case of long 
chunks of text, only the portions which consist of the use of modality will be 
considered. The original text is written by a native speaker of the source language 
and the translated version is produced by a native speaker of the target language. 
The aim here is to compare and contrast the use of modality between Arabic and 
English and to outline the correspondence achieved through translation between 
the relevance of information conveyed to readers of the original text and that of 
information conveyed to readers of the target text. Ideological considerations will 
be brought to bear on the choice of particular modal structures in both the source 
and the target texts as well as relevance-theoretic analysis of the similarity or 
difference in the communicati,,,, e situations created by the source and target texts 
Nvith re(Tard to the specific use of modal structures in the language of the news by 
Arabic and English newspapers. 
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Chapter Three: Language and Ideology: The Case of the Use of Modality in 
the Language of the News 
3.1 Introduction 
Today's world is characterised by increasingly rapid mass communication, 
and political issues are playing a more central role in global communication than 
any other type of issues due to the dramatic influence which such factors as 
terrorism and economic development exert in bringing great changes to the world 
as a whole. In this context, the ways in which political issues are communicated 
bear special significance not only because news is widely circulated around the 
globe at an astonishing speed but also because the various types of relations 
among the different nations are shaped, among other things, by the forms of 
expression which each nation uses with reference to its own political framework 
and the ideological vision behind it, and with reference to other nations' political 
and ideological orientations. What makes examining the language of the news 
more interesting is the fact that, despite being in a state of close and immediate 
contact with one another thanks to the formidable advance in modern technology, 
the different nations around the world still hold ideological beliefs and standpoints 
as numerous as perhaps the nations holding them. These ideological doctrines are 
in many ways very different from, if not contradictory with, each other. 
It is this notion of diversity and contradiction that gives the language 
related to political issues a unique dimension which renders the task of 
investigating its ways of expression more complex and challenging. The present 
chapter attempts at constructing a detailed view of the nature and types of 
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language used in news reports with special reference to modality as a grammatical 
structure that plays a communicative role in the process of maintaining and 
promoting a certain ideological discourse in the minds of the readership of a given 
newspaper. This issue becomes of central importance when translation between 
two languages, in this case Arabic and English, is studied. This is due to the fact 
that the significance of modality as a type of linguistic expression used in news 
reporting derives from the notion that, in any one language, different modals 
express different degrees of commitment by the user of those modals. This point 
becomes crucial when, as shall be illustrated in this and the following chapters. 
there are cases when different modals are used by different newspapers to report 
the same piece of news. In such cases, each of the modals used contributes to the 
formulation of a certain communicative context within which the readers of the 
news report process that particular piece of news. The communicative context 
then prepares the readers to perceive the news within a particular ideological 
framework which is in line with that of the given newspaper reporting the news. 
In translated news, the use of modality assumes further significance due to 
two main reasons. To start with, the act of translating a piece of news involves 
two languages, more specifically, two linguistic systems which include two 
different modal systems. These modal systems do not always correspond fully in 
terms of expressing the various degrees of commitment of the speaker. Secondly, 
the ideological frameworks within which different linguistic systems operate very 
often construct different perspectives according to which a political situation is 
perceived. 
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The present chapter puts forward the argument that the type of linguistic 
expression used in news reporting plays an important part In setting the 
ideological scene for the readers of a particular news report or commentary. The 
relationship between language and discourse and language and ideology is also 
studied. The argument presented here leads to suggesting that modality as a type 
of linguistic expression is not a neutral medium of communicating news. Modality 
in many cases reflects the ideological perspective from which news is to be 
perceived by the readers. The act of processing modality used in the news to 
arrive at ideological conclusions is conducted by the readers through the relevance 
mechanism of relevance which will be the subject of investigation in the 
following chapters. 
3.2 The nature of language in the news 
It should be made clear from the outset that the aim of this chapter is not to 
advance the notion of the role of the Press in the manipulation of events reported 
and the attempt to misrepresent facts in order to promote the views and objectives 
of a few individuals or authorities in the collective mind of the masses in a one- 
way process of communication. Rather, the present discussion is an attempt to 
study the relationship between the use of language and the division of power 
between the newspaper as an institution and the readers in what forms the political 
discourse of the journalistic language, in order to set the scene for the discussion 
in the following chapters which places special emphasis on the use of modality in 
Arabic and English newspapers and the process of translating modal structures 
between these two languages. First, general views about the relationship between 
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language and power will be discussed and, where appropriate, examples from 
different newspapers will be provided to support the argument about the 
applicability of those views to the role of modality in maintaining or offierwise a 
particular political discourse in Arabic and English journalistic styles. 
News is first and foremost embedded in language. This notion appears to 
be self-evident to many but the extent to which language can be vital to the modes 
of expression of news is not perhaps so readily realised simply because receivers 
of news have become so accustomed to the styles of newspapers that they are 
frequently led towards accepting certain conclusions and points of view. This 
acceptance is based on the fact that each newspaper constructs the world of its 
news in a certain way which is consistent with a certain ideological viewpoint and 
which the readers of a newspaper become accustomed to and which, crucially, 
becomes part of the mindset of those readers, so that every time they read that 
newspaper the readers are in a way prepared to receive the news from a certain 
angle of perception which has already been constructed in their mindset from 
previous reading experiences involving that newspaper. This argument will be the 
focus of the next chapter which studies the role of relevance in processing 
information (cf Chapter Four, Section 4.3). Without the receivers always realising 
it, their reception of the news is channeled by the newspaper's particular choice of 
language, i. e. the choice of grammatical structures and vocabulary that would best 
suit the expression of a specific political situation or ideological standpoint. In this 
sense, language is not a passive reflection of reality but an active force which 
constructs reality in many different shapes and sizes. Fowler (1991: 1) states that 
"language is not neutral, but a highly constructive mediator. " This position leads 
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Fowler to conclude that since language is not neutral in reflecting reality. and 
since news employ language in their ways of expression then the world of the 
Press "is not the real world, but a world skewed and judged" (199 1: 11). Fowler's 
conclusion leads to the notion that events taking place in reality must go through 
the prism of language and then they assume a different colouring before they are 
reported or announced. The close link between language use and politics results 
from the fact that both of them are "both cooperative and uncooperative. 
Moreover, one might argue that the structure of human linguistic communication 
is related to precisely these functions: it makes what we recognize as *political' 
interactions possible. One should in this sort of perspective expect some of the 
structural components of language to have a functional role" (Chilton, 2004: 21). 
Even though it is not a practical supposition to suggest that all language is 
originally of a political nature, linguistic structures, nevertheless, "first evolve[d] 
from socio-political needs -for instance, deictic systems that signal self or self s 
group as distinct from non-group member" (ibid. ). Fowler refers to a similar 
notion of group identity which he calls "an ideology of ethnocentrism, or, [] 
more inclusively, homocentrism: a preoccupation with countries, societies and 
individuals perceived to be like oneself, with boundaries; with defining 'groups' 
felt to be unlike oneself, alien, threatening" (1991: 16). This ideology, Fowler 
says, is formulated in the Press by the use of the pronoun "we": "How 'we' are 
supposed to behave is exemplified by the regular news reports of stories which 
illustrate such qualities as fortitude, patriotism, sentiment, industry [... ] it breeds 
divisive and alienating attitudes, a dichotomous vision of 'us' and 'them"' (ibid. ). 
Fowler limits this ideology to the use of pronouns but this kind of ideoloov can be 
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manifested in several grammatical categories besides pronouns. In the following 
chapters the argument shall discuss the ways in which ideological group identities 
can be formulated through the use of modal verbs in newspaper articles. 
Hodge and Kress view language as a tool that controls and distorts: "All 
the major ideological struggles will necessarily be waged in words [ ... ] 
in forms 
of language that bear the traces of these struggles in innumerable ways" (1993): 
161). And because different groups of people using the same language employ it 
differently then the same event will vary accordingly. By the same token, because 
different languages have different modes of expression that means that different 
linguistic communities perceive of the same event in different ways according to 
their respective languages. 
The study of language in the news brings about two primary notions which 
have dominion over what is reported and how. These two notions are discourse 
and ideology. Discourse and ideology are general notions covering all aspects of 
human communicative activities, but in the scope of this chapter these two notions 
will be studied from the journalistic perspective, with special reference to the use 
of modality and its part in advancing certain points of view to the readers of the 
news. 
3.3 News and the journalistic discourse 
Fairclough (1989/2001: 18) defines discourse as "language as a form of 
social practice", this means that linguistic structures are not merely for expressing 
practice xN'hich exists outside its realm, but rather it participates in giving that 
practice its shape and by doing that imparts the values and beliefs of its users on 
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those with whom those users wish to communicate. In the , vorld of newspapers 
this thought is well illustrated in editorials which convey the stance of the 
newspaper about a particular occurrence and the ways the writer uses certain 
linguistic forms to make the readership aware of that standpoint. In the words of 
Fairclough (1989/2001: 30-1): 
As well as being determined by social structures, discourse has effects 
upon social structures and contributes to the achievement of social 
continuity or social change. It is because the relationship between 
discourse and social structures is dialectical in this way that discourse 
assumes such importance in terms of power relationships and power 
struggle: control over orders of discourse by institutional and societal 
power-holders is one factor in the maintenance of their power. 
It can be argued that a newspaper is an institutional power-holder who is part of a 
larger societal structure trying to put forward an argument that they want the 
reader to accept with the indirect objective of maintaining the established system 
of ideas which the newspaper and its supporters uphold, so that their social power 
would be further enhanced in the minds of the readership. In this sense the 
journalistic text is transformed from a detached impersonal voice into a lively 
subjective interaction in which the reader is encouraged to actively participate and 
even consider taking sides. This conversational technique adopted in the 
journalistic style has a significant undercurrent regarding the message a 
newspaper, or rather the voice behind it, wants to communicate to the readers. 
According to FoNvIer (1991: 47): "Newspapers have to be lively. because they 
offer themselves as a brand of entertainment, and because they must disguise the 
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fact that they are actually a form of institutional discourse. The personal voice is a 
necessary, but accepted, illusion. "' In other words. the discourse of a newspaperis 
represented by a form of communication that involves the reader so that s/he 
becomes engaged in the process of deriving the thoughts and conclusions that the 
communicator aims at reaching in the first place. More importantly. this process 
of deriving thoughts and conclusions becomes part of the reader's cognitive 
mindset or collection of assumptions about the newspaper which are obtained 
from previous reading experiences involving the same newspaper. Thus, the 
newspaper establishes a cognitive platform, so to speak, in the minds of its 
readers. Such cognitive platform prepares the readers to perceive the newspaper's 
linguistic choices, in our case the choice of modal verbs, from an angle which 
enhances the reader's cooperation and acceptance of the paper's ideological 
context. 
Fowler (1991: 57) believes that adopting such a conversational style in 
newspapers is precisely devised for "the construction of an illusion of informality, 
familiarity, friendliness [ 
... 
] Conversation implies co-operation,, agreement, 
symmetry of power and knowledge between participants. " What this idea suggests 
is that the readers are already considered to be active agents in establishing and 
maintaining a particular line of thought held by the writer since they are part of 
the communication process which takes that line of thought as its focal point. 
In doing so, the newspaper is having what Fairclough calls a "hidden 
agenda" in mind. By thus involving the readers in the process of communicating 
Nvhat it Nvishes to promote in their minds, the newspaper is consolidating its grip 
on the discourse type and hence maintaining a powerful position because it can 
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direct the readers' perception of what they are reading. This phenomenon is what 
Fairclough calls the "opacity of discourse" (1989/2001: 33, original emphasis). 
which he believes has a very important role regarding power positions and 
relations in the act of communication "because in discourse people can be 
legitimizing (or delegitimizing) particular power relations without being 
conscious of doing so" (ibid. ). Thus, discourse has a key role to play in 
reproducing ideology in the minds of the audience. Van Dijk believes that 
"various properties of text and talk allow social members to actually express or 
formulate abstract ideological beliefs, or any other opinion related to such 
ideologies" (1998: 92, original emphasis). 
According to Hatim and Mason (1990: 71), discourses are modes of 
talking and thinking which provide the concrete linguistic medium for the 
expression of abstract ideological beliefs. In other words, it is through discourse 
that certain linguistic structures and expressions acquire communicative and 
connotative dimensions that are key for expressing the ideological message. Thus, 
an ideology "expresses itself through a variety of key terms which take us beyond 
the text to an established set of precepts" (ibid. ). Hatim and Mason also believe 
that because discourses are diffuse the only way that makes their analysis possible 
is by "relating actual expressions to the belief systems, power structures, etc., 
which underlie [them]" (ibid., p. 186). With the translator in mind, Hatim and 
Mason view those belief systems and power structures as key indicators of what is 
to be translated into the target language. Hence, arises Hatim and Mason's notion 
of the translator's "mediation" in the translating act between the original text and 
the translated version which is the final product offered to the readers of the target 
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text. The translator's mediation results from the need to resolve discrepancies 
between source and target: -Most obviously, the translator has not only a bilingual 
ability but also a bi-cultural vision. Translators mediate between cultures 
(including ideologies, moral systems and socio-political structures), seeking to 
overcome [ ... ] incompatibilities which stand in the way of transfer of meaning- 
(ibid., p. 223). Another aspect of the translator's mediation is his/her involvement 
in a deliberate reading act when they translate because they read a text with the 
intention to produce another text based on the original. Since translators are 
involved in a deliberate reading act of the source text, Hatim and Mason describe 
them as "privilege [sic] readers" (ibid., p. 224) as opposed to "ordinary readers". 
firstly because the source text to ordinary readers represents the ultimate product 
or the output and, hence, the end of the reading process; whereas for translators 
the source text is the beginning of the translation process which takes information 
from the source text as input for the translation product or output. Another 
difference between translators and ordinary readers, according to Hatim and 
Mason, is that "Inevitably, a translated text reflects the translator's reading [] 
whereas the ordinary reader can involve his or her own beliefs and values in the 
creative reading process, the translator has to be more guarded" (ibid. ). That 
means that the translator's perceptions are not supposed to affect the way in which 
s/he reads the source and eventually translate it. The ideological context of the 
source should remain intact in the translation. However, according to Hatim and 
Mason, there are occasions when the purpose which the translation is intended to 
fulfill justifies the translator's intervention in the message of the source text. in 
culture-specific texts, in particular, the needs of the consumers of the translation 
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-may in certain cases even override ST [source text] communicative intentions" 
(ibid., p. 190). Even when translation is not involved in transmitting the discourse 
context,, contextual considerations are crucial in that "text producers make their 
choices in such a way as best to serve their own communicative ends and within 
an institutional setting which exerts its own influence on linguistic expression" 
(ibid., p. 193). 
Following Hatim and Mason's view of culture as a system which includes 
ideological considerations as well as socio-political structures, it seems that news 
is to be considered as "culture-bound texts" (1990: 190); since news reflects the 
ideological nuances of the different institutions which communicate it to the 
readers. Thus, news undergoes the type of mediation which other culture-bound 
texts undergo, whether by the monolingual communicator or the translator 
producing a translated version of news originally communicated in another 
language and aimed at a different group of readership from that of the translated 
version. In other terms,, the monolingual communicator of the news is the text 
producer who makes his/her choice of linguistic expression, for example, which 
modal verb to use to report a certain piece of news, in such a way that will most 
effectively achieve his/her communicative end in getting the ideological message 
across to the readers. Similarly, the translator of a certain news report or 
commentary will have his/her target readers in mind and is conscious of any 
ideological incompatibilities that might be present between the original news text 
and the prospective translated version. Ideologies promoted in countries like those 
iewed as usually with those in the Middle East, for example. can be vi I 
promoted in the West and especially in the US. The translatoCs linguistic choice 
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of a modal verb to replace that used in the original can be affected by the 
translator's awareness of those ideological incompatibilities and eventually. in the 
words of Hatim and Mason, the translated product of a news text in such cases 
may "override ST [source text] communicative intentions" (op. cit). 
3.4 The relationship between ideology and language 
As has already been discussed in the previous section, ideology operates 
through language, writers and readers are both involved in the process of 
producing and reproducing ideological predispositions by linguistic structures 
demonstrated in texts. Carter and Nash (1990: 21) state that "style is political; 
questions of language and style are ideological questions". One sense of ideology 
according to them is ideology as a socially and politically dominant set of values 
and beliefs which are not 'out there' but are constructed in all texts especially in 
and through language" (ibid. ). Carter and Nash place their emphasis on the study 
of language and style and the ways in which they represent ideology but only 
within the context of social formations. Linguistic analysis is insufficient as a sole 
practice to identify ideology within language, hence the focus must fall on whole 
texts and on the context of communication between writers and readers "to reveal 
the ways in which writers exploit linguistic structures in order to address the 
reader/subject of the discourse and *subject' him/her to a particular way of seeing 
(and believing)" (ibid. ). Carter and Nash argue that in order for writers to be able 
to induce their readers to interpret a text from a certain cognitive vantage point, 
writers tend to build on the readers' already existing "routinized commonsense 
view of the world- (ibid., p. 51). This commonsensical view of ideology is 
derived from the notion that readers are usually reluctant to be displaced from the 
normality of their surroundings: 
For ideology operates, not so much as a coherent system of statements 
imposed on a population from above, but rather through a complex series 
of mechanisms whereby meaning is mobilised in the discursive practices 
of everyday life for the maintenance of relations of domination. It is of the 
utmost importance, therefore, to search for ways in which the theory of 
ideology can be linked with methods for the analysis of the discursive 
forms in which ideology is expressed (Thompson, 1984: 64; quoted in 
Carter and Nash, 1990: 2 1). 
The "discursive forms" are manifested in the linguistic choices of writers which 
enable them to construct certain reading contexts for their readers while excluding 
other contexts which do not serve the communicative ends of the writers. Carter 
and Nash believe that this strategy of accentuating a certain reading context while 
suppressing others renders writers in a more powerful position as producers of the 
message than the readers who will be inclined to cooperate with the writer and 
arrive at the required reading results rather than consciously resist them, thus 
avoiding ideological contradictions. 
3.4.1 The social dimension of ideology 
According to Hodge and Kress (1993: 6), ideology is to be understood as a 
reflection of social consciousness which is embedded in language: 
Language, typically, is immersed in the ongoing life of a society, as the 
practical consciousness of that society [ ... ] We can call it ideology. 
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defining 'ideology' as a systematic body of ideas, organized from a 
particular point of view. Ideology is thus a subsuming category which 
includes sciences and metaphysics, as well as political ideologies of 
various kinds, without implying anything about their status and reliability 
as guides to reality. 
The salient feature which characterises the nature of ideology seems therefore to 
be its social dimension and its reliance on the collective belief-sets shared by a 
number of individuals in an organised group or institution. Simpson explains how 
certain ideologies rise to become more powerful than others as a result of the 
social interaction between different organisations or institutions: 
An ideology therefore derives from the taken- for- granted assumptions, 
beliefs and value-systems which are shared collectively by social groups. 
And when an ideology is the ideology of a particularly powerful social 
group, it is said to be dominant. Thus, dominant ideologies are mediated 
through powerful political and social institutions like the government, the 
law and the medical profession. Our perception of these institutions, 
moreover, will be shaped in part by the specific linguistic practices of the 
social groups who comprise them (1993: 5, original emphasis). 
As well as the organic relation between ideology and social interaction between 
different organised groups of people, there is an affinity between general 
perception of a certain ideology and the linguistic behaviour of the social group 
which upholds that ideology. Simpson echoes similar statements made by other 
scholars about the subject (e. g. Hatim, 1999) when he explains how language 
should be perceived as an integral part of social interaction and therefore it has an 
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important role to play in expressing the collective assumptions of social groups 
which further yield their distinctive ideologies: 
As an integrated form of social behaviour. language will be inevitably and 
inextricably tied up with the socio-political context in which it functions. 
Language is not used in a contextless vacuum, rather it is used in a host of 
discourse contexts, contexts which are impregnated with the ideology of 
social systems and institutions. Because language operates within this 
social dimension it must, of necessity reflect, and some would argue, 
construct ideology (1993: 6, original emphasis). 
3.4.2 Ideological assumptions 
Hodge and Kress say "The world is grasped through language. But in its 
use by a speaker language is more than that. It is a version of the world, offered 
to, imposed on, exacted by, someone else" (1993: 9). This notion of subjectivity 
reflects language as a tool of control: "Language is an instrument of control as 
well as of communication. Linguistic forms allow significance to be conveyed and 
to be distorted. In this way, hearers can be both manipulated and informed, 
preferably manipulated while they suppose they are being informed" (ibid., p. 6). 
The assumption that ideology has this dimension of "manipulation" supports 
Fairclough's (1989/2001: 71) speaking of its "invisibility". He argues that 
ideology exerts its influence most powerfully when it is least explicit so that it 
maintains the aspect of being perceived as "common sense". If ideology becomes 
visible then its commonsensical quality would be lost and hence cease to be able 
to sustain its ideological influence. In fact, because ideological beliefs become 
common sense they become a substantial constituent of the readers' assumptions 
about the world and in this way maintaining and promoting them is part and 
parcel of turning those ideological assumptions into substantial parts of the 
cognitive environment of the readership and in this way the ideological 
standpoints of the newspaper addressing that readership becomes the most 
relevant among other ideological standpoints expressed by other newspapers or 
any other social institution communicating ideological views and assumptions. It 
is in this way that newspapers maintain a consistent line of ideological 
assumptions in the minds of their readerships because the readers in most cases 
buy "the paper that challenges [their] assumptions least of all" (Hodge and Kress, 
1993: 15). So ideology is not part of the surface structure of the text but very 
much part of the underlying ideas behind the form of the language. Moreover, 
language plays a pivotal role in enabling the reader to reproduce what the writer 
has in mind. Fairclough says: "Texts do not typically spout ideology. They so 
position the interpreter through their cues that she brings ideologies to the 
interpretation of texts - and reproduces them in the process! " (op. cit). Rather than 
understanding the position of linguistic expressions as sources of ideology, it is 
"background assumptions which on the one hand lead the text producer to 
'textualize' the world in a particular way, and on the other hand lead the 
interpreter to interpret the text in a particular way" (ibid. ). 
Fairclough also discusses the location of ideology in language and argues 
that ideology is a property of both linguistic structures and linguistic events 
because "Ideology invests language in various ways at various levels" (1995: 71). 
Linguistic structures as used by Fairclough are a form of systern of potential 
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underlying language practice, while linguistic events are actual discoursal 
practice. When ideology is viewed as located in the linguistic structure, this has 
the advantage of highlighting the various constraints which linguistic events 
undergo, such as social conventions, norms and histories. The structure option, 
however, "has the disadvantage of tending to defocus the event of the assumption 
that events are mere instantiations of structures, whereas the relationship of events 
to structures would appear to be less neat and less compliant. This privileges the 
perspective of reproduction rather than that of transformation, and the ideological 
conventionality and repetitiveness of events" (ibid. ). Alternatively, Fairclough 
suggests that the location of ideology is the "discursive event" itself. The benefit 
of locating ideology in the discursive event is that ideology is represented as a 
process taking place in events, thus emphasising transformation and fluidity 
instead of defocusing them as in the structure option discussed above. In the event 
option, structures still need to be in focus in order to eliminate the illusion that 
discourse is a free process of formation within language. 
Moreover, Fairclough suggests that the fact that ideologies are located in 
texts makes this textual location a variant of locating ideology in events 
themselves. In this case, it is important to take into consideration the proper extent 
to which texts are claimed to reveal their ideological features independently of 
other extralinguistic factors. Ideological processes residing in textual structures 
can be discovered alongside interpretative and communicative aspects of the 
linguistic practice rather than pure textual analysis. This underlines the fact that 
"ideological processes appertain to discourses as whole social events -they are 
processes between people- not to the texts , vhich are produced, distributed and 
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interpreted as moments of such events" (ibid. ). In Fairclough's terms. discourse 
means that 
Language use [is] imbricated in social relations and processes which 
systematically determine variations in its properties. including the 
linguistic forms which appear in texts. One aspect of this imbrication in 
the social which is inherent to the notion of discourse is that language is a 
material form of ideology, and language is invested by ideology (ibid.. p. 
73). 
It is the combination of three main aspects which constitutes the complex called 
"discourse", these aspects, Fairclough states, are social practice; d1scoursal 
practice which includes text production, distribution and consumption-, and the 
text itself These three aspects interact among one another so that the nature of 
social practice influences the ways in which texts are interpreted by the readers 
which in turn is closely connected to the way the text features are produced and 
distributed. Ideology is incorporated with discourse at two levels: "first in the 
ideological investment of elements which are drawn upon in producing or 
interpreting a text, and the ways they are articulated together in orders of 
discourse: and second in the ways in which these elements are articulated together 
and orders of discourse rearticulated in discoursal events" (ibid., p. 74). As to the 
question of which linguistic and discoursal features bear ideological significance, 
Fairclough suggests that the answer is not only lexical meaniii(-j but all aspects of 
meaning and these include presuppositions. implicatures which are manifested in 
the text through several textual cues and internalised ideological and discoursal 
structures (ibid. ). Fairclough sees the futilitv of the traditional dichotomy of 
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versus "content" because formal linguistic features can be ideologically 
invested in themselves as well as in the meanings they convey to the text 
consumers. Thus, linguistic features such as modal verbs are ideologically 
invested when they are used as part of a context of internalised ideological 
structures and presuppositions which make the meanings they convey to text 
consumers ideologically significant. Modals denoting obligation, for example. 
carry ideological interpretations within a specific context which are different from 
modals denoting possibility. In the language of the news, therefore, using such 
linguistic features as modal verbs in a news text constructs an ideological 
framework within which the readers process the news they read that goes beyond 
the mere aim of providing "information" for the readers. 
3.4.3 Ideology and the notion of "otherness" 
In his analysis of the use of language in news reports published in the 
American press during the first Gulf War, Esra Sandikcioglu highlights the role of 
language as a tool for enhancing and promoting the political ideological agenda of 
the American military action against Iraq and at the same time "accounting for the 
Orient's (or the Islamic world's) specific Otherness and thereby justifying the 
West's neo-colonial approach to the Gulf crisis" (2001: 162). In building up the 
ideological scene for the readership the communicator of the ideological message 
needs to address the cognitive perceptions that are particular to that group of 
readership addressed by the ideological message. The language used in 
communicating the ideological message is instrumental in shaping the suitable 
cognitive frarriework in the readers' cognitive environment that Nvill facilitate the 
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desired reception of the ideological message and in delivering the specific 
communicative ideological goals of that message. 
Another relevant concept is Fillmore's (1985: 232) "interpretive frames" 
which are a combination between the cognitive aspect of the message on the one 
hand and the linguistic expression of that message on the other. According to 
Fillmore, a frame helps the receiver of the message to understand it either by 
being invoked from the outside context of that message or from the particular 
linguistic features used to express the message: 
[a] frame is invoked when the interpreter, in trying to make sense of a text 
segment, is able to assign it an interpretation by situating its content in a 
pattern that is known independently of the text. A frame is evoked by the 
text if some linguistic form or pattern in conventionally associated with 
the frame in question (quoted in Sandikcioglu, 2001: 174). 
Such description of how and when a "frame" is invoked or evoked echoes the 
premises set out by the theory of Relevance about the construction of a 
communicative context and the build up of addressees' assumptions through the 
use of language (cf. Chapter Four, Section 4.3). Fillmore seems to place the focus 
on the ways in which linguistic features are crucial to communicating a certain 
message and also how the context surrounding the communication of that 
message is instrumental in the way the addressees are set to perceive it. He also 
states that frames lead the process of inference making as they represent "specific 
unified frameworks of knowledge, or coherent schernatizations of experience" 
(ibid. ). Equally interesting is Fillmore's view that linguistic expressions are 
subjective by nature and so they inevitably reflect the specific viewpoint of the 
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speaker. which makes the frames they express reflect certain points of view or 
perspectives by implication (ibid. ). modal verbs fall under this category of 
linguistic forms which are identified by their subjective aspect in communication. 
Hence, the present argument shall be about the communicative role which the use 
of modal verbs bears on the ideological message of a news article. 
3.5 Ideology, politics and "the modal axis" 
When Hodge and Kress (1993: 15) stated that people buy the newspaper 
that challenges their assumptions the least, they did not identify the kind of 
assumptions they were referring to in any specific terms. They seem to view 
newspapers as a type of what Chilton calls "public discourse". The role of public 
discourse, according to Chilton, is to generate meaning, forming in the process 
"tacit assumptions about the way the world is and what values obtain in it. In this 
sense, public discourse assumesl or generates, through the cognitive interaction 
among speakers and audiences, a political ontology. This is the 'reality' which 
interpreters may construct upon the linguistic and pragmatic cues constructed by 
the utterer, and it maybe assumed, more or less deliberately so constructed by the 
utterer" (2000: 249, original emphasis). Interpreters are prompted to construct 
cognitive structures made of assumptions about the "reality" which the text 
constructs for them. Chilton's modal axis of reality and morality is based on the 
tact that "people's representations have entities that may exist, might have existed, 
i-epeaic(Iýv exist, dqfinitely don't exist, and so on. Entities and the relations among 
them may be represented as physically necessary. socially imposed or as morally 
imperative" (2004: 57, original emphasis). People's representation of any situation 
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is the result of processing a certain discourse about that situation with relation to 
their "world". Thus, the situation is interpreted with relation to axes of space, time 
and modality. Spacial and temporal axes are social and are processed in terms of 
being close or distant from Self (ibid., p. 58). The modal axis drwvs on the idea 
that "Self is not only here and now, but also the origin of the episternic trite and 
the deontic right" (ibid., p. 59, original emphasis). Chilton argues that modality 
also draws on the fact of being close or distant from Self. The epistemic scale 
ranges from "confident prediction to near impossibility", while one of the ways in 
which the deontic scale can be perceived is related to concepts of "insiders" and 
"outsiders": "insiders are those that 'stay close to', or 'stand by our standards'; 
outsiders are expected, or suspected, to do the opposite. That which is morally or 
legally 'wrong' is distanced from Self The scale is directional, oriented toward 
the Self s authoritative 'position' with respect to Other" (ibid., p. 60). This notion 
of proximity versus remoteness from Self seems to be connected with Chilton's 
earlier discussion about signalling "group identities" through language (ibid., p. 
18), and Fowler's view of "cultural proximity" and "relevance" as the basis for 
the construction of ideological beliefs about "us" and "them" (1991: 16). 
The position where Self is situated, Chilton says, becomes vital for the 
interpretation process of political discourse in general and foreign policy 
discourse in particular. This is due to the fact that "the reality or realities referred 
to cannot possibly be actually present for speaker and hearer. The speaker thus has 
to do a lot of discursive work to enable, or induce the hearer to mentally establish 
a representation" (2004: 61). The subsequent discussion in the following chapters 
shall be about the use of modality in political discourse, especially when 
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translation is involved, and the ways in which readers of the news are induced to 
construct a cognitive representation of the context they are prompted to process 
when interpreting the message communicated in the news article. 
3.6 Ideology and the use of modality in political discourse 
The principal function of modality is to express the subjective side of the 
argument, i. e. the writer's individual position or attitude regarding what s/he is 
exposing in his/her text. Ideology too has a similar aspect of subjectivity attached 
to it. As van Dijk puts it: "ideologies do not merely control knowledge but also 
opinions about events, and such opinions do not represent event structures" (1998: 
65). The writer's ability to construct the reader's opinion stems from the writer's 
potential ability to formulate a communicative background, through language, 
against which the reader "is reinforced in the security of a designated social, 
cultural and ideological role" (Carter and Nash, 1990: 53). Thus, for example, by 
using modality in a news report or commentary, the writer chooses a modal that 
best serves the construction of an ideological scene that enhances the readers' 
"security" with respect to the news they are consuming. 
The media , in the words of 
Tuchman, are an integral part of the "drama of 
structuring and releasing information that would become the basis for the shaping 
of knowledge. News stories not only lend occurrences their existence as public 
events, but also impart character to them, for news reports help to shape the public 
definition of happenings by selectively attributing to them specific details or 
'particulars"' (1978: 190). 
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In that sense, news writers and/or reporters are in the position of imparting IIz: l 
their articles and news reports with communicative tasks besides the practice of 
informing their audience of domestic and global events. They are. so to speak, 
constructing the scene within which the audience is expected to view the news 
they are reading. Tuchman states that "some social actors [ ... 
] have a greater 
ability to create, impose, and reproduce social meanings - to construct social 
reality. News workers are one group with more power than most to construct 
social reality" (1978: 208). 
Newspapers communicate news through a linguistic form that can reflect 
the angle from which the reported events to be viewed. This is again what 
Fairclough calls the "opacity" of ideology. Fairclough (1995: 44) believes that the 
representation of outside reality takes place "from the perspective of a particular 
interest,, so that the relationship between proposition and fact is not transparent, 
but mediated by representational activity. So ideology cannot be reduced to 
'knowledge' without distortion" 
Van Dijk (1998: 205) says that "discourse meanings are the result of 
selecting relevant portions of mental models about events [ ... ] Since models 
embody opinions, which may in turn have an ideological basis, also the meanings 
that derive from such 'ideological' models may embody ideological aspects" 
Mental models are the audience's assumptions within a particular context and the 
cognitive framework constructed in the minds of the audience regarding a certain 
subj ect. 
Accordino to Van Dijk, "models are relevant only, for language users, and 
hence only may influence discourse through the ways thev are being subjectively 
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constructed by language users" (1998: 212. original emphasis). The subjective 
construction is in line with the previous notion that models embody cogniti-ý,, e 
assumptions of which ideological considerations are a part. The meanings carried 
in the grammatical structures of the sentences convey these ideological 
dimensions in the language of the news and the use of modality is one important 
feature of such subjective reflection of the ideologies of the actors in the process 
of communicating a piece of news to a certain audience. The argument developed 
here is based on the notion that, in a news report or commentary, the use of a 
certain modal contributes to the evocation of a number of ideological assumptions 
which are part of the cognitive environment in the minds of the readers. Evoking 
such ideological assumptions prompts the readers to interpret the piece of news 
they are reading in a certain ideological way which reinforces specific ideological 
attitudes while weakening others. 
Each piece of news reported in newspapers has its particular 
communicative context according to which the particular audience for whom the 
report is aimed is expected to react in response to that report. Van Dijk defines the 
context as "the structured set of all properties of a social situation that are 
possibly relevant for the production, structures, interpretation and functions of 
text and talk" (1998: 211, original emphasis). So the grammatical structures used 
by a newspaper reporting a given piece of news mirrors that newspaper's position 
towards the event being reported. It seems to be a two-way road; specifying the 
context helps to locate the reasons of choosing one modal rather than another, and 
specifying a particular modal used in reporting a certain piece of news leads to 
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identifying the communicative context and the ideological orientations 
underlining that context. 
The following examples are extracts from news articles which are 
published by English and Arabic newspapers, and which show that modality 
participates in promoting certain discursive and ideological positions held by the 
respective newspapers as media institutions reporting to distinctive groups of 
readers. 
The first example is taken from a news report about the visit which the US 
president, George W. Bush made to the NATO Headquarters in Brussels in 
February 2005. The visit took place shortly after the assassination in Beirut of the 
former Lebanese premier, Rafik Hariri, which sparked powerful reactions both in 
Lebanon and across the world, particularly in the US and France who voiced 
accusations of Syrian involvement. The accusation was based on the fact that 
Syrian military and intelligence forces had had a strong presence in neighbouring 
Lebanon for over three decades, and Mr. Hariri was said to had become an 
opponent of that presence despite the fact that he had been one of Syria's 
staunchest supporters for nearly as long. The Guardian reports on Mr. Bush's visit 
to Brussels as follows: 
"Mr. Bush May cause discomfort by demanding that his European hosts support 
putting pressure on Syria following the assassination last week of the former 
Lebanese prime minister, Raflk Hariri, which Lebanese opposition figures have 
blamed on Damascus [ ... ] some of the gestures and announcements preceding Mr. 
Bush's arrival last night indicated that any rapprochement MgLay lack substance" 
(Thc Guardian, 21/02/05). 
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This example highlights several points. First, this particular piece of news 
appeared in several British and American newspapers on the same day. Second, 
all the articles reporting this piece of news contained modal verbs which were. 
interestingly, different from one article to another. This proposition about the 
potential discomfort which President George Bush is likely to cause to his 
European counterparts does not appear in the reports published by newspapers 
other than The Guardian. In other words, The Guardian aimed at directing its 
readers' attention to a proposition giving it salience over others. 
According to The Guardian, on the eve of President Bush's visit to Europe 
and to the NATO Headquarters, the Russian president Vladimir Putin announced 
increased nuclear cooperation with Iran and said that he intended to visit Tehran 
soon. This move, the report explains, challenged one of the most important issues 
on the US agenda, namely, how to deal with Iran's suspected nuclear ambitions. 
Meanwhile, the then German Chancellor, Mr. Gerhard Schr6der was addressing 
an international security conference in Munich the previous week when he 
questioned NATO's usefulness and its appropriateness as a forum for joint US- 
European policy making. 
The readers are directed to consider these propositions to interpret the 
proposition "any rapprochement lacks substance". By using the modal may, the 
interpretation is based on reinforcing those propositions in the minds of the 
readers and making them stand out from other ideological assumptions which they 
may hold regarding the US and its political stance towards issues in the Middle 
East. In order to achieve that communicative target, The Guardian constructs the 
context within which the readers are to interpret the US political position. By 
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irect responses to President presenting the Russian and German direct or indi I 
Bush's visit, The Guardian is implicitly questioning the US position and directs 
the readers' response towards that conclusion. 
The same piece of news was reported by The Washington Post against a 
different contextual background: 
"Bush called on Syria to withdraw its forces from Lebanon [ ... 
] Syria must end its 
occupation of Lebanon, Bush said to applause" (The Washington Post, 21/02/05). 
The report relates circumstances which make it easier for the readership to 
interpret the piece of information where the modal must occurs. The article 
mentions that among the audience addressed by the president in Brussels when he 
made that statement were supporters of the Lebanese opposition who vehemently 
attack Syrian military presence in Lebanon. The article reports that the opposition 
listening to the American president on that particular occasion hurled insults at 
Syria and demanded its immediate withdrawal from Lebanon. 
It is also of interest to the present argument to compare this use of the 
modal must with the use of the modal may in the article published by the British 
newspaper, The Guardian, mentioned earlier. The Guardian's Position towards 
Bush's stance against the developments in the Middle East seems to be at odds 
with that of The Washington Post. To start with, The Guardian reflects on the 
possible discomfort with which the European hosts will meet the US president's 
position. To strengthen this claim further, the article reports that hundreds of 
demonstrators staged the first of several planned protests in Brussels where Mr. 
Bush was makin(l his statements about those political developments In the Middle 
East. It is evident, therefore, that the readers of The Guardian are encouraged to 
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process that piece of information about the US president stance towards a 
particular political issue from an angle that is very different from the angle from 
which the readers of The Washington Post are prompted to process that same 
piece of information. The direct quotation of the president's words as published 
by the US newspaper makes the relevance of a certain proposition, -Syria ends its 
occupation of Lebanon", possible to the readers by making available a whole set 
of other propositions for them at that particular point of communication. Not least 
of these propositions are those closely linked to concepts of "freedom" and 
"liberty" put forward by Mr. Bush earlier in the year in his Inaugural Address to 
the American nation as ideals that must be defended and established wherever the 
White House as well as the rest of the US administration think appropriate in any 
spot in the world. 
The relevance of the proposition "Mr. Bush causes discomfort by 
demanding that his European hosts support putting pressure on Syria" is 
cognitively achieved by the readers of The Guardian article when they consider a 
set of propositions that are completely different from those evoked in The 
Washington Post article such as those related to protesters opposing Bush's 
rhetoric and staging demonstrations to declare their anger at the US policies. 
The following example is an extract from a long interview given by the 
Syrian president, Bashar Al- Assad to two Al Hayat journalists. The president 
tackles a wide variety of issues in the interview, ranging from domestic political 
and economic reform to the invasion of Iraq and the deteriorating diplomatic 
relations with the US and its allies. This particular extract is chosen because it also 
features in an article published by The Guardian. The use of different modals in 
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the two reports is, I shall argue, of ideological relevance to the readers of the 
English text as opposed to the readers of the original published in Arabic. 
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"We will maintain dialogue because after 13 years since the peace process started 
there can be no doubt that there are many lessons which we must learn because 
the process failed, these are the lessons which we must discuss" (Al Hayat, 
07/10/03). 
- Syrian president accuses Israel of warmongering: He said he believed Syria's 
dialogue with Washington should continue, but he also accused the US of using 
Syria as a scapegoat. (The Guardian, 07/10/03) 
Here, the difference between the Arabic and the English versions is that 
the Arabic includes a modal denoting willingness when the President referred to 
dialogue with Washington but the English includes the modal should. However, 
the Arabic includes the use of the Arabic modal yajibu twice, where the report in 
The Guardian omits that passage. The speaker in the Arabic text expresses 
willingness to maintain dialogue with Washington whereas the speaker in the 
English text is quoted to be expressing his point in obligatory terms. 
Readers of the Guardian report process the point made about maintaining 
dialogue as an obligatory action rather than in terms of a decision being taken 
accordim) to the Nvill of the parties concerned. A closer inspection of the wider 
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context will highlight some ideological facts. The original speaker is the Syrian 
president speaking about relations with the United States which xvere at that 
moment at one of their lowest points. The President is well aware that he is 
speaking about maintaining dialogue with a superpower but still believes, as he 
has repeatedly maintained on many other occasions, that Syria is still a key state 
in the region and holds many crucial cards for peace negotiations. This is the 
reason which makes him speak of dialogue out of the Syrians' willingness and not 
because they are forced by any external circumstances or powers. 
The Guardian, on the other hand, reports within the communicative 
context of a Western great power, the United Kingdom, and an ally to the US. 
According to the English report, Syria has no other option but to try to maintain 
dialogue with the US administration because the situation will not be in its favour 
otherwise. Hence, it is easier for the target audience who are part of the same 
communicative context as that of the newspaper to process the text in terms of 
two unequal parties maintaining dialogue. Thus, the modal should highlights this 
aspect and reinforces the ideological assumptions which are part of the target 
readers' already existing assumptions according to which they interpret the article 
and arrive at a conclusion which is in line with those existing assumptions about 
power relations and the political advantages of some states as opposed to others. 
The following example is about the Arab summit which was originally 
scheduled to be held in Tunisia in March 2004 but was postponed until late May 
that year. As would be expected, almost all leading Arab newspapers reported the 
ncý, vs about the postponement and the speculations relating to the alternative date 
and venue. Four reports are cited below taken from four newspapers, two reports 
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include uses of modality and the other two mark the absence of such uses. For the 
sake of convenience, all four reports will be cited first with corresponding 
enumeration and then discussion of each of the reports will follow. 
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"The [Tunisian] Minister of Foreign Affairs stated that 'President Zein el-Abideen 
Ben Ali reiterated that Tunisia is taking utmost care to continue consultation and 
coordination until reaching an agreement about the decisive issues presented 
before the summit which have been a matter of discrepancy between the stances 
of Tunisia and a number of [Arab] states on one hand and other states on the 
other'. In this context, Tunisia stresses the need for the Arab League Council to 
hold a separate meeting in Cairo in order to prepare the summit's files and 
documents to achieve a unified stance regarding the critical situation" (Akhbar 
Tunis, 30/03/04). 
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"As part of the efforts which Syria undertakes to unify the Arab position twvai-ds 
the current events, President Bashar Al-Assad arrived at Cairo yesterday morning 
in a visit to the Arab Republic of Egypt [ ... ] the 
discussion focused on the 
ongoing communications and consultations about holding the Arab summit and 
the need to prepare well for it through providing the right atmosphere to be able to 
make decisions that serve the high interests of the Arab Nation and enable it to 
face the present challenges especially the critical circumstances which the Arab 
region is going through [ ... ] President Mubarak stated that the most 
important 
issue is for the summit to be held and for decisions to be made that serve the Arab 
causes. According to him, the summit is likely to be held during the approaching 
month of May" (Teshreen, 05/04/04). 
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-[The Arab League Secretary General] Moussa explained that 'when we demand 
that the summit be held as soon as possible, it does not mean that it is going to be 
held in a matter of days, but it will be held within weeks between three and 
seven"' (Al-Hayat, 30/03/04). 
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"Yesterday, the Arab leaders sought an agreement on a new date for the summit 
and Morocco declared that the Arab foreign ministers are going to meet in Cairo 
'in the coming few weeks' to discuss the possibility of holding the summit. The 
Egyptian president, Hosni Mubarak, said that the Arab leaders qad meet within 
three weeks. The Arab League Secretary said that they qad meet in a period 
between 3 and 7 weeks. " (Al-Khaleej, 30/03/04). 
The first two examples mark an absence of modals whereas examples 3 
and 4 contain the use of two different modals. It is also to be noticed that when the 
modals are used they are used to mark a very specific point, namely, the expected 
alternative date for holding the summit. This piece of news is absent in example I 
and only casually mentioned in example 2, but given central position in examples 
3 and 4. The absence of modals highlights the ideological stance of the respective 
newspapers. In example 1, the report appears in a Tunisian state-run newspaper 
reporting to the Tunisian people. The main issue at hand is to clarify the Tunisian 
position with regards to the Arab summit and what the Tunisians see as necessary 
steps to be taken to overcome the disagreement which marred the original 
proceedings. The report in question also refers in vague terms to "the critical 
situation"; this might mean either the complications which ensued from the 
disagreement among the Arab officials prior to the summit, or to the more general 
circumstances that concern the deteriorating situation in both Palestine and Iraq. 
The underlying statement here is that, from the Tunisian officials' point of view, 
Tunisia is not to blame for failing to host the Arab summit on the originally 
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scheduled date; the blame is equally shared with those "other states" \vho \vere 
opposed to the initiatives introduced by Tunisia and other Arab states. In this 
context,, the prospective date for holding the summit in the near or far ftiture is not 
a primary concern for the Tunisians who seem to be more interested in identiýving 
and addressing the problems which prevented the summit from being held on the 
original date. In this way, the emphasis falls on what the Tunisian officials 
consider to be of urgency rather than the alternative date and venue for the 
postponed summit. Overlooking this information contributes to relegating the 
issue of the Tunisian failure to host the summit on the original date to a secondary 
position, while giving more saliency to the Tunisian official position towards the 
broader issues which are relevant to the summit in general. In particular, two 
issues are emphasized in the extract above: the first issue is the allusion to points 
of difference between Tunisia and other Arab states, the second one is what is 
described as "the critical situation". The article aims at drawing the attention of 
the Tunisian audience to focus on the positive attitude of the Tunisian government 
regarding the Arab summit despite the failure to host it as scheduled. 
In example I it is clear that the emphasis falls on the Tunisian position 
regarding the summit, implicitly defending that position. Example 2 is published 
by a Syrian newspaper addressing the Syrian audience. Throughout the report the 
main emphasis falls on the importance of making decisions that "serve the high 
interests of the Arab Nation". The high interests of the Arab Nation, preparing the 
right atmosphere, the present challenges and the critical circumstances are aimed 
at evoking certain ideological assumptions in the minds of the Syrian readers. 
This article is a typical example of the kind of ideological discourse promoted by 
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Syrian state-run newspapers for local consumption. The first sentence starts xvith 
expressing the Syrian "efforts to unify" the Arabs. Unifying the Arabs has alwaý, s 
been a central issue for the ruling Baath Party in Syria because it is one of the 
three highest principles constituting the Party's motto (Unity, Freedom. 
Socialism). The belief in Arab unity features in referring to the Arab countries as 
the "Arab Nation", a term less extensively used in many other Arab states, the 
Tunisian report above, for instance, refers to them as "other states". Then there is 
a reference to "challenges" which implies the Syrian position as a country which 
considers itself to be still at war with Israel as opposed to other states in the 
region, namely Egypt and Jordan, which signed peace treaties with the Israelis, 
and, to a lesser degree, states such as Tunisia which has informal relations with 
Israel. The Syrian readers are in this way led to recall all these assumptions from 
the context and perceive the summit as a symbol of Arab unity in issuing 
declarations which represent a unified front in supporting the Syrian position 
against the hostile outside powers, mainly the US and Israel. The article implies 
that it is the duty of all the Arab states to hold the summit successfully. This is 
why the Egyptian president's speculation about its future date is of very secondary 
importance to the Syrians and comes at the end of the report while the question of 
how the summit can serve the Arab causes is stressed repeatedly. 
Thus, the absence of modality has been a direct result from the kind of 
ideological scene the Tunisian and the Syrian newspapers aimed at setting for 
their respective audiences. In examples 3 and 4, however, the scene is rather 
different and the use of modality in those tývo reports reflects the kind of 
speculation the newspapers involved wanted to highlight for their respective 
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readerships. Two points are to be noted here: first, the apparent concern with the 
prospective alternative date for holding the summit. The second point Is the 
different modals used for expressing the same information within the same 
context of when the Arab summit is going to be held after it has been postponed. 
The report in the UAE newspaper, Al-Khaleej, contains the use of qad while that 
in the Lebanese daily, Al-Hayat, uses the Arabic particle denoting near future 
which is the equivalent of the English modal will. 
Example 4 shows a greater degree of detachment with regards to the 
reported piece of news through the use of reported speech and the third person 
rather than direct quotation of the official's words. In this context, qad denotes a 
higher degree of uncertainty and consequently the action seems to be less likely to 
happen. In this way, the report reflects the general atmosphere of confusion and 
lack of consensus among the Arab officials regarding the summit and all the 
circumstances that surround it starting with its time and venue and ending with the 
resolutions and declarations which would constitute its outcome. In a sense, qad 
underlines not only the hazy speculation about the number of weeks that would 
pass before the Arab leaders can hold their summit, but also the general climate of 
uncertainty characterising the Arab summit with all the issues related to it either 
directly or indirectly. Al-Khaleej is reporting to its readers in the UAE (United 
Arab Emirates). The detached tone of the report is linked to the seemingly neutral 
position of the UAE, a Gulf country, with regard to the issue of the Arab summit 
as a whole. The assertive tone of the Tunisian news report is absent here because 
the UAE is not directly involved with the issue of hosting the summit, nor is it, as 
the several volatile issues in Iraq in the case of the Syrians, di IIII 
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and Palestine and the conflict with Israel. Although such key ideological points 
are part of the communicative background of the Gulf readers. the official position 
normally tends to address those issues in rather moderate terms due to strategic 
and economic ties with the US. In this way, UAE readers are encouraged to 
interpret the news about the summit in terms of the prospective time for it to be 
held rather than from the perspective of any other political aspects. 
This sense of uncertainty is unmarked in example 3 where the future 
particle is used instead of qad. First, the main feature in the report is the direct 
quotation of what the Secretary General of the Arab League actually said. So the 
official sounded fairly confident about the exact timing of the summit. The future 
particle here conveys the sense of reassurance and gives the readers a concrete 
platform on which to build their own conclusions. It is thus no longer a 
speculation for a hazy and distant event due to take place sometime or other in the 
future, but a definite time limit and a calculated plan for an important event. This 
is due to the fact that Al-Hayat does not stand for any particular point of view 
regarding the summit, this is reflected in the matter-of-fact style in relating the 
proposed alternative date of holding it. 
3.7 Concluding remarks 
This chapter has established a platform for discussing the use of linguistic 
features in general and modality in particular on the grounds of the goal of 
enhancing and promoting certain ideologies in the minds of the readers by the 
communicator of the ideolooical message in the language of news reports. In the 
following chapters the discussion shall proceed from the grounds established in 
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this chapter to analyse in more detail the use of modal verbs and auxiliaries in the 
Arabic and English newspapers to construct the ideological context from which 
receptors of the ideological message draw their assumptions about the news diey 
are receiving. It will be argued that the use of modality is instrumental in 
constructing the context for the ideological message in order to promote certain 
ideological assumptions in the minds of the readers of that message and, by doing 
so, to produce certain response to that message which will strengthen certain 
political points of view and undermine others according to the specific ideological 
interests of one political power against another. 
Relevance is a key term in establishing a connection between the use of 
modality in the language of the news and the ideological assumptions held by the 
readers of the news. Newspaper readers interpret the news within a certain 
cognitive environment. Ideological cognitive assumptions are part of the overall 
cognitive environment of the readers. In a news report or commentary, as 
illustrated by the examples above, the use of a certain modal directs the readers' 
attention towards a set of propositions which evoke certain ideological 
assumptions. This evocation of ideological assumptions leads the readers to arrive 
at conclusions that will reinforce certain ideological positions in their minds 
whilst relegating others to a secondary place. The mechanism according to which 
the evocation of ideological assumptions takes place in the minds of the readers in 
order for them to be able to reach certain ideological conclusions is the 
mechanism of relevance which will be the focus of the next chapter. 
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Chapter Four: A Relevance-Theoretic Account of the English Nlodals 
4.1 Introduction 
English modal auxiliaries have received a remarkably extensive 
investigation during a prolonged period of time. The study of modality and the 
modals in English has indeed been the focus of many linguists and philosophers 
and the attempts to capture the different meanings of the English modals have led 
to categorising them as epistemic, deontic, root, and dynamic, according to both 
semantic (word-meaning) and to pragmatic (context-dependent) considerations. 
Modal verbs are designed to underline concepts such as "necessity", "possibility", 
"probability" and "obligation" in human communication. Perkins (1983: 6) 
understands the reason behind the communicative need to express such concepts 
as being "that such notions are conceptually grounded in the fact that human 
beings often think and behave as though things might be, or might have been, 
other than they actually are, or were". 
Yet, the use of the English modals in the language of the media in general 
and international news in particular has not received a fair share of that extensive 
body of research into the use of modals in other contexts of linguistic 
communication whether it be spoken or written such as conversational 
communication and literary language. In this chapter, I shall seek to set a 
tI ramework of analysis for the English modal verbs as they are used in newspaper 
reports and commentaries, drawing on the premises of Relevance theory as 
developed by Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995). Although this chapter is by no 
means aimed at presenting a detailed critical account of the ý, vhole body of 
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literature concerning modality to date, the discussion can nevertheless benefit 
from existing approaches, particularly those analysing modality along relevance- 
theoretic lines; as they are vital for providing a number of key descriptions and 
terminology for what is presented here. 
The account sought in this chapter is to be established in a relevance- 
theoretic framework because it is essential to define the English modals following 
the ways in which they are used by speakers in actual communication by taking 
into consideration the actual contextual effects that exert their influence on the 
meanings of the modals as they are used in the language of international news 
which makes up the research corpus under investigation and from which examples 
shall be drawn. 
As a starting point, a brief overview of the analyses conducted on English 
modality shall be provided. These analyses draw on the descriptive literature of 
the English modals within semantic and linguistic frameworks, as well as 
relevance-theoretic accounts of the English modals. By providing relevance- 
theoretic accounts of the English modals, the present discussion will draw on 
some of the former arguments, thus benefiting from both the terminology used by 
those preceding analyses and the approaches put forward for the study of modality 
that can be applied to the investigation of modals in the present chapter'. 
ibing the English I ic I It is to be pointed out that the terrriinologý used in descri II modals on semantic and linguisti 
grounds has been adopted by relevance-theoretic accounts. The same terminolocN is, therefore. used in the 
present account as it represents a descriptive frame for the basic meanings of the modals examined. 
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4.2 Previous analyses of the English modals 
The field of modality as an area for research is one of the most long- 
standing research fields conducted both by linguists and logicians -since at least 
the time of Aristotle" (Perkins, 1983: 1). It is hardly surprising then that there has 
been extensive research on the English modal system resulting in a substantial 
body of literature being developed about the subject up to this day. 
In broad terms, the concept of modality refers to the speaker's attitude 
towards the truth of a proposition expressed by a linguistic structure, and towards 
the situation or event described by that proposition. The majority of linguistic 
approaches to modality focus on two main modal categories: "epistemic" modality 
and "deontic" modality'. Epistemic modality is concerned with the degree of the 
speaker's commitment to the truth of the proposition expressed by the sentence 
containing the modal, e. g. 
I- This ma be true. y 
2- This can be true. 
Deontic modality deals with the concepts of "obligation" and "permission" since 
deontic modals express the speaker's attitude towards the necessity or desirability 
of a certain action or event, e. g. 
3- 1 should go. 
4- You must leave. 
There are t\\o subtypes of the modal sNstern. these are "dynamic" modality and "root" modality. Dynamic 
modality concerns the concept of -abilit. N-, \\hlle root modalit\ combines the mo modal concepts of 
-dN nanlic" and -deontic". c-u,. 
-., Idam can speakfour languages. (dynamic modality: Adam 
is able to speak four languages). 
-Jane can conle to mv birthday. (root modalitv a- 
Jane is able to come to my birthday. b- Jane Is permitted to 
come to my birthday). 
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In the literature on modal meanings in English, three main views of 
modality can be distinguished, these are: the ambiguity view, the polysemy 
and the monosemy view. 
4.2.1 The ambiguity view 
Approaches to English modality based on the notion that the English 
modals are ambiguous argue that each modal verb encodes a cluster of different 
modal meanings (Palmer, 1990). Thus, in the case of the modal may. for example. 
the following modal meanings are encoded: 
I- My supervisor may be late. (epistemic) 
2- May I enter? (deontic/ permission) 
3- This PC suite may be accessed by all students. (dynamic) 
In the case of the modal can, on the other hand, the modal meanings encoded are 
as follows: 
I-I can speak English. (ability) 
2- He can participate in the conference. (deontic/ permission) 
3- You can be reasonable once in your life. (deontic/ command) 
The modal meanings encoded by the modal must are: 
I- She must be out of her mind. (epistemic) 
2- You must listen to me. (deontic) 
The modal should denotes epistemic as well as deontic meanings, Palmer points 
out that should signifies a "highly deontic" sense in some cases: 
I-I Fe should be conýlbrtable in this hotel. (epistemic) 
-)- You should really watchyour weight. (deontic) 
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The main difficulty which the ambiguity view faces is the fact that it is not always 
feasible to distinguish between the dynamic and deontic senses of the modals. For 
example, in the sentence: "This PC suite may be accessed by all students" there is 
no categorical difference between the dynamic and the deontic aspects of the 
modal, even when sufficient contextual information is provided. The same 
problem applies to the modals can and must in the examples: 
a- He can participate in the conference. (deontic/ permission) 
b-You must listen to me. (deontic) 
Such problems in determining the intended meaning signified by the modal 
prompted Coates (1983) to suggest that the modals are primarily indeterminate 
and to propose a model of a continuum of modal meaning for each of the modal 
verbs which extends from a "core" meaning to a "periphery" meaning of the 
modal. Thus, in the case of can,, the continuum of meaning extends from the core 
meaning of "ability" to the periphery meaning of "possibility". Coates (1983: 92) 
cites the following example to demonstrate the gradience of modal meanings 
where it is difficult to determine which meaning is intended by the use of the 
modal: "All we can do is rake up somebody like Piers Plowman who was a 
literary oddity" 
Coates' account of the English modals runs into the difficulty of providing a 
thorough semantic account which is capable of encompassing the whole array of 
modal meanings encoded by the modals in all kinds of communicative situations. 
This difficulty stems from Coates' attempt to rely exclusively on the semantic 
aspect of the modal verbs without stressing the importance of pragmatic 
interpretation. Positing that pragmatic interpretation can determine the particular 
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meaning intended by the use of the modal in a certain communicative situation 
makes the notion of gradience unnecessary because it accounts for the modal 
meaning in less -fuzzy" categorisation within a unitary framework. 
4.2.2 The polysemy view 
One of the main contributions to the polysemy view of the English modals 
can be found in the proposals of Sweetser (1990). Central to her argument is the 
notion that language in general is polysemous because the mechanism of using 
natural language is that of a metaphorical mapping from the concrete external 
world of physical experience to the abstract internal world of reasoning. It follows, 
Sweetser argues, that as part of language in general modal verbs are used as a 
form of metaphorical mapping from the physical world to the mental world. In 
other words, modals signify aspects that exist in the physical world which are then 
extended to the abstract world of mental processes by the speakers. For example, 
the modal may in its deontic sense encodes a potential barrier, whereas must 
encodes an existing barrier, those barriers operate in the mental experience of 
reasoning: 
I- You may go now. (i. e. You are not barred by any authority from going now). 
2- You must be back before dark. (i. e. You are barred by my direct authority from 
staying till after dark). 
The distinction between the modals may and must according to their episternic 
senses is explained through examples as follows: 
3- Sarah may, have had a good time. (i. e. I am not barred by my premises from the 
conclusion that Sarah has a good time). 
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4- 1 must have missed the best part of the show'. (i. e. The available evidence 
compels me to reach the conclusion that I missed the best part of the show). 
Sweetser's way of distinguishing between the root and epistemic senses of the 
English modals has the credit of placing more emphasis on the interpretation 
process in the mind of the speaker at the time of uttering the modal. However. in 
cases where root and epistemic meanings merge as in Coates' examples, 
Sweetser's proposal implies that examples of such cases cannot be mentally 
accessed. This implication does not hold because people do not usually face 
difficulty in understanding modal meanings in merger cases. 
4.2.3 The monosemy view 
Perkins (1983: 26) argues that each of the modal verbs has "a single core 
meaning [ ... 
] which is independent of its context". This statement has the obvious 
shortcoming of excluding the pragmatic aspect from the interpretation of the 
modal meaning. Perkins himself acknowledges that his account does not "tell the 
whole story" about the modal meanings but it contributes towards giving a 
detailed account of the English modals according to a unitary framework which 
avoids the complexities of the ever-expanding semantic categorisation of the 
modals advocated by the proponents of the polysemy view. 
Perkins also includes the notion of "possible worlds" in his account for the 
English modals as a useful tool for distinguishing the different modal meanings. 
The notion of possible worlds is also advocated by Kratzer (1981). Within a 
possible-worlds framework, Kratzer introduces three factors ý, vluch underlie the 
way modals operate, these are: "the modal relation". "the modal base". and -the 
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ordering source-. The modal relation includes the notions of possibility and 
necessity. The modal base includes a set of assumptions according to which the 
modal relation is understood. Modal bases can be epistemic or deontic, as in the 
following examples: 
I- She must be his girlfriend, they are holding hands. (in view of the available 
evidence, she is necessarily his girlfriend). 
I must pay my debts. (in view of what is required, it is necessary for me to pay 
my debts). 
Modal bases, according to Kratzer, differ according to the particular possible 
world within which they occur. She points out that modal meanings are context- 
dependent because the modal base which is selected for their interpretation is 
determined by pragmatic factors specific to the time of their utterance. 
The ordering source is the factor according to which a particular possible 
world is selected from a group of other possible worlds which are contained in a 
modal base. This selection of the appropriate possible world is necessary for the 
interpretation of the modal meaning. For example, in the sentence "She must be 
his girlfriend, they are holding hands", the speaker excludes any other possibility 
except the one that she is his girlfriend because this is the only possibility that is in 
line with what is assumed to be the normal state of affairs. Kratzer suggests that 
the ordering source is the factor which determines whether or not a certain world 
is satisfactorily close to what is perceived as the normal state of affairs and 
therefore whether or not it should be considered in the interpretation process. That 
is, the closer the world to what holds true in the actual world, the higher the 
possibility that a modal relation Nvill be interpreted within that world. 
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Kratzer's proposal is credited for its focus on contextual considerations 
and assigning cognition a greater importance in the process of interpreting modal 
ions meanings. On the other hand, her proposal is subject to a number of reservati 
(Papafragou, 1998). According to Papafragou, the idea of a fixed inventory of 
modal bases conveys the sense that the role of the context in the interpretation 
process is rigid and inflexible. This contradicts what has been established by 
Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995) that the context is not a predetermined rigid 
chunk of information existing outside the realm of the utterance, rather, the 
context is constructed as part of the interpretation process of the utterance 
communicated. In addition, Papafragou argues that the concept of ordering source 
is alien to human cognitive capacities and undertaking such ordering exercise 
would incur extra unnecessary effort without a corresponding amount of cognitive 
gain, since "the notion of similarity is too vague to be used on its own. So even if 
we knew how to give a psychologically tractable picture of possible worlds, the 
similarity metric would still remain a mystery" (1998: 10). 
Before moving on to the relevance-theoretic accounts of the English 
modals, a brief account of the theory of Relevance as developed by Sperber and 
Wilson (1986/1995) is provided below. 
4.3 Relevance Theory - an outline 
The main objective of Relevance theory is to establish a highly constrained 
descriptive framework to explain a complex set of communication and 
interpretation situations and phenomena. Central to this theory is the basic notion 
of cost and benefit, in other words, Relevance theory argues that by cognitively 
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processing information human beings seek primarily to make the smallest possible 
processing effort while at the same time achieving the greatest possible cognitive 
benefit, i. e. a communicative effect. This principle is what Sperber and Wilson 
call "the principle of relevance" 
The principle of relevance is applied to what every individual holds in 
his/her mind: assumptions. Assumptions constitute what a human being is 
basically able to believe to be true. In fact, assumptions are made of everything 
that a person experiences in the world, ranging from physical phenomena through 
scientific hypotheses to religious beliefs, cultural orientations and personal 
experiences and expectations. Clearly, not all assumptions which a person might 
hold in his/her mind are identical in their truth value or their strength. The strength 
of assumptions varies according to the nature of each and every assumption: 
assumptions based on physical perception, for instance, are likely to be stronger 
than others. Thus, an individual holds in his/her mind different sets of 
assumptions that claim different degrees of strength according to the environment 
they are derived from. Moreover, assumptions are relative in their degree of 
strength from one individual to another and one group of people to another. This 
explains why a group of people would hold a certain set of assumptions with a 
great degree of strength while at the same time another group of individuals would 
consider that set of assumptions to be totally false. 
Another key concept in Relevance theory is that of "context". A context is 
to be understood as a subset of the hearer's assumptions about the world. Every 
new assumption is processed by the addressee in a context. What a person alms to 
achieve from processing any new assumption s/he encounters is to try to 
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assimilate that new assumption with those which that person already holds in 
his/her cognitive context. This assimilation comes as a result of comparIng the 
new assumption with old ones. The comparison of the novel assumption with 
already existing assumptions can lead to a number of possible outcomes; one 
likely outcome is for the new assumption to be in line with the existing 
assumptions in the context in which it is being processed and this results in 
strengthening those existing assumptions in the mind of the addressee and the new 
assumption is assimilated by being added to the context. A second outcome may 
be that the new assumption contradicts the existing assumptions in the context in 
which it is processed. Depending on the degree of strength of that new 
assumption, the result can be either the weakening of the existing assumptions or 
complete eradication of them. If the new assumption is weaker than the existing 
assumptions in that particular context the result would be that the new assumption 
is not assimilated into that cognitive context and may be altogether eradicated. 
What any of these outcomes produce is a change to the cognitive set of 
assumptions which the addressee holds in his/her mind and what Sperber and 
Wilson call "cognitive environment". When the new assumption effects this 
change to the addressee's cognitive environment then it is said to have a 
"contextual effect" for the addressee. 
As mentioned above, the context in which the new assumption is 
processed is only a subset of the addressee's assumptions about the kvorld. This 
means that the process of comparison between new and old assumptions does not 
involve the whole set of the existing assumptions in the mind of the addressee at 
the time of communicating the iiew assumption. but only a subset of those existing 
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assumptions. The question is, therefore. how to iclentiýv the suitable subset of 
assumptions for processing the novel assumption. Sperber and WIlson's ans-ýN-er is 
that the subset of assumptions, or context, is not given at any point of 
communication but determined in part by the new assumption itself That means 
that it is the content of the new assumption which paiticipates in choosing the 
context in which it is to be appropriately processed. According to Sperber and 
Wilson, for a new assumption to be relevant it has to bear a sufficient amount of 
contextual effects for the addressee in the specific context in which it is processed 
at a particular point in time. 
Furthermore, for the new assumption to be "optimally relevant" it should 
produce a maximum number of contextual effects while at the same time 
demanding the least possible processing effort on the part of the addressee. This 
binary notion is what constitutes Sperber and Wilson's definition of the principle 
of relevance. It is important to note, however, that the relevance of a given new 
assumption is relative and varies according to the type of context and the group of 
addressees to whom it is communicated in the first place. Thus, a piece of local 
news may prove to be more relevant to a certain group of newspaper readers than 
a piece of international news. If we apply the principle of relevance as outlined 
above we can discover why this is the case. The piece of local news is more likely 
to hold a large number of contextual effects for most newspaper readers at a 
relatively small degree of processing effort as the context in which the news is to 
be processed is more readily available in the minds of the readers than that of the 
toreign news where the retrieval of the appropriate context for processing a piece 
of international news would cost the readers greater effort in order to achieve 
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sufficient contextual effects for that news to be adequately relevant in their 
cognitive environment. 
Relevance theory explains the significant role played by the addresser in 
making a novel assumption sufficiently relevant for his/her audience. By using 
specific linguistic expressions, the speaker or writer attempts to bring a new 
assumption to the context of his/her hearers or readers as an optimally relevant 
one by maximising the number of contextual effects that new assumption can hold 
for the audience in the particular context in which it is processed while at the same 
time not putting that audience to unnecessarily great processing effort. 
The next section outlines approaches involving the application of 
Relevance theory to the use of English modality in linguistic communication. The 
basic argument in these approaches is that different modal verbs are processed in 
different contexts and therefore they hold different contextual effects according to 
those contexts in which they are processed by the addressees. 
4.4 Relevance-theoretic accounts of English modality 
4.4.1 Modals and potentiality 
Klinge (1993: 315) develops a framework for what he calls the five central 
modal auxiliaries, can, may, must, will and shall in order to "shed light on some 
central aspects of the immense cotext and context sensitivity involved in the 
meaning of utterances of sentences containing a modal auxiliary" 
Central to Klinge's argument is that "potentiality [... ] stand[s] for the 
semantic field shared by the five modals" (ibid., p. 323) he includes in his 
analysis. This notion of potentiality derives from the fact that, according to Klinge, 
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the propositional form arrived at through the linguistic semantics of the 
propositional content of a sentence is to be distinguished from the set of 
assumptions about the referential situation which that sentence is understood to 
describe. Klinge calls the propositional form which a sentence gives rise to 
"situation representation" and the referential content "world situation". According 
to Relevance theory the linguistic form of a sentence represents a stimulus which 
activates a set of concepts. These concepts are then accessed by the addressee in 
the form of cognitive assumptions in order to arrive at a mental representation 
which undergoes further processing until the addressee is capable of reaching a 
satisfactory conclusion as to the meaning of the sentence or the communicative 
aim of the speaker. The conclusion which the addressee eventually arrives at is 
controlled by the principle of relevance as formulated by Sperber and Wilson 
(1986/1995). In Klinge's terms, the principle of relevance functions to guarantee 
that the addressee makes the appropriate decision regarding the interpretation of a 
sentence in a given context "because the addressee seeks to derive the optimal 
improvement in her representation of the world by combining the conceptual 
information of the 'propositional content' and assumptions about the 'world 
situation' most immediately accessible to her in the context of utterance to arrive 
at a 'situation representation"' (ibid., p. 322). 
Klinge then moves to account for the individual modals on the basis of the 
notion of potentiality. In this framework, the modal can joins the two outcomes of 
correspondence and non-correspondence of potentiality, thus stating that both 
correspondence and non-correspondence are valid outcomes, so that "the linguistic 
semantics of a sentence containing can does not signal whether we ever find out 
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whether the situation representation we arrive at turns out to be a true description 
of a world situation" (ibid., p. 341). Klinge's example is the following sentence: 
I- John can speak English. 
The utterance of the above sentence, according to Klinge, does not signal whether 
the situation representation [John speak English] turns out to be a true description 
of a world situation. In other words, the utterance [John speak English] will be 
compatible with what the speaker signalled by uttering the sentence "John can 
speak English" this compatibility is achieved regardless of the fact whether the 
utterance [John speak English] turns out to be a true description of a world 
situation or not. 
Thus, the function of can is that it joins the two outcomes of 
correspondence and non-correspondence of potentiality. In contrast, the modal 
may disjoins the two outcomes of potentiality. Due to its 'either-or' nature, the use 
of may in a sentence makes the semantics of that sentence signal that the situation 
representation turns out to be a true description of a world situation or the 
situation representation turns out not to be a true description of a world situation. 
Klinge cites the following examples to illustrate the point: 
2- It can be very cold in Stockholm. 
3- It may be very cold in Stockholm. 
The utterance of sentence 2 above, Klinge says, signifies that the speaker does not 
wish to convey a situation representation of low temperatures as an actually 
obtainino world situation now or in the future In Stockholm. Conversely. the clý 
utterance of sentence 3 signifies that the speaker wishes to convey a situation 
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representation of low temperatures as an actually obtaining or not obtaining world 
situation now or in the future in Stockholm (ibid. ). 
In terms of giving permission as denoted by can and inqY, Klinge argues 
that an utterance of a sentence containing can does not commit the speaker or 
addressee to anything happening at all, whereas a sentence containing may is 
committed to the agent either bringing about the world situation or not bringing 
about the world situation, e. g. 
4- You can smoke here. 
5- You may smoke here. 
The sentence containing may imposes a choice on the addressee, which accounts 
for the greater formality often involved in the use of may for granting permission 
than in the use of can. 
As for the semantics of the modal will, Klinge provides the following 
paraphrase: "the situation representation turns out to be a true description of a 
world situation" (ibid., p. 345). The world situation in the case of will is either a 
future time world situation or a previous world situation, e. g. 
6- They will arrive next week (a future time world situation) 
7- They iiill have arrived two hours ago. (a previous world situation) 
The semantic difference between i, vill and shall is illustrated by Klinge's following 
examples: 
8- Will Gwen do Your shoppingfor you? 
9- Shall Given cloyourshopping. foryou? 
Fxample 8 can be paraphrased in the following way: Does [GNven do your 
shopping for you] turn out to be a true description of a world situation? This 
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means that example 8 may be used as an utterance to request information about a 
world-event. Example 9. on the other hand, is paraphrased as follows: Does 
[Gwen do your shopping for you] turn out to be a true description of a world 
situation which is the result of an agent-event? 
In this way, Example 9 may be used as an utterance to request information about 
an agent-event. 
The difference between shall and must, on the other hand, is again 
explained by Klinge in terms of potentiality. Must is paraphrased as: the situation 
representation does not turn out not to be a true description of a world situation, 
e. g. 
10- You must be very careless. 
In terms of the lexical semantics of must, it indicates ruling out that the situation 
representation turns out not to be a true description of a world situation. This 
process of ruling out that the situation representation turns out not to be a true 
description of a world situation "amounts to leaving it to a process of inference to 
work out that the only outcome that is allowed for is that the situation 
representation turns out to be a true description of a world situation" (ibid., p. 
351). Thus, in its episternic sense, must indirectly indicates what will and shall 
indicate in a more direct way. 
Klinge accounts for modals as "lexemes unmarked for tense" (Nd., p. 
348). He acknowledges that failure to combine the modals with the past tense 
'constitutes a serious descriptive inadequacy" (ibid. ). To start with, this 
descriptive inadequacy casts serious doubts regarding the applicability of Klinge's 
account to the rest of the modal auxiliaries and their past forms. Secondly. the 
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notions of situation representation and world situation are not fully developed and 
there is no clear link between these notions and enhancing the relevance of the 
utterance during the interpretation process. Moreover, Klinge's account of the 
modal auxiliaries in terms of potentiality and its connection with the notions of 
situation representation and world situation seems to be at odds ý, N, -ith the basic 
criterion of the principle of relevance, particularly with regards to the 
interpretation of the modal must which Klinge describes as "the roundabout waY- 
(ibid., p. 351) of what will and shall directly signify. 
4.4.2 Modals and evidence 
Another relevance-theoretic account of modality is that proposed by 
Groefsema (1995). Her model focuses on the idea that the central property shared 
by all modals in English is that of "evidence". According to this model, the 
modals can and must focus the addressee's attention "on all the evidence (of 
whatever nature, episternic or otherwise) for the proposition expressed by the rest 
of the utterance" (1995: 62-3, original emphasis). Whereas the modals may and 
should "do not cause us to focus on all the "evidence" for the proposition 
expressed, but rather communicate that there is at least some evidence which 
supports the proposition expressed" (ibid., p. 63). The difference between can and 
must lies in what Groefserna calls "the relation between this "evidence- and the 
proposition expressed: must expresses that the proposition is entailed by the 
However, Klin, -, c's account 
is particularlý illuminating when he distinguishes bet\\cen modals expressing 
-Nvorld-e\ents- that is. "world situations that merely happen" (1993: 326) and modals expressing -agent- 
c\ ents" or *\\ orld situations that only happen if an agent chooses intentionally to bring them about" (ibid.. p. 
3 326). 
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"evidence". while can expresses the weaker relation of compat1bIlity. i. e. the 
-evidence" does not entail the negation of the proposition expressed" (ibid. ). 
Likewise, the relation between the -evidence- and the proposition expressed by 
should is that of entailment, while the relation between the "evidence" and the 
proposition expressed by may is that of compatibility. 
Groefsema illustrates her notion of evidence in the interpretation of the 
modals as follows: 
I- The painters can paint the doors. 
The logical form [p the painters paint the doors] is compatible with the set of all 
propositions which have a bearing on p. The logical form focuses the attention of 
the addressee on all the propositions which have a bearing on p, such as that the 
painters have the ability to paint, that the doors are ready for painting, that 
painting the doors will not interfere with the other jobs that have to be done, that 
paint and brushes are available, etc. The difference between the interpretation of 
can as denoting ability and can as denoting possibility is illustrated as follows: 
2- She can speakfourteen languages. 
3- The painters can paint the doors tomorrow. 
According to Groefsema, the logical form of the utterance in sentence 2 [p Ann 
speak fourteen languages] is compatible with the set of all propositions which 
have a bearing on p. In other terms, someone performing an action entails that that 
person has the ability to perform that action. When the above logical form is 
processed, therefore, the only proposition which has a bearing on the proposition 
cxpressed is the proposition that Ann has the ability to speak fourteen languages. 
This vields an abilitv interpretation of the modal can. When the utterance in 
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sentence 3 is processed. on the other hand, the , vord -'tornorrow- indicates that 
what is at stake is not only that the painters are able to paint, but also being able to 
paint at a particular point in time involving a particular object. Thus the logical 
form [p the painters paint the doors tomorrow] is compatible with the set of all 
propositions which have a bearing on p, and yields a possibility interpretation. 
The distinction between the interpretation of can and the interpretation of 
may is illustrated by Groefsema by the following example: 
4- You may go home tomorrow (ibid., p. 67). 
The utterance in the above sentence yields the logical form: There is at least one 
set of propositions such that [p I (patient) go home day] is compatible with it. This 
logical form will be integrated into the logical form: Doctor says that (there is at 
least one set of propositions such that [p I (patient) go home day] is compatible 
with it). 
This logical form guides the addressee to supply a piece of evidence for the 
proposition p. Since the only thing that is stopping the patient from going home is 
that s/he has not been given permission, which is the permission given by his/her 
doctor, then the only evidence for the proposition p which the doctor can supply is 
permission. Consequently, the only relevant interpretation of the utterance above 
is that the doctor gives permission to the patient to go home. If a different context 
is provided for the utterance a different interpretation of may will ensue. For 
example, if the context provided for the above utterance suggests that the only 
thing that prevented the patient from going home is that the ambulance people 
required for the journey have been on strike. and the doctor is believed to be aware 
of this fact. In this context, the interpretation process will conclude that there is a 
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chance that the ambulance service is going to be available the next day. The NA-eak 
possi lity interpretation of may results from the proposition being compatible 
wit , not entailed by, some evidence. 
Whereas the proposition containing can or may is compatible ,,,, -Ith 
evidence, the proposition containing must or should is entailed by evidence. 
Groefserna cites the following examples: 
5- You must be home by eleven. 
6- You should go and see your grandmother. 
The utterance in sentence 5 yields the logical form: [p Bill be home by eleven 
o'clock on day] is entailed by the set of all propositions which have a bearing on 
p, which gives rise to the logical form: Mother says that ([p Bill be home by 
eleven o'clock on day] is entailed by the set of all propositions which have a 
bearing on p (ibid., p. 70). 
Assumptions about the authority of Bill's mother over him will be easily 
accessible. Because his mother says that all the evidence entails that he be home 
by eleven, Bill can conclude that the only evidence that plays a role is derived 
from his mother's authority, so that what he happens to want is taken as not 
having a bearing on the proposition expressed. Hence, the interpretation process of 
must concludes that it denotes obligation. 
As for the utterance in sentence 6, it yields the logical form: There is at least some 
set of propositions which entails [p Bill go and see grandmother at time]. Similar 
assumptions about the authority of Bill's mother become easily accessible in this 
context. However. the difference in interpretation is due to there being some 
evidence which entails the proposition p not all the evidence indicated by the use 
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of must. Hence. the interpretation of should is taken to be less imperative than that 
of must. 
The notion of "evidence" is a useful way of approaching the analysis of 
modal auxiliaries not only in English but in other languages as well. This notion 
seems to provide suitable tools for establishing a theoretical basis to account for 
the meanings of modal verbs. However, Groefsema's model appears to have more 
potential than what she argues for. As a term, "evidence" seems to be vague and 
undefined. Consequently, Groefserna is able to provide only one explanation for 
the difference between may and can and between must and should, i. e. according 
to the number of propositions involved in the interpretation process. This way of 
explaining differences in use between the modals works to a certain extent for 
Groefsema's present account which includes the present tenses of the modals, but 
when the past tenses are considered, there will clearly be a theoretical gap in 
Groefsema's model. However, accounting for the different relationships between 
evidence and the set of propositions involved in the interpretation process in terms 
of "compatibility" and "entailment" is an insightful approach to illustrate 
differences between seemingly similar modals of the same category such as must 
and should. 
4.4.3 The metarepresentation hypothesis 
The third account of the English modals along relevance -theoretic lines is 
Papafragou's -metarepresentation hypothesis" (1997,2000). In applying her 
hypothesis to the English modals, Papafragou concentrates on the episternic 
functions of the four modals ccin, may. must, and should. She argues that "The 
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employment of epistemic modality rests crucially on the ability to reflect on the 
content of one's own beliefs, to take into account the reliability of those beliefs 
(i. e. the relative strength with which they are entertained), and to perform 
deductive operations on them" (1997: 32). She proposes the argument that the use 
of modals is an instance of the interpretive use of language as opposed to the 
descriptive use of language as explained by Sperber and Wilson (1986/1995). 
What the above processes lead to, according to Papafragou, is that they 
"presuppose the ability to conceive of one's mental contents as representatlons 
distinct from reality which may bear a variable degree of correspondence to the 
actual world" (ibid., p. 32). In other terms, Papafragou argues that the epistemic 
uses of the English modal verbs reflect the individual's ability to assess his/her 
thoughts and beliefs as opposed to the outside facts of the real world. As a result 
of such assessment those thoughts and beliefs are expressed as propositional 
representations used interpretively by the individual holding them, as opposed to 
the truth-conditional representation of a state of affairs in the external actual world 
of reality which the individual uses descriptively, i. e. in objective terms without 
making personal judgments about their truth or falsity. 
Papafragou's account provides an insightful approach to the study of 
epistemic and root modality. However, Papafragou relies heavily on logical 
relations. For example, she assumes that "the semantic content of modals consists 
of two components: a logical relation R (basically: entailment or compatibility), 
and a domain D of propositions. Roughly, then, what the modals are used to 
convey is that a certain proposition p bears a certain logical relation R to the set of 
propositions in a propositional domain D" (1998: 11). According to this account. a 
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domain D can be unspecified, factual or normative depending on the modal used. 
This relational structure is an instance of another structure, Papafragou argues. 
which holds between an "operator", "restrictor" and *-matrix": **The operator takes 
scope over the proposition in the matrix and relates it to another proposition (the 
restrictor). In the case of modals, the operator is the logical relation (entailment or 
compatibility), the matrix is the embedded proposition p and the restrictor is the 
domain of propositions which the matrix is being placed in relation to" (ibid. ). 
Such an account seems to be appropriate for studies of modal logic rather than 
studies about the pragmatic relevance of utterances containing modals. Hence, 
Papafragou's account is brilliantly detailed but offers limited advance from what 
has been already introduced by Groefsema; for example, Papafragou uses 
Groefsema's terminology and applies it to the same group of modals without 
really suggesting the possibility of extending such an approach to other modals or 
modal expressions. 
In the present chapter, the discussion will draw on Groefserna's notion of 
"evidence" for the English modals. The reason for this is that evidence as 
conveyed by all the modals but in different degrees and different types of 
relationships with the propositions expressed by the different modals seems to be 
applicable for a wider range of modals. This model can account for epistemic as 
well as deontic functions of the modals. Moreover, it can be applied to modal 
systems other than that in English, which can lead to establishing a principled 
framework of accounting for modal uses in different languages. thus facilitating 
the comparison and contrast of the different modal systems across languages. 
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Establishing such a comparative framework for analysis of modality across 
languages will be the basis on which the present research xvill undertake the study 
of translating modality between Arabic and English. An independent relevance- 
theoretic account for each of the modal systems in Arabic and in English ý, vill be 
followed by an investigation of the possible correspondences between English 
modals and their Arabic counterparts based on correspondences in their modal 
interpretation in their respective languages. The discussion shall highlight 
instances of lack of correspondence in modal interpretations when translating 
modality from English into Arabic and show that such lack substantially affects 
the interpretation of the communicated news on the part of the target audience as 
opposed to the source audience. 
4.5 Modality in the language of the news and the notion of "evidence" -a 
proposal 
In this section,, I shall discuss the use of the English modal auxiliary verbs 
in the language of news reports and commentaries drawing on the tenets of 
Relevance theory. The main objective is to analyse the interpretation process of 
the modals in terms of the degree of evidence which each modal conveys in the 
context of news reports. The modals discussed below include may, might, can, 
could, must, and should. 
propose to extend Groefsema's discussion of evidence to include the 
modals might and could and analyse their use in news reports, when this use is not 
primarily imposed by the linguistic context, i. e. use of past tenses. In doing so, the 
clearee of evidence vielded by the proposition where a modal is used will hold a 
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key position in assessing the relevance which that proposition holds to the readers 
in a given context. Thus. according to our model, the modal can denotes 
maximum evidence compatible with all the propositions available from the 
context. The modal may denotes maximum evidence compatible with at least 
some propositions available from the context. Could denotes minimum evidence 
compatible with all the propositions available from the context. Might denotes 
minimum evidence compatible with at least some propositions available from the 
context. Must denotes maximum evidence entailed by all propositions available 
from the context. Should denotes maximum evidence entailed by at least some 
propositions available from the context. 
As well as facilitating the theoretical distinction between the present and 
the past forms of the modal auxiliaries, the notion of the degree of evidence 
indicated by each of the modals will also shed light on the practice of using 
different modal auxiliaries by different newspapers when reporting the same piece 
of news. Undertaking such comparison will highlight the idea that when a number 
of different newspapers report the same piece of news, it is sometimes the case 
that one newspaper makes one aspect of that news more salient than other aspects 
by using a modal which indicates maximum evidence, while another newspaper 
reporting the same piece of news will place that particular aspect in the 
background by using a modal indicating minimum evidence and so on. The task of 
giving a certain aspect of news more salience than others is part of what the 
newspaper leads its readership to focus on when reading a given news report. 
The term "evidence" in our model shall be understood as the internal 
representation which the readers construct according to their cognitive 
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environment which constitutes background information available to thern at the 
time of communicating the message, as well as infon-nation introduced to them 
from the context of that message itself. Hence the degree of evidence, maximum 
or minimum, is determined by the specific modal used in communicating a given 
proposition according to the mechanism of relevance which prompts the readers to 
base their internal representation of the ideological situation in question on either 
a maximum or minimum amount of supporting background information to back 
that proposition depending on the modal used to communicate that proposition, 
thus producing contextual effects which will lead them to certain conclusions. 
4.5.1 Epistemic modals and maximum compatible evidence 
4.5.1.1 May 
According to Groefsema's account, the use of the modal may in an 
utterance denotes that "there is at least some set of propositions such that p is 
compatible with it" (1995: 62), where p is the proposition introduced by the modal 
auxiliary. My argument is that the modal may is used in an utterance to denote that 
maximum evidence is compatible with at least some set of propositions for a 
proposition p. The notion of maximum evidence in analysing the interpretation 
process of the modal may has theoretical potential for two main reasons. The first 
reason is that the notion of maximum evidence yielded by a certain number of 
propositions can accommodate the possibility to analyse the interpretation process 
of not only the present tense of the modal as Groefsema and others in the field 
have done. but also to be theoretically better equipped to analyse the past tense in 
the form of the modal might. By achieving this theoretical objective the relevance- 
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theoretic framework for analysing the communicative behaviour of modal verbs 
will be adequately expanded to include the past tenses of the modals as well as the 
present tenses, providing better tools for analysing fully all the modals instead of 
being exclusively interested in the modals in the present tenses. The second reason 
is that such a theoretical framework will -allow research into the behaviour of the 
modals to be expanded to accommodate modals in other languages, thus setting a 
comparative and contrastive framework for the study of translation of modality 
across languages. 
Below are some examples about the use of may in news reports that show 
how the above analysis can be applied to the interpretation process of this modal. 
The first example is a news report published by The Guardian about the photos 
which appeared in The Daily Mirror concerning allegations that British troops in 
Iraq were involved in incidents of indecent behaviour and torture against Iraqi 
prisoners. 
"The Armed Forces minister, Adam Ingram, is today expected to declare that The 
Daily Mirror's 'world exclusive' pictures of British soldiers abusing and urinating 
on Iraqis were faked [ ... ] Mr. Ingram may offer an apology 
for 'Inadvertently' 
misleading the House, while allowing the announcement on The Dail Mirror y 
photos to dominate proceedings" (The Guardian, 13/05/04). 
The use of the modal may denotes that maximum evidence is compatible 
Nvith at least some set of propositions for the proposition [p Mr. Ingram offers an 
apology]. The notion of "compatibility" is to be understood as in Groefsema's 
terms "the evidence does not entail the negation of the proposition expressed" 
(1995: 631). 
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The interpretation process of the proposition in question draws on the 
degree of evidence introduced by the modal as well as the number of possible 
is. propositions to be considered by the audience. According to the present analys' 
the modal may introduces maximum degree of evidence yielded by only some set 
of possible propositions. This means that the news report does not leave the 
audience with a strong possibility for the fulfillment of the propositions because 
they are not required to cognitively consider a large number of possible 
propositions which are likely to have a bearing on the context of the particular 
piece of news reported in this instance. Therefore, their interpretation of the 
proposition where the modal may is used leaves the audience with a limited 
number of possibilities to draw on when processing the text. 
By interpreting the proposition on the Minister's apology by the modal 
may, the report leads the readers to form an internal representation about the 
possibility of the action of actually offering an apology within the context of the 
general atmosphere concerning the war on Iraq and the position of each of the 
three main British parties towards that war. The issue of the publishing of the 
photos showing British soldiers abusing Iraqis is only part of that general political 
context; therefore, Mr. Ingram's response will also be part of his party's position 
and will have to face the rising opposition against the war issue and any further 
deployment of British troops in Iraq. Thus, the degree of possibility with which 
the proposition about offering an apology is introduced to the readers accentuates 
the wider political context and leads the readers to construct a mental 
representation about that context when processing that proposition. In fact, the rest 
of the article contains several instances of uses of modal verbs conveying different 
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degrees of possibility and necessity, e. g. could and should. which illustrates the 
aspect of expectancy as well as the aspect of commitment to the necessity of a 
certain proposition by the speaker. This will be the subject of discussion when this 
article is discussed later as part of studying could and should in the subsequent 
sections. 
The relevance of a certain proposition introduced by a modal is part and 
parcel of the relevance of the wider context within which the news report is 
communicated. The relevance of the modal may in the next example is achieved 
when the report includes additional information which sets the wider scene for the 
readers to process the proposition introduced by that modal. The example is taken 
from a news report about the US president, George W. Bush's visit to Europe. 
This example was discussed in the previous chapter for the ideological aspect it 
displays, it is repeated here for the purpose of analysing the use of the modal 
involved in terms of Relevance. 
"Mr. Bush aay cause discomfort by demanding that his European hosts support 
putting pressure on Syria following the assassination last week of the former 
Lebanese prime minister, Rafik Hariri, which Lebanese opposition figures have 
blamed on Damascus [ ... 
] some of the gestures and announcements preceding Mr. 
Bush's arrival last night indicated that any rapprochement aay lack substance" 
(The Guardian, 21/02/05). 
As has been indicated in the previous chapter, this piece of news appeared 
in several British and US newspapers on the same day. Second. all the articles 
reportint) this piece of news contained modal verbs ýN, -hich were, interestingly, 
different from one article to another. This point will be further elaborated at a 
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later stage in the discussion when the other modal verbs are analysed. Here. only 
the interpretation of may will be dealt with. 
The use of the modal may in uttering the proposition [p Mr. Bush cause 
discomfort] draws the attention of the readers to the maximum evidence yielded 
by at least some set of propositions that have a bearing on the above proposition. 
When this piece of news about the US president's visit to Europe was reported by 
other newspapers, both British and American, the proposition about the potential 
discomfort which President George Bush is likely to cause in European quarters 
does not appear in the reports published in newspapers other than The Guardian. 
According to the relevance -theoretic proposal set above, the use of the 
modal may in the second sentence is interpreted in the following way: maximum 
evidence is compatible with at least some set of propositions for the proposition [p 
Any rapprochement lack substance]. That set of some propositions yielding 
maximum evidence for the interpretation of the proposition p is actually 
articulated later on in the same news report. According to The Guardian, on the 
eve of President Bush's visit to Europe and to the NATO Headquarters, the 
Russian president Vladimir Putin announced increased nuclear cooperation with 
Iran and said that he intended to visit Tehran soon. This move,, the report explains, 
challenged one of the most important issues on the US agenda, namely, how to 
deal with Iran's suspected nuclear ambitions. Meanwhile, the then German 
Chancellor, Mr. Gerhard SchrOder was addressing an international security 
conference in Munich the previous week when he questioned NATO's usefulness 
and its appropriateness as a forum for joint US-European policv making. 
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The readers are directed to consider these propositions to interpret the 
proposition [p Any rapprochement lack substance]- By using the modal niq_v. the 
interpretation is based on the maximum evidence which is yielded by the set of 
some propositions as indicated above. It is an interesting fact that the newspaper 
makes this cluster of propositions stand out in its report which adds to the salience 
already given to the proposition in which the modal has been used. The attention 
of the readers of The Guardian is drawn to a number of propositions which have 
not been reported by the other newspapers relating the same piece of news. In this 
way, the relevance of The Guardian's report to its readers is different from the 
relevance of another newspaper's report about that piece of news. This will be 
further discussed below when related reports published by other newspapers about 
the same news are studied. 
The following example is a commentary about the Syrian president's visit 
to Tehran to meet with Iran's newly elected president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, 
and with Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. The writer argues that 
this visit represents a repeat of history because it echoes similar moves made in 
the 1980s by the then President Hafiz Assad of Syria to build up close ties with 
the Iranian leaders in order to alienate Iraq and protect Syria from the United 
States and Israel. The writer wonders if President Bashar Assad is having similar 
plans in mind and if such plans are going to be effective after the US invasion of 
Iraq and the prospect of establishing an Iraqi government with a Shiite majoritY 
which is very likely to be welcomed by Shiite Iran. 
"Assad's maneUvers, hovvever, raise a more fundamental question. one heightened 
by rising American frustration in Iraq: Is a clash betvveen Syria and the United 
States becoming increasingly inevitable. so that the Iraqi conflict aay spread to 
Syria - more specifically to the Syrian side of the border area with Iraq? " 
(Reason. com, 10/08/05, Michael Young, Syria: The New Cambodia). 
In order for the proposition [p The Iraqi conflict spread to Syria] to be 
relevant to the readers, the use of the modal may suggests that there is at least 
some propositions which yield maximum evidence making the proposition p 
compatible with them. The writer introduces this set of propositions to the readers 
in order to direct their interpretation of the new proposition towards the 
conclusion that there is a certain extent of possibility that the military action which 
took place in Iraq is going to spread to neighbouring Syria. Among these 
propositions are the Syrian failure to win the support of the Iraqi government and 
the fact that Syria is vulnerable in the face of the US military might compared to 
Iran. The use of may in this context makes those propositions available as part of 
the readers' assumptions so that they can process the new proposition introduced 
by the use of the modal to arrive at the conclusion which the writer is arguing for. 
4.5.1.2 Can 
In Groefsema's account, the proposition which contains the modal can "is 
compatible with the set of all propositions which have a bearing on p" (1995: 62). 
According to the present proposal, can indicates that maximum evidence is 
compatible with the set of all propositions with a bearing on a proposition p. The 
following examples are aimed at illustrating how the notion of a maximum degree 
of evidence leads the interpretation process of the modal ccn7 in newspaper reports. 
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The first example is a commentary published by The Guardian. the article 
is written by Crispin Black, a government intelligence analyst until 2002. and the 
subject is about the news concerning the success achieved by the British security 
services in thwarting an alleged chemical attack on the country and the ways the 
British authorities are required to consider in their fight against terrorism at the 
national level. 
"The raids in the home counties on March 30, and the rumours of the thwarting of 
a chemical attack that emerged yesterday, suggest that our security services are 
able to acquire actionable intelligence on which to act [ ... 
] We can also take some 
reassurance from a good general counter-terrorism record stretching back nearly 
60 years [ ... ] IRA teams never knew when their operations had been 
compromised. This kind of life is wearing and diverts the energies of terrorists 
away from attacks and towards their own security. To some extent this kind of 
atmosphere can deter even suicide terrorists - the last thing they want is Parkhurst 
rather than Paradise" (The Guardian, 07/04/04). 
The writer in this article gives salience to two propositions by his use of 
the modal can. This salience is achieved by directing the audience's attention 
towards the propositions in question and prompting them to consider the 
maximum evidence which is compatible with the set of all the possible 
propositions which have a bearing on those two propositions. The context in the 
article suggests that the writer aims at bringing the case of combating the terrorism 
of the IRA to the forefront of the audience's attention. The proposition of having a 
good record in curbing terrorist activities on the part of the British authorities is I 
made stronger by the suo()cstion that all the evidence vielded by all the 
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propositions having a bearing in that particular context on the new proposition 
backs the argument that the British authorities are able to counter terrorist 
activities plotted by other terrorist groups. It is directed at the British people who 
still have vivid memories of the terrorist acts perpetrated by the IRA, bringing the 
IRA into the context highlights the effectiveness of the proposition and 
strengthens assumptions about its high possibility. 
The next example is taken from the American newspaper, The Washington 
Post, reporting on the same European visit by Mr. Bush. The main feature of most 
of the reports published in this newspaper is that they heavily quote the US 
president's exact words rather than reporting them in the third person. From the 
theoretical perspective of the present argument, this feature proves to be of 
considerable significance because the modals used by Mr. Bush draw the 
audience's attention to certain aspects in his speech whereas reports published in 
newspapers which relate the President's words in the third person use different 
modals and thus focus the audience's attention on other aspects of the event and 
the corresponding position of Mr. Bush. 
"Bush called on Syria to withdraw its forces from Lebanon [ ... ] adding that if 
Syrians stay out of Lebanon's parliamentary elections in the spring, the vote 'can 
be another milestone of liberty"' (The Washington Post, 21/02/05). 
Addressing the American audience, the newspaper builds on the picture 
which George W. Bush has constructed in his Inaugural Address, where the words 
f 16 11 reedom' and "liberty" were used frequently. Here again Mr. Bush uses the word 
"liberty" xvhen he talks about the parliamentary elections in Lebanon. The 
Lcbanese case is used by Mr. Bush to prove his rhetoric to be right and applicable 
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to the rest of the world. The modal can prompts the audience to consider the 
maximum degree of evidence which is compatible with the set of all the 
propositions that have a bearing on that particular context. The word "liberty" is 
obviously key here because it recalls to the audience's attention the rhetoric used 
by the President in his Address earlier that year and at the same time applies that 
rhetoric to a specific situation in faraway Lebanon; that it is "occupied" by the 
Syrian forces and that this occupation inhibits the democratic process of 
parliamentary elections in that country. In this way, the US audience are prompted 
to form ideological conclusions which are in line with what the US administration 
has in mind. 
In the next example both can and may are used in the article to report on 
one piece of news about the Iraqi government elections and the insurgents' threat 
to disrupt the process by wreaking mayhem in Baghdad. 
"Democracy can bring peace to the Middle East: Terrorists have vowed 'to wash 
the streets of Baghdad with the voters' blood' and have described polling stations 
as 'centres of atheism and vice'. Against this must be set the eagerness of the Shia 
[] This, then, is a highly unusual election. But it offers the chance of self- 
representation to a people subjected for decades to totalitarian rule. Therein may 
lie the key to peace" (The Telegraph, 29/01/05). 
The caption is introduced by the use of can. The proposition [p Democracy bring 
peace to the Middle East] indicates that there is maximum evidence produced by 
the set of all propositions existing in the context that make the new proposition 
compatible with it. This means that the readers are prompted to consider the new 
proposition in terms of a strong possibility for its realisation based on the fact that 
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they can recover from the context of the report all the relevant propositions ýý-hich 
yield a maximum degree of evidence making the new proposition compatible ý\-ith 
those propositions and so arrive at the conclusion that peace in the Middle East is 
going to be achieved through the democratic process of elections taking place in 
Iraq. However, the proposition of achieving peace in the Middle East is toned 
down in the last sentence with the use of the modal may. There is only some set of 
propositions in the context which yield maximum evidence for the new 
proposition to be compatible with. Among the available propositions is the fact 
that the Iraqis are actually going to the polls to elect their leaders for the first time 
in three decades. But the suggestion that the bloodshed between Sunnis and Shias 
is going to intensify during the elections prompts the readers to arrive at the 
conclusion that the proposition about bringing peace to this troubled region bears 
limited possibility. The use of the modal may communicates this limited 
possibility and makes the propositions which make this limited possibility relevant 
to the readers readily accessible within the context in which they are processing 
the article. 
4.5.2 Epistemic modals and minimum compatible. evidence 
4.5.2.1 Might 
The modal might in the present relevance-theoretic model indicates 
minimum evidence which is compatible with at least some set of the propositions 
available to the readers to interpret a proposition p. The following examples are 
set to illustrate that it is this difference in the degree of evidence that distinguishes 
in(w from inight. . 1light 
denotes a smaller margin of possibility than that denoted 
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by may because, in the case of might, only minimum evidence is compatible with 
some set of the propositions which are retrieved by the audience when a 
proposition p which contains the modal is communicated to them. In the case of 
may, on the other hand, the modal indicates maximum evidence as illustrated 
above, which means that may denotes a greater margin of possibility for the 
proposition p in which it occurs. 
The following example is an extract from the commentary discussed in an 
earlier discussion of the modal may, relating to the possibility that the conflict in 
Iraq is going to spread westwards to the Syrian side of the border. 
"The Syrians are adding to the carnage, but are otherwise incapable of creating a 
durable Iraqi system that they can manipulate. And because the U. S. hasn't the 
means, or the wherewithal. ) to engage 
Iran today militarily, whether in the border 
area or elsewhere, it might prefer, paradoxically, to strike against Syria [ ... ] In 
order to regain a hold over Iraq, and in the process break the increasingly powerful 
Iranian hand there, the Bush administration migh seek first to settle its accounts 
with Syria on the Western border" (Reason. com, 10/08/05, Michael Young, Syria: 
The Neii, Cambodia). 
Here the writer used the modal might to introduce his propositions to the 
readers. The readers are prompted to consider minimum evidence yielded by the 
set of some propositions which make the new proposition as introduced by the 
modal compatible with that set of propositions. The new propositions [p The US 
prefer to strike against Syria] and [p The Bush administration seek first to settle its 
accounts with Syria on the Western border] are made relevant to the readers after 
they consider the evidence introduced to them by the propositions available from 
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the context and with which the new propositions are rendered compatible with that 
evidence. Some of the propositions are made accessible from the article itself-, 
these include the US inability to face Iran militarily as well as the desire to regain 
control of the situation in Iraq by relocating the conflict to Syria. However. these 
propositions only yield minimum evidence so that the readers are led to arrive at 
the conclusion that the realisation of the new proposition has a limited degree of 
possibility within the context in which it is communicated. 
4.5.2.2 Could 
The difference between can and could from the point of view of the 
interpretation process as proposed by the present argument is that can Indicates 
maximum evidence compatible with the set of all the propositions which have a 
bearing on the context in which can is used. Could, on the other hand, denotes 
minimum evidence compatible with the set of all propositions having a bearing on 
the context in which it is used. The idea is that could focuses the attention of the 
audience on only the least available evidence which the set of all the propositions 
that can be considered in the context where could is used can yield in that 
particular context. The following examples can further illustrate this point. 
"The fate of Mr. Ingram and the Mirror's editor, Piers Morgan, could hang on the 
statement, expected this afternoon during a debate on the armed forces [] 
Labour rebels could choose to register their unease over Iraq by supporting the Lib 
Dems in any vote" (The Guardian, 13/05/04). 
The two instances of using the modal could in this report indicate that 
there is v. -cak possibility for the said actions to take place in actual terms. In 
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relevance-theoretic terms as proposed in the present chapter. what the modal could 
indicates is that the attention of the readers is called to focus on the least degree of 
evidence which is compatible with the set of all the propositions which the 
audience recall in that particular context in order to interpret the proposition where 
the modal occurs. In other words, by interpreting could the readers mentally 
construct an internal representation of the situation. This means that they recall 
available background information from the context when they process that 
background information as well as information communicated in the article, the 
readers derive a low degree of possibility for the action introduced by the modal 
could to take place. Examples of the background information available to the 
readers from the context are to do with the general unrest among British MPs 
regarding the Iraq issue, especially after violence broke out there after the invasion 
and the subsequent arrests of Iraqis, followed by the scandals involving British 
troops abusing Iraqi detainees. The Liberal Democrats voiced rejection of 
proposals of the deployment of additional British soldiers to fight alongside the 
Americans in Najaf. The Liberal Democrats described the American forces actions 
in Iraq as a "failing strategy" especially after they were involved in operations in 
Falluja which resulted in the killing of hundreds of civilians. Against this 
background, rebel Labour MPs, in the event of any vote introduced on the issue, 
were likely to support the Liberal Democrats' opposition to sending more British 
soldiers to Iraq. 
Despite the fact that the modal could denotes a minimum amount of 
cvidence from the context available, the fact that this evidence is compatible , N, Ith 
the set of all the propositions prompts the readers to process as manN, propositions 
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as possible from the context. In the next example. this point can be further 
illustrated: 
"It is not the absence of anybody's involvement that's keeping the Iranians from 
knowing what they need to do, " Rice told reporters. "They need to live up to their 
obligations. They need to agree to verification and to stop trying to hide activities 
under cover of civilian nuclear power. " Iran could emerge as one of the most 
contentious issues during Rice's debut as the top U. S. diplomat" (The Washington 
Post, 04/02/05). 
This report relates one of the first press conferences held by Condoleezza Rice as 
a US Secretary of State. Rice refers to the issue of Iran's development of nuclear 
weapons, accusing the Iranians of misleading the international community about 
their nuclear activities. The likelihood of the proposition that Iran emerges as one 
of the most contentious issues during Rice's debut as the top US diplomat is based 
on assumptions related to Rice's long-standing position with regards to the Iranian 
issue and the fact that Iran's activities have become high on the US agenda after 
the war on Iraq. The readers' internal representation of the situation will be based 
on such information producing some degree of evidence that the Iran issue is 
going to prove contentious as Rice assumes her new diplomatic post. 
4.5.3 Deontic modals and entailed evidence 
4.5.3.1 Must 
According to the present relevance-theoretic account of the modals, the 
modal must indicates maximum evidence entailed by the set of all the propositions 
I iven conte havino a bearing on a certain proposition in a gi xt. The difference 
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between maximum evidence indicated by can and maximum evidence indicated 
by must is that can indicates that maximum evidence is compatible with the set of 
all the propositions having a bearing on a certain proposition in a given context. 
while must indicates that maximum evidence is entailed by the set of all the 
propositions having a bearing on a certain proposition in a given context. The 
following examples will illustrate the interpretation process of must in certain 
contexts. 
The first example is reported by The Guardian in an article about the 
aftermath of the death of Yasser Arafat, the Palestinian leader, and the 
arrangements taken by the PLO prior to presidential elections of the Palestinian 
authority. 
"The Palestinian leadership acted quickly to fill the power vacuum, electing the 
former Palestinian prime minister, Mahmoud Abbas, unanimously as the new 
head of the Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO). Cabinet minister Ibrahim 
Abu Najah confirmed that he is unlikely to face a challenger in the Palestinian 
authority's presidential elections, which must be held within the next 60 days. In 
the meantime,, the speaker of the Palestinian parliament, Rauhi Fattouh, will be 
sworn in later today as caretaker president" (The Guardian, I 1/ 11/04). 
The proposition [p Presidential elections be held within the next 60 days] 
is Produced by a maximum degree of evidence entailed by the set of all the 
propositions which have a bearing on the context of the Palestinian arrangements 
prior to holding those elections after the death of the Palestinian leader. Yasser 
Arafat. The readers of The Guardian are prompted to focus their attention on all 
the propositions which yield maximum degree of evidence that those presidential 
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elections are held within a period of no more than 60 days from the time of the 
report. The outcome of this interpretation process is that this piece of information 
proves to be relevant when it results in a strong necessity for the action to take 
place in the particular context within which it is being processed by the audience. 
One interesting aspect of this fact is that the same piece of news was reported by 
another newspaper, The Independent, using another modal to communicate that 
piece of information to its audience. The modal used in The Independent's report 
was the auxiliary can: 
"In a hurried effort to project continuity, the PLO elected former Palestinian Prime 
Minister Mahmoud Abbas as its new chief, virtually ensuring that he will succeed 
Arafat as leader of the Palestinians. The Palestinian legislature also was to swear 
in Parliament Speaker Rauhi Fattouh as caretaker president of the Palestinian 
Authority until elections can be held in 60 days, according to Palestinian law" 
(The Independent, I 1/ 11/04). 
The same piece of news was reported by The Washington Post and The Telegraph 
without using any modals: 
"Arafat's duties heading the Palestinian Authority will be assumed by Prime 
Minister Ahmed Qureia. The Palestine Liberation Organization will be run by its 
deputy, former prime minister Mahmoud Abbas. The speaker of the Palestinian 
legislature, Rawhi Fattouh, will take over the ceremonial role of president until 
elections within the next 60 days" (The Washington Post, 11/11/04). 
"Mahmoud Abbas, also known as Abu Mazen, the former Palestinian prime 
minister has been elected head of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO), 
one of the many roles Mr. Arafat held durino his 40 years in charge of the 
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Palestinian movement. An election to discover his successor at the head of the PA 
is to follow" (The Telegraph, 11/11/04). 
If the relevance-theoretic account argued for in the present discussion is 
sound then the relevance of the same piece of information is different from one 
news report to another. In the Guardian report the audience are given clues 
through the use of the modal must to concentrate on the maximum degree of 
evidence, which is entailed by the set of all the propositions which have a bearing 
on the particular context within which that piece of information, or proposition, is 
communicated. In the Independent report, on the other hand, the use of the modal 
can leads the readers to process the information on the basis of considering the 
maximum degree of evidence which is only compatible with the set of all the 
propositions having a bearing on the particular context where that proposition is 
being subject to the readers' interpretation. The cognitive outcome of such 
discrepancy in the use of the modals is to endow a certain proposition more 
prominence in one report than the other, and the readers of the Guardian report 
consider a type of evidence expressed by the modal must which is different from 
the type of evidence expressed by the modal can in the report which the readers of 
The Independent receive for their interpretation of that particular proposition. 
Readers of the respective newspapers will construct distinctive internal 
representations. Readers of the Guardian report will process the set of all 
propositions available from the context which produce evidence that entails the 
new proposition taking place. The entailment of the evidence produces deontic 
interpretation of the action; that means that the readers are led to recall 
background information which communicates the necessity of the clections to be 
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held within the stated period of time. The relevance of this proposItion to the 
readers will result in highlighting the issue of the Palestinian elections and olving tý 
it prominence within the context. 
This kind of relevance in the Guardian report is different from the 
relevance which the Independent report holds for its readers. Readers of the 
Independent report will process the new proposition about the Palestinian 
presidential elections not in terms of necessity (entailed evidence) but rather in 
terms of ability (compatible evidence). The result being that the readers will 
process the information as less urgent and less obligatory. 
In the Washington Post and the Telegraph reports, on the other hand, there 
is no use of modals to introduce the new proposition about the elections. The 
Telegraph does not mention the 60 days part of the news. This results in the 
relevance of the proposition of the Palestinian elections being different from that 
communicated by the Guardian and the Independent reports above. The 
proposition here is not highlighted and does not communicate a sense of urgency. 
necessity or possibility. Readers of these two later reports are not prompted to 
process the new proposition in terms of importance and the issue of the elections 
is consequently relegated to a secondary position. 
The second example is taken from the report about George W. Bush's visit 
to Europe and his statements on the situation in the Middle East. As mentioned 
earlier, modality features heavily in the US president's statements, which are 
quoted verbatim by The U'ashington Post, unlike other newspaper reports which 
relate his statements in the third person. 
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"Bush called on Syria to withdraw its forces from Lebanon [ ... 
] Syria must end its 
occupation of Lebanon. Bush said to applause" (The Washington Post. 21/02/05). 
The American readership are encouraged to consider maximum degree of 
evidence which is entailed by the set of all the propositions having a bearing on 
the particular context within which the proposition [p Syria end its occupation of 
Lebanon] is being processed. In fact, the report includes a number of possible 
propositions in order to make it easier for the readership to interpret the piece of 
information where the modal must occurs. The article mentions that among the 
audience addressed by the US president in Brussels when he made that statement 
were individuals from the Lebanese opposition who vehemently oppose Syrian 
military presence in Lebanon. The article reports that the opposition listening to 
the American president on that particular occasion hurled insults at Syria and 
demanded its immediate withdrawal from Lebanon. They applauded Bush's strong 
words regarding the issue. 
It is equally relevant to compare this use of the modal must with the use of 
the modal may in an article about the same piece of news published by the British 
newspaper, The Guardian, mentioned earlier and repeated here for convenience: 
"Mr. Bush may cause discomfort by demanding that his European hosts support 
putting pressure on Syria following the assassination last week of the former 
Lebanese prime minister, Rafik Hariri, which Lebanese opposition figures have 
blamed on Damascus" (The Guardian, 21/02/05). 
Readers of The Giiardicin are encouraged to process that piece of 
information about the US president stance towards a particular poll I from tical issue 
an angle that is very different from the angle from which the readers of The 
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Washington Post are prompted to process that same piece of information. The 
direct quotation of Mr. Bush's words as published by the US newspaper makes the 
relevance of the proposition [p Syria end its occupation of Lebanon] possible to 
the readers by making available a whole set of other propositions for the readers at 
that particular point of communication. Not least of these propositions are those 
related to concepts of "freedom" and "liberty" put forward by Mr. Bush earlier in 
the year in his Inaugural Address to the American nation as ideals that must be 
defended and established around the world. 
Following from the previous two examples, the next extract is taken from 
The Telegraph newspaper about the same European visit discussed above. 
Although it reports the same piece of news, the article adds extra dimension to the 
present discussion by the use of the modal must but in a different setting from the 
previous two instances. 
"George W. Bush, US president, has called on Syria to end its 'occupation of 
Lebanon'[ ... 
] He also used strong words against Iran. 'For the sake of peace, the 
Iran regime must end support of terrorism and must not develop nuclear weapons I, 
he said" (The Telegraph, 21/02/05). 
The modal must is used in the proposition [p The Iran regime end support 
to terrorism and not develop nuclear weapons]. Interestingly, the president's 
words were again quoted verbatim here but not on the issue concerning the 
withdrawal of Syrian forces from neighbouring Lebanon, rather the modal must 
here concerns the issue of the Iranian nuclear programme. Consequently, the 
proposition associated with the Iran issue where the modal must appears is giveii 
more prominence over the other propositions which also feature in the article. This 
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means that. according to'the relevance-theoretic framework argued for in the 
present discussion, the readers of the Telegraph article are directed to focus their 
attention on the set of all the propositions having a bearing on the context within 
which that particular piece of news is being processed, namely the question of the 
Iranian regime being affiliated with issues such as sponsoring terrorism and 
illegally developing an arsenal of nuclear weapons; issues which pose great 
concern to the Western world on both sides of the Atlantic. To the Telegraph 
readers, the Iranian issue is more accessible because they are more familiar with 
the long standing question of developing nuclear weapons than the much more 
recent developments in Syria and Lebanon. Therefore, it is the news about Iran 
which stands out in The Telegraph report not that about Syria. 
4.5.3.2 Should 
Similar to the case with must, the relationship between the evidence 
indicated by the modal should and the set of the propositions having a bearing on 
the context within which a proposition p is being processed is that of entailment 
not of compatibility. The difference between must and should being one which has 
to do with the number of the propositions with a bearing on the context. As 
elaborated previously, must evokes maximum evidence entailed by the set of all 
the propositions having a bearing on the context at hand. Should evokes maximum 
evidence entailed by at least some of the propositions involved in the 
interpretation process. 
The first example about the use of should in news articles is taken from the 
commentary published in The Guardicin about the issue of British national 
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security and thwarting possible terrorist attacks on the country by chemical or 
biological weapons. 
"We should remember that the majority of the UK's Islamic community is just 
like everyone else - they condemn terrorism and would alert the authorities to 
suspicious groups or individuals [ ... ] We should widen the recruiting 
base of our 
intelligence services" (The Guardian, 07/04/04). 
The proposition [p We remember that the majority of the UK's Islamic 
community is just like everyone else] is produced by maximum evidence entailed 
by at least some of the propositions which make interpreting that proposition in its 
context cognitively possible for the readers. Instances of such propositions are 
made clear in the same article when the writer suggests that British Muslims 
would alert the authorities to suspicious groups or individuals. He also suggests 
that there will always be people prepared to keep their eyes and ears open in return 
for financial rewards or the promise of a helping hand with immigration or 
welfare. Those propositions yield maximum degree of evidence for the readers to 
process the proposition p in order to achieve maximal evidence from that piece of 
information. The second use of should in this example further illustrates that the 
writer, Crispin Black, wants to evoke a number of propositions in the minds of 
his readership in order to make possible the interpretation of his novel proposition 
in a way that would render it maximally relevant to his readers. In his discussion 
throughout the article the writer attempted to make readily available in his readers' 
minds the propositions which have a bearing on the context of why it is vital for 
the British authorities to Nviden their recruitment base, i. e. recruit people from 
across the social, racial and religious spectrum in the UK. In doing so, the writer 
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aims at leading his readers to make sense of the propositIon [p \Ve widen the 
recruiting base of our intelligence services] by making readily available any 
proposition that would help the readers to retrieve maximum evidence that can 
make the proposition p relevant in the particular context within which it is being 
processed. 
The next example is taken from the article concerning the issue of the 
alleged "torture" photos appearing in The Dail Mirror and the political debate y 
regarding that issue. 
"However, the Lib Dems did not rule out sending further UK troops to help in 
Basra or southern Iraq. But urged that they should not be used to 'work alongside 
the Americans in Najaf [ ... 
] any extention of the UK's military role should only 
take place by agreement with the new government and the full backing of the UN" 
(The Guardian, 13/05/04). 
Both propositions in this example where the modal should is used are 
produced by maximum evidence entailed by the at least some of the propositions 
which are cognitively available to the readers in order to interpret them in the 
context at hand. The relevance of those two propositions is rendered possible 
when the readers are able to consider the evidence entailed by the set of 
propositions available to them in the particular context of communicating that 
piece of news. Among such propositions available to the readers are those related 
to the stance which the party of the Liberal Democrats in Britain took towards the 
Britisli government's decision to go to war in Iraq as part of the US-led coalition 
forces and the debate which ensued about the involvement of British troops in 
, (-YL'ardin(, security 
in Iraq and the issue of whether it is acceptable or not for those z: 1 
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troops, generally located in southern Iraq, to move to other areas which are under 
the US troops control to help those troops in their tasks too. 
4.6 Concluding remarks 
There is a large body of literature on the subject of English modals and a 
wide variety of approaches towards categorising the meanings of the English 
modals. Traditional analyses of the modals included the study of the modals on 
mainly semantic grounds. Among those approaches are those established on the 
basis that each of the English modals indicates several -different meanings which 
can be identified according to the context in which it occurs. A second approach 
accounts for the English modal system as one that is based on a unified meaning 
approach and that each modal auxiliary has a basic core meaning which is 
recognised independently of the context in which it occurs. A third approach 
accounts for the modals in terms of ambiguity which means that each modal is 
potentially ambiguous and this ambiguity can only be resolved according to the 
context in which the modal is used. 
A number of recent analyses of the English modal auxiliaries have been 
based on Relevance theory in an attempt to provide a principled cognitive and 
pragmatic framework to distinguish the different uses of modals in 
communication. The central hypothesis which is common to relevance-theoretic 
accounts of modality is the unitary meaning approach to the modals and that they 
can only be distinguished according to a common characteristic which Klinge 
(1993) calls "potentiality" and Groefsema (1995) calls "evidence" 
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The present chapter is a relevance-theoretic account of the English modals 
based on Groefsema's notion of -, evidence". Groefserna's model of the English 
modals focuses on the four modals can, may, must, and should. She distinguishes 
between the meanings of each of these modals on the basis of the relationship 
which holds between the evidence which a modal indicates and the number of 
propositions with a bearing on a proposition p which contains the modal. For 
example, in the case of the modals can and may, the relationship between the 
evidence which these modals indicate and the propositions with a bearing on p is 
that of compatibility, whereas the relationship between the evidence indicated by 
the modals must and should and the propositions with a bearing on p is that of 
entailment. Furthermore, the modals are distinguished from each other on the 
basis of the number of propositions which have a bearing on a proposition p 
containing a modal. Thus, where the modals can and must indicate that the 
evidence is compatible with or entailed by the set of all the propositions having a 
bearing on p, the modals may and should indicate that the evidence is compatible 
with or entailed by at least some of the propositions having a bearing on p. 
The difference between Groefsema's model and the present argument is 
that in this chapter the framework of discussing the English modals is expanded to 
include the past forms could and might. This is achieved by modIfyIng the original 
notion of "evidence" and arguing that each of the English modals not only denotes 
that evidence is either compatible with or entailed by some or all of the 
propositions having a bearing on a proposition p which contains the modal, but 
also each modal denotes a degree of that evidence. When applied to the present 
and past forms of the English modals, this argument has sought to prove that the 
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modals can and may indicate a maximum degree of evidence while the past forms 
could and might indicate a minimum degree of evidence. Regarding the 
relationship between the evidence and the propositions which have a bearing on 
the proposition p where the modal occurs in terms of compatibility or entailment, 
those notions are employed in the present discussion because they contribute to a 
fuller understanding of the interpretation process which takes place regarding the 
use of a modal auxiliary in a given utterance. Moreover, Groefsema's discussion 
regarding the idea that each modal differs from the other modals according to the 
number of propositions which have a bearing on a proposition p is also upheld in 
the present chapter because the number of propositions play a significant role in 
the distinction between the modals according to the strong or weak margin of 
possibility they denote in an utterance. In other words, the modal can, for instance,, 
denotes a greater possibility than the modal may because in the case of can the 
evidence indicated is compatible with the set of all propositions having a bearing 
on a proposition p where can is used; in the case of may the evidence indicated by 
this modal is compatible with some of the propositions having a bearing on p. The 
same description applies to the uses of the other modals. 
The hypothesis that different modals indicate different degrees of evidence 
not only proves to be useful for extending the relevance -theoretic analysis to 
accommodate the present as well as the past forms of the English modal 
auxiliaries, but is equally significant in establishing a framework for comparison 
of the English modal system with modal systems in other languages. Such 
comparative framework is crucial to any endeavour concerning the study of 
translation proccsses which involve modal systems across languages. 
1 1)2 
In the following chapter. the relevance-theoretic model will be extended to 
the study of the uses of Arabic modals in newspaper articles. Applying the model 
of evidence to Arabic modality will introduce a new way of approaching the study 
of that linguistic feature in order to set specific theoretical criteria for comparing 
and contrasting the English and Arabic modal systems. 
Iii 
Chapter Five: A Relevance-Theoretic Approach to the Study of Arabic 
Modality 
5.1 Introduction 
One of the challenging features of Arabic modality is the fact that, unlike 
other main grammatical categories such as verbs and nouns, the Arabic modal 
system is not grammatical, rather it is mostly lexical. Therefore, any lexical unit 
which expresses a modal meaning can be part of the system regardless of its 
grammatical category. Furthermore, modal particles in Arabic have undergone a 
significant semantic change from their old uses in Classical Arabic (CA) to their 
modern uses in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). CA dates back to the period 
between the 6'ý and the 14 th centuries and it is the language in which the Quranic 
verses were revealed. MSA is the modern form of written Arabic. Whereas CA 
was the language of highly distinguished forms of literature and sacred 
revelations, MSA reflects the more streamlined styles of modern expression. CA 
and MSA represent very different historical and cultural periods, which explains 
why they have different stylistic and lexical features. However, both CA and 
MSA share the syntactic and grammatical structures of written Arabic. 
McLoughlin (1972: 58) defines MSA as "that variety of Arabic that is found in 
contemporary books, newspapers, and magazines, and that is used orally in formal 
speeches, public lectures, learned debates, religious ceremonials and in news 
broadcasts over radio and television". Ryding (2005: 8) quotes Vincent Montell's 
jaru''J' [the language of newspapers]. She description of MSA as "highat al- 1 
states that "Defining MSA through its function as the language of the Arabic news 
media is a useful way to delimit it since it is not officially codified as a 
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phenomenon separate from Classical Arabic and because Arabic speakers and 
Arabic linguists have differing opinions on what constitutes what is referred to as 
al-lugha al-fuSHa [the most eloquent language]" (ibid. ). Modality is an 
illustrating example of the difference between the written tradition of CA on the 
one hand and the modern MSA styles on the other. Modal particles feature 
extensively both in the CA literature and the MSA styles. 
As a starting point for the present chapter the classical meanings of the 
Arabic modal verbs and particles will be traced as they are explained in the 
literature of the classical Arabic grammarians, then we shall compare those early 
analyses with modern uses of those modals in Modern Standard Arabic. 
The following step is to establish a relevance -theoretic framework to 
define uses of the Arabic modals as they are used in actual communication. It 
shall be argued that Relevance theory can be a useful tool in the analysis of the 
different interpretations of the Arabic modals and the contexts in which they 
occur, with special reference to the language of news reports and commentaries 
which comprise the corpus of the present research and from which examples shall 
be drawn. 
5.2 Arabic Modality 
Modals in Arabic differ from their English counterparts in one major 
grammatical aspect: that of categorisation. Arabic categorises some modals as 
particles and others as main verbs whereas English modals are established 
grammatically as auxiliary verbs. According to the leading classical Arabic 
th 
grammarian of the 14 century. Sibawayhi, quoted below in Ibn Faris (1328/1963: 
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95), a Particle is a part of speech that is neither a noun nor a verb but is 
nevertheless meaningful. 
(95 : 1328/1963 ý, wl) ", -W 
'1-ý six-J U" 
"What comes for a meaning but is neither a noun nor a verb" 
Ibn Faris also quotes Al-Akhfash who defines a particle as a part of speech that 
cannot be conjugated, qualified, or put in the binary or plural form. 
ýj ý74ý 1 V. 3 ý4 j ý_ýj Aj Ljý., ý (ibid. ) 
"What is not a subject to a verb nor an adjective, and neither can it be duallsed nor 
pluralised, nor can it be conjugated-then it is a particle" 
So a particle in Arabic is presented as a grammatical entity that has a meaning in 
the sentence within which it occurs but is neither a verb since it has no time 
reference nor a noun because it does not refer to any concrete or abstract object. 
Another difference between Arabic and English modals is that the Arabic 
particles which have similar modal functions in the sentence to those of their 
English counterparts are not formally classified as such, i. e. as modals. In other 
words, they are not allocated a separate grammatical category based on their 
modal meaning. In classical Arabic grammatical literature they are explained 
alongside other particles which do not convey modal meanings but which the 
classical grammarians used to cluster together as part of the linguistic tradition of 
the language. In this chapter, these modal particles will be separated from the 
traditional clusters of other particles and set in categories borrowed from the 
English grammatical classification of modals. Thus, the terms "emphasis", 
-possibility- and "obligation" as used for the English modals will be used to 
ic modals which correspond to those modal describe the functions of the Arabi 
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meanings. A similar kind of grammatical classification of the Arabic modals does 
not exist in the Arabic linguistic tradition. For the purposes of this research. it can 
be presumed to be of theoretical interest to establish a grammatical categorisation 
fl- for the Arabic modals in order to be able to compare and contrast their modal 
functions in the Arabic sentence with those which the English modals perform in 
the English sentence. The terminology adopted in explaining these categories is 
drawn from the classical descriptions of the meanings of these particles as well as 
the terminology employed in categorising English modals so that the comparison 
and contrast of modals in the two languages can be brought a step closer to 
realisation. The following sections are a description of the different categories of 
Arabic modals. 
5.2.1 Emphatic Modals 
There are two particles in Arabic which are assigned the emphatic function 
in a sentence. These are the particles 'inna and qad with the perfective verb. 
5.2.1.1 The particle 'Inna, ýY 
According to some classical grammarians this particle is inserted in the 
nominal sentence in order to give a sense of "confirmation" to what has been 
stated (Ibn Faris 1328/1963: 175). 
ig c. j c))" 
Ibn Faris equals 'inna to the verb "to confirm", so if someone says: -- 'inna 
Zaydan dhahibun" (inna Zayd is going) this means, according to Ibn Faris. that: 
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"It is confirmed to me that Zayd is going". Emphasis in Arabic Is defined as 
follows: 
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"Emphasis: confirming something in the mind, and supporting its case. The 
purpose of its use: to eliminate doubts in the mind of the addressee, and clear 
confusion in his thoughts" (Al-Antaaki, 1969: 264). 
In contemporary studies of Arabic, Cantarino defines 'inna as a demonstrative 
with "an emphatic interjectional character", together with 'anna it is used "in 
order to direct the mind of the listener toward a specific noun in the accusative 
case on which they exert their governing emphatic influence" (1975a: 227). 
However, Cantarino supports the belief that the noun in the accusative is not 
structurally part of the following sentence and consequently it does not need to be 
the grammatical subject of that sentence. So, according to this belief, the emphasis 
in Cantarino's example: 
J-D ý 
-3A 
J---: ---P J" 'inna the man he [is] in the house" focuses on the noun 
"the man" rather than on the whole of the sentence. But Cantarino acknowledges 
two cases in which the noun in the accusative after 'inna is made part of the rest 
of the sentence: the first case is "when the emphatic accusative is simultaneously 
the logical and grammatical subject", e. g. J-D ýý J" 'inna the man [is] in 
the house" and the second "when the accusative is the grammatical subject of a 
nominal sentence with inverted word order", e. g. 'inna the man 
killed" (ibid. ) Other accounts of 'inna maintain the same description that 'inna 
"emphasizes the speaker's certainty [ ... 
] that what is said in a sentence is a fact, is 
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true, will indeed take place, etc. " (Bloch. 1986: 102). In contrast to Cantar1no's 
view, Bloch quotes the medieval Arab grammarians as stressing that the 
emphasising function of 'inna "pertains to the sentence as a whole". and that 
inserting 'inna into a statement will stand for repeating the statement to be 
emphasised. (ibid., original emphasis). Although there is a consensus among 
grammarians of Arabic about the emphatic sense of 'inna, there seems to be some 
degree of disagreement as on which part of the sentence this emphasis should fall. 
Hasan (1971: 63 1) describes the emphatic meaning of this particle as "the 
emphasis of relation". He explains this emphasis as that of the relation which the 
second component holds to the first in the nominal sentence preceded by 'inna. 
Hasan argues that this particle is inserted in order to remove any possible doubt or 
denial of that relation, he also believes that this particle emphasises what 
otherwise would be emphasised through repeating the same sentence. He 
concludes by saying: 
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"It is a stylistic error to use them ['inna and 'anna] in contexts other than the ones 
which denote that the predicate is open to doubt or denial. Using either of them 
for emphatic purposes conveys the sense that their predicates are confirmed to the 
speaker and that there is no place for doubt. These two particles are used only to 
emaphsise affirmative statements. " (ibid. ) 
Ryding (2005: 425) translates 'inna into "indeed, truly, verily", this 
particle "has a truth- intens i fy ing function when used at the beginning of a 
statement. It emphasizes that what follows is true". It is beyond the scope of this 
I ý)9 
research to discuss those modalised expressions in detail. It is. therefore. sufficient 
in the context of discussing Arabic modality to refer to this particle under the 
category of emphatic modality and cite examples of its uses in news articles. 
The emphatic overtones of 'inna are rendered more salient when stylistic 
considerations other than emphasis, such as starting a new sentence or connecting 
a sentence to previous ones in the text, do not seem to be a primary issue. In an 
article published by the Syrian newspaper AI-Thawra the following sentence 
appears: 
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"Therefore, 'inna Syria will stress to its visitor [US Secretary of State at the time, 
Colin Powell] who knows more than anyone else that Washington's choices are 
against the Arab issues and biased in favour of the Zionist enemy that the 
security and peace the hot-headed in the US administration talk about will not be 
achieved by missiles and planes [ ... ] Rather, security and peace are achieved 
through respecting international laws and resolutions; and tackling all the causes 
that led to the new reality" (Al-Thawra, 03/05/03). 
By emphasising the proposition "Syria will stress to its visitor" the readers 
are led to consider such propositions as the American prejudice against Arabs in 
favour of the Israelis, peace and security are key issues for Syria and that the 
Syrians are very concerned about the American military aggression as a substitute 
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to diplomatic channels to reach political solutions. The use of the emphatic 
particle 'inna in this context is also in line with strong wording of the rest of the 
article and sets the scene for the readers to process the message in terms of the 
specific Syrian official ideological standpoint. 
Another example about the use of 'inna in this sense is the following 
report by Al-Jazeera: 
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"It remains difficult to conclude that this visit [Bush's visit to Europe] qad 
bridge the gap between the two sides with regards to the difference in 
viewpoints [ ... ] However close the two sides are diplomatically, 'inna the 
Americans' perspective about the international situation remains far apart from 
that of the Europeans"' (Al-Jazeera, 21/02/05). 
The proposition introduced by 'inna gives rise to a number of assumptions such 
as the Americans went to war against Iraq while the Europeans were firm in 
refusing to participate in that war; in the case of Iran for example, the Europeans 
chose to engage in negotiations about Iran's nuclear arsenal and refer to UN 
resolutions while the Americans developed an aggressive rhetoric and talked 
about possible regime change in that country. This background information is 
underlined by the conclusion emphasised by 'inna that the Americans' perspective 
regarding global issues remains very different from that of the Europeans. 
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5.2.1.2 The particle Qad .2+ perfective verb 
When it precedes the verb in the perfective, this particle has an 
emphasising effect on the utterance. Ibn Faris mentions one meaning for qad 
which is "a predictable answer" and this is the only reason why this particle can 
occur at the beginning of the sentence'. 
Ibn Hisharn (674/1999: 271) says that one of the functions of qad is to 
confirm the realisation of an event that has been expected for some time, his 
example is the common call to prayer: SýLýI -, ý "qad the prayer commenced" 
because people will be expecting that prayer will be due soon 2. The second 
meaning of qad, according to Ibn Hisham, is denoting the immediacy of the 
accomplishment of the action in question as opposed to the declarative statement 
without qad. Cantarino (1974: 68) also describes the temporal and emphatic 
functions of qad. First, it "emphasizes the verbal action in its past value, as having 
been completed at the moment of speaking or just prior to the introduction of a 
new situation; it is the equivalent to a pluperfect: "'M I-i Ji A JA , dL" "He asked 
him if qad he saw someone? " Second, this particle can also be used to emphasise 
the action in the certainty of its having taken place: T' "qad I heard a 
sound/voice". 
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"It is not appropriate to start with [qad] unless it is used as an answer for something already 
anticipated. The Almighty said: "qad the believers prevailed" because those concerned anticipated 
to be informed about their situation in the eyes of God, so they were told: "qad the believers 
prevailed" and the truth is what we have mentioned" (Ibn Faris, 1328/1963: 240). 
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"The meanings of qad: I- One is expectation, Al-Khalil [another classical grammarian] said: it is 
said "qad he did" to people who are waiting for such news, likewise, the muezzin's phrase: qad the 
prayer commenced, because the group concerned are waiting for that, some say: you say "qad the 
prince mounted" to those who are waiting for his mounting" (Ibn Hisharn, 67411999: 27 1). I 
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Ryding (2005: 450) states that the use of qad "serves to confirm the 
meaning of the past tense by emphasizing that the action did indeed happen. 
Sometimes the insertion of the word "indeed" in English is appropriate". An 
earlier account of qad by Dahl and Talmoudi (1979: 5 5) gives an insightful view 
about the connotations of qad: 
In making a statement, I am trying to make my hearer believe that the 
proposition expressed by the statement is true. But in order to do so I must 
make sure that the hearer believes that I am trustworthy. If I am speaking 
about something that it is not obvious that I know, I must be able to 
present what kind of evidence I have, and the hearer may demand this 
evidence from me. 
This aspect of the speaker's position and the degree of commitment towards the 
statement containing qad underlines the modal feature of this particle rather than 
the mere function of indicating the accomplishment of past actions. The only 
communicative difference between 'inna and qad according to the above views is 
that 'inna can either strengthen already held assumptions or modify them if there 
is a place for doubt or denial on the part of the addressees. In the case of qad, on 
the other hand, its emphatic function falls only on what the grammarians call "an 
answer to what is anticipated". That means that the communicative function of 
emphatic qad concentrates on strengthening the assumptions already held in the 
minds of the readers, because it emphasises what the readers already expect and 
not what they might doubt or deny where the writer will need to modify their 
assumptions. Furthermore, there is a stylistic difference between the two emphatic 
particles, vv-herc 'inna is used Nvith nominal sentences qad is used in verbal 
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sentences. This imposes a syntactic restriction on the communicative function of 
emphasis between the two particles. 
Consequently, the use of qad in an utterance changes the communicative 
function of that utterance from that when qad is not used. The following article Is 
a case in point: 
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"The Egyptian president, Hosm Mubarak, is set to win a new term in office after 
the first multi-party elections described by the authorities as unprecedented and of 
which the opposition and non- governmental organisations said were rigged on a 
large scale. The president's younger son who led his father's election campaign 
was reported as saying that he expected a landslide victory for his father. 
Meanwhile, AI-Ja: eera's correspondent reported that the initial figures put 
Mubarak in the lead with 70% after counting 60% of the votes, but the election 
committee will not declare the results until tomorrow Saturday. As for Mubarak's 
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closest rival. the leader of Al Ghad party, Ayman Nour. he came second with 
10%, but the total number of voters is not yet known [ ... ] and qad Nour rejected 
the validity of the process and called for the elections to be restarted, talking about 
large-scale rigging, claiming that he is able to uncover it and accusing the election 
committee that "it implemented in the morning rules that were different from 
those it permitted in the evening". But the Egyptian elections spokesperson, 
Osama Atawya said that all the incidents mentioned by Nour appeared to be 
untrue, refusing to conduct a recount [ ... 
] and qýd Washington described the 
elections as "a first positive step", in spite of information about incidents of fraud 
in some ballot centres" (Al Jazeera, 09/09/05). 
The propositions "Nour rejected the validity of the process" and 
"Washington described the elections as "a first positive step" are communicated to 
the readers by the evidence that strengthens their already held assumptions about 
the process of the Egyptian elections. Already existing propositions that are 
available in the context include previous information about the opposition leader, 
Mr. Ayman Nour and the fact that he was imprisoned by the Egyptian authorities 
for a long time before Washington exerted pressure on Cairo to release him 
shortly before the elections. Other propositions which the readers can recall from 
the context is the fact that the Egyptian elections were the result of US pressure on 
Cairo. Such information which the readers can recall from the context strengthen 
their assumptions that the opposition leader is going to voice strong rejection of 
incidents of fraud in vote counting in a system not renowned for i I its 
transparency 
or democratic record as well as assumptions about the readiness of the US 
officials to praise these elections as a step forward towards democracy in Egypt. 
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By the use of qad to communicate these propositions the report is underlining the 
readers' ideological assumptions in order to reinforce them and render them more 
salient in their minds. 
The emphatic overtones denoted by the use of qad with the verb in the 
perfective become clearer when the same statement is introduced ýý'Ith qad in one 
article and without it in another addressing the same news, as in the following two 
reports. 
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Arafat considers the Road Map over and Abu-Rdeina pledges to continue abiding 
by it: 
The Palestinian President, Yasser Arafat, considered in a statement to CNN that 
the international Road Map to Peace in the Middle East is no longer applicable. 
Arafat said in the interview with CNN in Ramallah (West Bank) which was 
published on the Internet that "The Road Map qad died but only because of the 
Israeli military aggression in recent weeks" (Al-Hayat, 03/09/03). 
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"Efforts to ease friction inside the PA fail, Abbas threatens to resign and Arafat 
announces the death of the Road Map: 40 
The Palestinian Information minister, Nabil Amr, said that the Palestinian Prime 
Minister, Mahmoud Abbas, will inform the Parliament of his intention to resign if 
he is not given additional powers to take major steps towards peace [] 
Meanwhile, the Palestinian President, Yasser Arafat, said that the Road Map to 
Peace "0 died because of the Israeli military aggression in recent weeks" (Al- 
Jazeera, 03/09/03). 
There is a clear discrepancy between the two reports with regards to the 
quotation; in the first article qad is inserted before the main verb while in the 
second the report qad is omitted, even though both articles report the same piece 
of news and quote the same words in the same context. Obviously, one of these 
two articles is less accurate than the other since the difference occurs within what 
is supposed to be a quotation of Arafat's exact words. There is no direct access 
available for the present research to resources that would reveal what the late 
Palestinian leader actually said on that particular occasion; whether he uttered qad 
or not. Nevertheless, the question is why the first quotation involves the use of 
qad? The context gives an explanation for the use of qad in this quotation. There 
is a widespread sense among Arab readers that the "Road Map to Peace" is not 
going to survive the tumultuous relations between Israel and the Palestinians. and 
so in a way the "death" to which Arafat was referring has been highlY expected 
among the various strata of Arabic audience. The use of qad in this context adds 
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extra emphasis to an already strong statement in order to appeal to the readers in 
opposite ways at one and the same time. For those xA'ho hoped that the -Road 
Map" would survive against all the odds and achieve a peaceful solution for the 
bloody conflict in the Occupied Territories, the use of qad will convey the 
meaning that it is only because of the recent Israeli violence that the -Road Map" 
is now of no use whatsoever. For those, on the other hand, who long expected 
such an outcome and somehow wished that this "Road Map" should never see the 
light because it clashes with their own ideological and political agendas, qad is the 
way of declaring that their very wish has come true and the "Road Map" is now 
declared "dead". 
In any case, the interpretation of qad remains that the proposition has been 
expected by the audience. The writer's proposition "The Road Map died" makes 
the audience recall their assumptions about the Road Map and the faint hope that 
this agreement would be able to survive the long-standing conflict between the 
Palestinians and the Israelis, and the absence of trust between the two sides. This 
proposition is consequently relevant in strengthening those assumptions of 
expectation for the audience. The absence of qad in the second article marks an 
absence of emphasis and therefore reduces the tone of the statement to a factual 
and detached statement. 
5.2.2 Modals denoting possibility 
These include qad when attached to the main verb in the imperfective form, 
as well as the particles rubbama and la 'alla. 
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5.2.2.1 The particle Qad -LO + imperfective verb 
According to Ibn Hisham (674/1999: 274) qad has three meanings when 
preceding the main verb in the imperfective. The first meaning is "reduction" 
which can be either of two types: the reduction of the frequency that the action is 
likely to take place and his example is: "The liar qad 
tells the truth", "the miserly qad gives generously". The second type is reducing 
the possibility of the predicate. In the first type it is clear from the two examples, 
"The liar tells the truth" - "The miserly gives generously", that the frequenc,.; of 
the actions of telling the truth and giving generously is notably low. In the second 
type the meaning of the verse, cited by Ibn Hisham, is that the people's situation 
is the least of what the Almighty knows; this means that qad here does not denote 
the limitation of God's knowledge but only the knowledge of the people's 
situation I. 
The particle qad shifts its meaning from emphasising the statement, when 
used with the perfective, to transforming a declarative statement into one that 
denotes possibility or uncertainty when it precedes the verb in the imperfective. 
Qad is used in this sense in order to "emphasize the verbal action as being 
incomplete and consequently, uncertain. This, in turn, leads to its use as a definite 
expression of uncertainty" (Cantarino 1974: 70). 
However, Ryding (2005: 45 1) states that qad "implies possibility" when 
used with the indicative present tense, and translates it into either may or might: 
e. g. 
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-[qad He knoNýs what is your situation] i. e. their situation is what the most High knows the least" 
(Ibn Hisharn. 674 1999: -474). 
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(It might be of greater importance) ý, 4 , Djý'j -: 
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(They may adopt different shapes) 
Ryding's translation of qad as either may or might is a good example of the 
inconsistency of the use of qad in MSA. There is no specific criterion on which 
Ryding bases her argument that qad can stand for both may and might. nor does it 
seem to be a reliable assumption since may and might denote different modal 
meanings especially when tense considerations are not an issue, i. e. when mighi is 
used in a sentence marked with the present tense not the past. 
Drawing on the accounts of classical grammarians cited above about the 
meanings of qad with the imperfective, it can be concluded that qad denotes a 
lesser degree of possibility than the English may and, thus, it is closer to might in 
that sense. However,, examples from newspaper articles show that in modern uses 
qad is closer to may because it is usually used in contexts where a considerable 
degree of possibility is conveyed. 
In the following article, published by Al-Khaleej newspaper, qad denotes a 
high degree of possibility of the action which becomes clearer when the article is 
compared with another published by Al-Hayat about the same piece of news. The 
news is about the Arab summit which was originally due to be held in March 
2004 in Tunisia. However, Tunisia later was not ready to host the summit and the 
Tunisian officials suggested that the summit be postponed to a later date that year. 
The other Arab officials did not welcome that suggestion and insisted on holding 
the summit as soon as possible in any other Arab country willing to host it. The 
. 41-Hayat article quotes the 
Secretary General of the Arab League, Mr. Amr 
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Moussa, saying that the summit '-will" be held within kveeks. The AI-Khaleej 
artic e, on the other hand, refers to Mr. Moussa's proposal using the particle qad. 
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"Yesterday, Arab leaders sought to reach an agreement about a new date for 
holding the [Arab] summit. Morocco announced that the Arab foreign ministers 
plan to hold their meeting in Cairo "during the next few weeks" to discuss the 
possibility of holding the summit. The Egyptian president, Hosni Mubarak, said 
the Arab leaders qad meet in three weeks' time. The Secretary General of the 
[Arab] League suggested that they qad meet during a period between 3 and 7 
weeks" (Al-Khaleej, 30/03/04). 
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"Moussa explained that 'when we demand that the summit be held as soon as 
possible, that does not mean that it is going to be held in a matter of days, but it 
will be held within a number of weeks between three and seven"' (Al-Hayat, 
30/03/04). 
The factual aspect about the number of weeks conveys a sense of high 
degree of possibilit-N, on the part of the speaker. The quotatlon In Al-Haycit 
involves the Arabic particle sa- which denotes the near future, communicating 
that the action is going to take place in the near future. The use of qad in 
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Analeej sounds less certain but nevertheless repeats the same factual information 
and thus echoes the overtones of high possibility that the action is going to take 
place. This sense of high possibility is communicated in the following example 
which is taken from an article published by Al-Hayat about related iiexs of the 
Arab summit discussed above. The extract below reports the issue of choosing 
Morocco as a possible alternative host for the summit instead of Tunisia: 
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"France Press Agency quoted an Arab diplomat based in Cairo saying that the 
[Arab] summit which has been postponed by Tunisia [the original host] and which 
Egypt offered to host, gad be held in Morocco as a compromise; adding that 
"there are ongoing consultations with Morocco and that country qad welcome the 
summit eventually". The diplomat further stressed that there are two reasons for 
holding it there: first, because Morocco is the current president of the Ministerial 
Council of the Arab League; secondly, because Morocco is one of the Maghreb 
countries which supported Tunisia's right to host the summit" (Al-Hayat, 
05/04/04). 
The justifications for choosing Morocco as a potential venue are cited. 
thus giving a sense of certainty about the likely outcome of consultations with the 
Moroccan officials. From the above examples about the use of qad v, -Ith the 
imperfective the propositions introduced both before and after qad are used to set 
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the scene for a considerable degree of possibility for the proposition introduced bv 
qud to take place. This leads the readers to process the Information by forming an 
internal representation which involves background information and also 
information given in the report. This internal representation is based on the 
assumptions which exist in the background which are reinforced by the 
information in the article as evidence which heightens the possibility of the action 
introduced by the proposition containing qad. In this sense, qad is close to the 
English may because the evidence which the readers process is compatible with 
the propositions introduced. 
5.2.2.2 Rubbama 
Ibn Hisharn (674/1999: 444) quotes Al- Rummani's explanation of the 
reason behind using rubbama with a verb in the imperfective. However, according 
to grammatical accounts of rubbama it occurs only before the verb in the 
perfective because it denotes reduction and one can only know the degree to 
which something is reduced when s/he is familiar with it and that is only possible 
for something that is past and not for something in the future as nobody is capable 
of telling the futurel. 
Hasan (1973: 526) rejects any possibility for rubbama to precede the main verb in 
the imperfective, unless it conveyed the meaning of the action being most 
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"Rubba, is mostly inserted before the past tense because increase or reduction of the action are onlý 
possible for something which is kno\Nn, and the future is unkno\Nn. therefore, Rummani [another classical 
grammarian] explained the [QUranic \erse] -Rubbarna the infidels want- as appropriate because the future is 
kno\ýn to the most High like the past" (Ibn Hisham, 674'1999: 444). 
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certainly accomplished as if it were in the perfective form'. This means that this 
particle is exclusively used to express that the action in question has certainly 
taken place at some point in the past, or, in the case of the main verb occurring in 
the imperfective, is as certain to take place as an action which has alrea4 
happened. So there is no possibility for rubbama to convey any sense of 
uncertainty or possibility of a future action or event even when it precedes a main 
verb in the imperfective. 
According to Cantarino (I 975b: 225) rubbama "expresses an [ ... 
] idea 
about an action which has taken place in the past, thus, could happen again. 
Hence, the perfect tense is used in the clause, usually with a non-preterital 
meaning". Its equivalent in English would be, Cantarino believes, the adverb 
"perhaps" and that will not involve the implication of past experience. In this case 
the main verb is still in the perfect while referring to the future. 
However, qad often co-occurs in modern Arabic writing with rubbama, as 
two synonymous particles denoting uncertainty or possibility of the action at 
hand. Most present-day Arabic writers seem to overlook the original semantic 
difference between the two particles and confuse one with another by using them 
interchangeably. The following extract shows a clear example of such confusion: 
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"As for its [rubbamaj insertion before the present tense and the nominal sentence, this case is rare and not to 
be considered as a general rule to be folloýved, unless the meaning of the present tense is detinite1v 
accomplished j NN ithout aný doubt about it, as it' it is a past tense %ý hich did actuallN take place and has 
become a fact ... 
] other than that shall be regarded as exception and should not be followed. It is more 
common that it is inserted before the past tense because it denotes increase and reduction, and deciding either 
, )fthese is possible onlý for %\hat is known- (Flassan. 1973: 526). 
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"Constitutional crisis qad leads to dissolving Egyptian parliament: The Egyptian 
parliament is facing a constitutional crisis which rubbama leads, should the 
situation become more serious, to dissolving it and introducing early elections 
after the supreme constitutional court in Egypt decreed yesterday that members of 
the Parliament who did not serve the compulsory military service are obliged to 
either do their military service or obtain an exemption according to the law as a 
condition for candidature to Parliament membership. Parliamentary sources 
expected that the number of members would not be fewer than twenty members - 
(Al-Khaleej, 18/08/03). 
No indications can be found here as to the reasons behind the use of both 
particles in two consecutive sentences in the above example. The degree of 
uncertainty of the verbal action as expressed in the above article seems to be 
identical in the two sentences so the most likely explanation would be that the two 
particles were used interchangeably on the basis that both of them denote the same 
degree of uncertainty. Yet other uses differentiate between qad and rubbama so as 
the former occurs before the main verb in the present tense while the latter occurs 
before nominal sentences, as in the following extract: 
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-Whatever the organisation responsible for this explosion- the finger of accusation 
qad points at fundamentalists, rubbama "Al-Qaeda"- the basic structure of the 
recent armed attacks in Iraq remains the same as that which Saddam Hussein 
managed to maintain from the remnants of his regime. Although security is fast 
diminishing in the country, the UN mission in Baghdad has had the feeling that it 
is neither less nor more at risk, rubbama even protected simply because everyone 
needs its presence [ ... ] 
but those who vehemently oppose the American 
occupation of Iraq, and these are the people who are active at the moment and 
who qad be active later for many reasons, regard the UN as being part of the 
,6 situation" (Al-Hayat, 21/08/03). 
My argument is that this confusion is not characteristic to original Arabic 
writing conventions because rubbama clearly signifies distinct interpretations 
from those signified by the use of qad. What the classical accounts of rubbama 
seem to suggest is that this particle was originally intended to denote past events 
that happened in actual terms and about which there can be no doubt. That is the 
reason why rzibbama in the Arabic grammatical tradition seems to occur 
exclusively with verbs in the past tense and never in the present tense. 
I shall draw on the above accounts of rubbama to show that, in relevance- 
theoretic terms, this particle gives rise to different interpretations of utterances 
from interpretations which the use of qad gives rise to. Before proceeding, 
it should be noted that the meaning of rubbania in MSA styles has 
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undergone a noticeable change. This particle no longer signifies past events but 
events that are likely to happen in the future. In this sense, rubbama has become 
closer to share the "reductive" function of qad when used with the imperfective. 
Moreover, it has become common practice in modern Arabic writing to use 
rubbama with verbs in the present tense rather than verbs in the past tense, and 
with nominal phrases as the example above shows. This is a clear diversion from 
the classical uses of this particle. 
Rubbama is used in MSA styles with verbs in the present tense to denote 
speculation about future events and the contexts in which this particle appears 
convey a sense of low possibility for accomplishment of the action introduced by 
it. In other words, where qad with the imperfective seems to be used in contexts 
where factual background information can be retrieved, thus implying that the 
action introduced by qad is more likely to take place, rubbama seems to be used 
in contexts where there is less factual basis for rendering the action possible, so 
that the readers' internal representation of the situation does not lead them to 
inferring a substantial degree of evidence for a high possibility. In that sense, it 
can be argued that modern uses of rubbama in MSA styles resembles the English 
might in that the least amount of evidence is deduced from the context available to 
the readers. This evidence is compatible with the propositions communicated and 
with background information constituting the readers' held assumptions about the 
situation. In the following two examples, speculation of the event is accompanied 
by a sense of low possibility for that action to take place. This sense of low 
possibility is communicated through lack of reliable background information and 
therefore lack of sufficient evidence that the action is going to take place. 
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"Rubbarna Moussa's [the Secretary General of the Arab League] tour. after 
arriving at Morocco yesterday, reaches a final decision about the issue of the 
summit venue, especially that Mubarak's efforts in the coming days are going to 
focus on preparing the atmosphere for his visit to the United States where he is 
due to arrive next Saturday" (Al-Hayat, 05/04/04). 
Another report about the same news was published by the Egyptian 
newspaper, Al-Akhbar. It quotes President Mubarak saying: 
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[President Mubarak]: Rubbama the summit is held in May, but it has to be held 
and the Arab countries have to first agree on the date and venue. This is for 
Tunisia to do; Tunisia has to contact the rest of the Arab countries to agree with 
them that the summit be held either there or according to what the majority 
decide" (Al-Akhbar, 05/04/04). 
Before moving on, a possible objection needs to be addressed regarding 
the above relevance-theoretic account of both qad and rubbama and the difference 
in the interpretations which these two particles give rise to in utterances. Could it 
not be the case, one might argue, that writers of MSA are not aware of the 
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difference iii the meanings of the two particles and thus will confuse one \ýIth 
another which will result in using them alternatively in the same text as if they 
were synonymous, possibly to avoid repetition of one particular particle" After all. 
that is what one example cited above (the report about the Egyptian parliament) 
seems to illustrate. 
This objection seems to be valid especially when one is aware that the use 
of the particle rubbama in particular no longer abides by the classical syntactic 
rule which restricts the occurrence of this particle to sentences with verbs in the 
past tense. But even if that was the case, it cannot be assumed that two particles 
indicate identical meanings and can replace each other in any context. Such an 
assumption is too simplistic and ignores the fact that there are nuances of meaning 
between synonymous lexical units in any language. The inaccurate practices of 
regarding qad and rubbama as identical in meaning stress the need for raising the 
awareness of Arabic speakers to a more systematic way of using these two 
particles. 
5.2.2.3 La'alla ý. ý 
According to Ibn Hisharn (674/1999: 416) la'alla is used to express either 
hope for something positive or waiting for something that one is afraid of In the 
context of defining the meanings of la'alla, Arabic grammarians underline the 
importance of distinguishing between hoping for something and wishing it to 
happen, as this particle is used only to express the first but not the second. Hoping 
I tor something to take place goes only with things that can actually happen in 
reality as it were, NN-liereas wishing can be used for both what can and cannot 
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happen in reality'. According to Ryding (2005: 428). this particle is similar in 
meaning to the particle rubbama, and it is to be translated into the English 
"perhaps" 
Cantarino describes it as "a particle of emphatic uncertainty" (I 975a: 2' ) 8). 
This particle has undergone considerable semantic change in MSA styles and 
certainly in journalistic style as the following examples will show: 
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"America is on our doorstep. An event like this is not going to be Insignificant on 
this side of the world map, and it will not be insignificant on the other side either. 
The crowds which took to the streets in New York a few months ago were saying 
something. la'alla their voices did not reach here despite appearing on TV screens 
and despite grabbing the headlines of newspapers" (Al-Hayat, 23/07/03). 
This example illustrates the semantic transformation of la'alla in modern 
written Arabic. The writer is definitely not in the position to hope that the crowds' 
voices will not be heard in his part of the world nor is he expecting anything to 
take place in the future since he is clearly talking about a past event. The closest 
explanation is the one put forward by Cantarino to explain the meaning of this 
particle, namely. its use to express "emphatic uncertainty". In this sense, it 
indicates a kind of logical inference from preceding utterances as to what is due to 
AS faý C 
's L 
18 : 2000 
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come next. On the other hand. there is pragmatically more to la'alla than to 
merely convey the logic of what is to be expected. In this example. the writer is 
not directly inferring what will happen from what has been previously mentioned, 
rather, he is expressing his certainty with a particle that is supposed to be used to 
express uncertainty. Thus, he is stressing an ironic point he wishes to make in his 
article. 
Other writers use this particle as a means of introducing their own personal 
views on the argument at hand, as in the following extract: 
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"There are several indications which refer to Arabs' relationship with memory, 
such as expressing nostalgia towards ancient glories and prosperous times, and 
responding to some in the West who accuse us of backwardness and the poor 
quality of our knowledge and scientific research. Other indications include 
momentous release of oppression manifestations through applying present 
memory to the past, la'alla this would facilitate escape from straightforwardness 
by using all forms of symbolism, delusion and reference" (Al-Thawra, 25/09/03). 
The use of la'alla here comes closest to its classical meanings of 
expressing hope. It is in this sense that the modal meaning of la'alla becomes 
most obvious. Instead of using an ordinary connective with the connotation of 
cause and result, the use of la'alla underlmes the xriter's position as that of 
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"emphatic uncertainty" towards the statement he is making. Despite the fact that 
the relationship between the different parts of the sentence is still that of cause and 
result as another connective with similar connotations would convey, this particle 
is less factual and more subject to the writer's individual attitude towards his 
discussion. Hence,, the consequence put forward by the writer is not factually 
proven but it is still considered to be sufficiently reasonable for the writer to take 
it into consideration. So,, the writer is on the one hand "uncertain" about the 
consequence he is introducing to his readers since that consequence is not proven: 
and on the other hand he is putting that consequence in an "emphatic" style 
because he has sufficient reasons to introduce this consequence to his statement. 
It is worth noting that some writers use this particle very frequently as in 
the next example: 
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"And la'alla it is logical to say that every movement that imposed on nations real 
SLIffering in their physical and spiritual living since the age of slavery up till our 
day, including colonisation, exploitation, Nazism, Fascism and racism with all its 
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practices, represents a form of terrorism which has always been present 
throughout history. 
And la'alla in the reference which Pope John Paul and other honest people made 
regarding the American failure to deal with the issue of the terrorist explosions of 
September 11, there are hints that cast some shadows of doubt around this issue 
on the one hand and shed light on aspects that are being glossed over in this case 
on the other. 
And la'alla it is also useful for us to recall that international terrorism has always 
been present and that powers called democracies are contributing both financially 
and psychologically to training and financing terrorism. This terrorism is not 
limited to carrying out explosions but also extends to political, economic, cultural 
as well as other aspects" (Al-Thawra, 27/08/03). 
The use of la'alla in this example is different from the other two 
mentioned above. La'alla in this extract does not denote any sense of irony on the 
part of the writer. Nor does it suggest an introduction of a supposition. What can 
be noted in this example is that the writer is discussing factual events which have 
occurred in the past whether this past was near or distant. This feature contrasts 
with the original meanings of la'alla as a particle to express hope for the future or 
waiting for something to happen in times to come. It also contradicts Cantarino's 
notion of "emphatic uncertainty" as all ideas discussed are closely related to 
historical facts that are not open to controversy. The first use of la'alla is used as a 
personal way of stating a fact, the writer wants to comment on a historical 
phenomenon and la'alla is used to introduce the sentence following it. Here again 
the modal meaning of this particle seems to be problematic but closer inspection 
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will show that the writer is discussing a certain historical phenomenon. he is 
concentrating on one aspect of this phenomenon and this aspect is the one that 
particu arly supports his ensuing argument and serves the ultimate aim of the 
whole passage. This aspect is highlighted by the use of la'alla which underlines 
the writer's argument. 
The second use of la'alla in this example is used in a similar way to that of 
the first one. The writer is providing insight into the comments of the pontiff and 
introducing his own understanding of them in association with the subject of the 
discussion. The writer is explaining how he has interpreted the remarks of late 
Pope John Paul 11 and others in a way that does not put the argument in a factual 
or objective framework but in a framework that introduces the writer's personal 
point of view. 
The third use of la'alla in the extract also stands for the writer's individual 
position regarding the historical phenomena he is discussing. Furthermore, in this 
third usage the writer is offering advice to the readership and he is even using the 
first person in the plural form to address that readership directly. In this way the 
writer has involved the readers with his argument and assumes that they are going 
to agree with him. However, he has not put his advice in a declarative or 
imperative statement. In this sense,, the use of la'alla is a mild way of asserting 
the writer's views on the subject and involving the readers' active participation in 
interpreting the text in a similar way to that of the writer. 
5.2.3 Modals denoting obligation 
In Arabic, obligation is expressed by a group of lexical units which do not 
belong to the same grammatical category. Furthermore. the classical grammarians t, 
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had no specific category to set them apart from other grammatical categories 
according to their meanings. The main lexical units that fall under this category in 
written Arabic are the verb yajibu as well as the preposition 'alal - 
5.2.3.1 The verb yajibu 
There are no classical accounts which explain the meaning and uses of the 
verb yqjibu due to the fact that this verb is categorised as a main verb regardless 
of its modal meaning. This is a similar case to the categorisation of modal 
particles alongside other non-modal particles in classical Arabic grammar. These 
long-standing grammatical categories still hold in present-day studies of Arabic 
grammar (Al-Antaaki, 1969; Al-Nou'aimi, 1977; Al-Sayed, 1967; Hasan, 1968- 
1969-1971-1973; Wright, 1967; Smart, 1986; Ryding, 2005). However, there is a 
very recent account of Arabic deontic modality which sheds light on the uses of 
Arabic verbs, prepositions and other modallsed expressions with comparison to 
the English corresponding modal auxiliaries. This account is put forward by 
Abdel-Fattah (2005) and is an important step forward towards a better 
understanding of the Arabic deontic modal verbs and expressions. 
Abdel-Fattah describes the English must as a verb which expresses 
"subjective deontic necessity (obligation)", and says that the Arabic yajibu 
expresses that type of obligation, e. g. 
You must leave now. 
»J 
[must + subjunctive part. = that (hereinafter) + come now] (2005: 33). 
1 Cf. Abdel-Fattah (2005- 3333) for a detailed list of Arabic deontic modal expressions. 
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However, Abdel-Fattah argues that -of all the Arabic modals [ii, qjaba- 
infinitive fon'n of yajibu] (and its constructions) is the most ambiguous, it 
accounts for all shades of necessity with an amazing flexibility of usage" (ibid.. p. 
38)]. The reason being, Abdel-Fattah argues, that yajibu resembles the English 
have to in that the deontic meaning expressed is "extemal; the speaker's 
involvement in the speech act in indirect in the sense that he/she is not the one 
laying the obligation. Therefore, a subject-oriented interpretation (dynamic) is 
more plausible" (ibid., p. 38). His example is: 
All I have to do is to drive my car in the area. 
t-ý ý. ý-h-ý J, 4----Ji J V) 4-ý ý-r4-34, j 'I 
ýý 
[whereas no must on me but that wander about in my car in the area]. 
Then Abdel-Fattah claims that yajibu "can fit as an equivalent for all English 
modal verbs and expressions accounted for by necessity" (ibid. ). Abdel-Fattah 
does not give examples as to how he conceives this to be the case with yajibu. The 
view that one modal verb in one language can replace "all" modal verbs in 
another language sounds both over simplistic and counter-intuitive. Abdel-Fattah 
describes the modal yajibu as being "neutral" and "ambiguous" (ibid. ) which begs 
the question as to how a modal verb can be considered "neutral", since the main 
feature of modality is the subjective overtones of the speaker's degree of 
commitment towards a statement. 
To develop a relevance-theoretic interpretation of this verb, the model 
which Groefsema (1995) formulates for the English modal verbs must and should 
will be adopted here, including her terminology which will be explained below. 
' Abdel-Fattah believes that yujibu "can express epistemic, deontic, and dynamic meanings; thus, 
it is inherently ambiguous, which allows a wide range of usage flexibility- (2005: 46). 
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Groefserna proposes that in the case of must being used in an utterance. a 
proposition p "is entailed by the set of all propositions which have a bearing on p- 
(1995: 62). The notion of "bearing" is used in a technical sense in order to "focus 
the addressee's attention on all the evidence (of whatever nature. epistemic or 
otherwise) for the proposition expressed by the rest of the utterance" (1995: 62-3, 
original emphasis). According to her proposal, what differentiates must from can 
is the difference in the relation that holds between the "evidence" and the 
expressed proposition. When must is used, this indicates that the proposition is 
"entailed" by the evidence; when can is used, the proposition is "compatible" with 
the evidence, which means that "the 'evidence' does not entail the negation of the 
proposition expressed" (ibid. ). 
This can be illustrated by the following example: 
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"Furthermore, Weapons of Mass Destruction which represent a global danger 
yajibu be eliminated everywhere they are found without exception" (Al-Thawra, 
27/08/03). 
The writer's choice of yajibu is not an arbitrary one, but the reader will 
need the wider context of the article to locate this choice within its proper context. 
The writer of this article is Syrian and he wrote it at the time when the US was 
demanding that Syria abandon alleged programmes of developing WMD. The 
Syrian government responded that these weapons existed in other countries in the 
region namely in Israel. If the US administration was genuinely N\orried about the 
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security of the whole of the Middle East then the wisest option would be to work 
on eliminating all WMD wherever they are and especially in Israel v, -here an 
arsenal of highly technological weaponry is being continuously advanced and 
developed. The writer is well aware that this option will not be part of the 
American strategy. 
Another example is an article reporting the views of the Maronite bishop 
in Lebanon, Boutrous Sfeir, on the latest situation in Lebanon after the 
assassination of former premier, Rafik Hariri, on 14 February 2005: 
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"In Sunday's homily at Bkerky [Cathedral], Sfeir called for making reason prevail 
over destructive emotions and to make it possible for the Lebanese people to 
choose those responsible for their future, according to mature vision and total 
freedom. It is the Lebanese people who yajibu have the last word regarding the 
choice of their leaders. All others including certain individuals, groups or parties 
yajibu concede to what the people of Lebanon decide. Is this not the correct 
democracy? " (Al-Hayat, 21/02/05). 
The speaker wishes that [p The Lebanese people have the last word] is 
entailed by the set of all propositions which have a bearing on p. In other words, 
the utterance is not a description of an actual state of affairs but rather a 
description of what the communicator wishes to be an actual state of affairs, i. e. a 
desirable state of affairs. 
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Another example is an extract from a commentary in the Syrian newspaper 
Al-Thawra about the Iraqi elections. The writer is drawing parallels betý, veen the 
deadline for holding the Iraqi elections and a possible deadline for ending the 
presence of US troops in Iraq. 
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is from this understanding that the historic moment of the Iraqi elections yajibu 
be perceived, not from the perspective of the US administration which talked 
about this moment but failed to mention the moment of ending the occupation for 
which the Iraqi people are waiting with patience running out [ ... 
] the Iraqi 
government's respect for the elections date and its staunch support of it despite all 
the objections and demands of postponement on the part of some participating 
parties yajibu be extended to the dates and promises made by the US 
administration before the war particularly the issue of ending the occupation and 
withdrawing from Iraq after these elections" (Al-Thawra, 28/01/05). 
This commentary is aimed at the Syrian readers who hold ideological 
assumptions about the US policies in the Middle East with regard to two main 
points. The first point is the US interests in the region and the second point is the 
US aggressive rhetoric against Syria especially following the invasion of Iraq. The 
\\ riter airns to capitalise on those ideological assumptions and reinforce them 
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within the context of the Iraqi elections by drawing a parallel between respecting 
the deadline for holding those elections and respecting "other" dates. i. e. the date 
of withdrawing US troops from Iraq. The writer uses the Arabic verb yýý, 'bu 
denoting a strong sense of obligation, thus reinforcing his readers' assumptions 
about the dubious nature of the US approach towards issues in the region 
especially its military presence in Iraq and also indirectly reminding the Syrian 
readers of the US officials' strong language when calling on Syria to pursue 
certain courses of action relating to the security in Iraq and other political issues. 
By using a modal that communicates maximum evidence which makes the new 
proposition entailed by the set of all propositions available in the context, the 
writer is focusing the readers' attention on their already held assumptions 
regarding the issue in question and reinforcing these assumptions to highlight the 
Syrian point of view regarding the US policies in the region rather than focusing 
their attention on the Iraqi elections themselves despite the fact that the Iraqi 
elections are the main subject of the commentary. The writer used the subject of 
the Iraqi elections to conjure up in the minds of the readers ideological 
assumptions about the US "double standards" policy and even express skepticism 
about those elections as they are the result of the US presence in Iraq. The writer 
aimed at making the subject of the Iraqi elections relevant to the Syrian readers 
only in terms of strengthening their assumptions about the US and its failures in 
the Middle East, not in terms of being a step forward towards achieving a 
democratic process in Iraq. 
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5.2.3.2 The preposition 'ala crlc'- 
This preposition is not accounted for as an independent modal particle in 
the classical tradition of Arabic grammar. One of the differences between CA and 
MSA styles is that in CA this preposition used to co-occur with -vql'ibu 
forming a 
phrasal verb denoting obligation. In MSA, however, this preposition occurs 
independently of the verb yajibu to denote obligation in the sentence. In Abdel- 
Fattah's account of deontic modality in Arabic, the preposition 'ala can stand for 
both must and should, although 'ala lacks "a sense of warning" that can be 
denoted by must in the English sentence (2005: 41). 
The degree of obligation which 'ala seems to convey in MSA styles 
resembles that conveyed in English by the verb should. According to Groefsema's 
model, what the verb should means is that "there is at least some set of 
propositions such that p is entailed by it" (1995: 62). Since, the present argument 
argues that the Arabic 'ala conveys a degree of obligation which resembles that 
conveyed by should, then Groefsema's model can be extended to explain 
interpretations of that structure when used in Arabic utterances. The following are 
examples of how this can be the case: 
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"So why is the mass attack heading in one direction and the mass opposition in 
another under the same motto and the same issue" Is not that ample evidence that 
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the conspiracy is larger than its mottoes? and that it targets everyone and that *ala 
international politics break free from the chains of domination of one group linked 
to the Zionist capital which gambles with human welfare for the benefit of its sick 
exploitative calculations" (Al-Thawra, 27/08/03). 
This example is part of the article mentioned earlier about eliminatino t7 
WMD from the world. The position discussed here is that world powers must be 
aware of the Israeli dangerous influence on the Middle East. Such evidence can be 
that it is not normal for international politics to be controlled by one small group 
as opposed to the rest of the world, that certain capitalist circles operating in the 
US are contriving policies according to the interests of certain countries at the 
expense of others, etc. When the Syrian readers consider this background 
information then the above statement becomes relevant to them by way of 
highlighting their assumptions about certain states of affairs concerning 
international politics and contrasting those assumptions with those put forward by 
the writer as desired states of affairs. 
The following example is an instance of repoiting the same piece of news 
using two different modals. The article is a report on the EU tour made by Mr. 
Walid Jumblatt, one of the heads of Lebanese opposition against the Syrian 
military and intelligence presence in Lebanon. The EU tour came in the wake of 
the assassination of former Lebanese premier, Rafik Hariri, which brought 
significant changes to the political balance of the Lebanese powers and resulted in 
the sudden withdrawal of Syrian troops from their locations in Lebanon under 
intense international pressure. In addition to demanding the immediate withdrawal 
of Syrian troops from Lebanon because the Syrian military intelligence -ý, vas 
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accused of carrying out Hariri's assassination. the Lebanese opposition also 
demanded the resignation of chiefs of Lebanese security forces who were viewed 
as supporters of the Syrian presence in Lebanon, as well as the immediate 
admission of international investigators into the assassination. The interesting 
point in this example is that the two reports were published by the same 
newspaper on the same day; the first extract quotes Jumblatt's words while the 
second extract reports them without quotation marks and in both reports different 
modal verbs are used. 
iai ýJul J, 
juý 
c -ý LL- 
(05/03/10 
"Parliamentary consultations result in [PM, Omar] Karami staying in office, and 
opposition demands resignation of heads of security apparatuses: 
In Brussels, Jumblatt said according to his sources that "If Karami is willing to 
work with the opposition he yajibu concedes to its demands which are the 
international investigation of Hariri's assassination and the resignation of the 
heads of security apparatuses" (Al-Hayat, 10/03/05). 
JJ3 
1 ýý 
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"Jumblatt replied that "The elections are going to be held in May and what is to be 
noted is that a specific timetable for withdrawal is required before the Lebanese 
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elections", [ ... ] If Karami is willing to workv, -Ith the opposition 4ala he concedes 
to its conditions which include first and foremost the international investigation of 
Hariri's assassination and the resignation of the chiefs of the security apparatuses- 
(Al-Hayat, 10/03/05). 
The strong sense of obligation communicated in the first report prompts 
the readers to process the information in terms of the urgency of the required 
action and also in terms of the speaker's considerable authority regarding the issue 
he is addressing. In other words, the first report reflects the position of the 
speaker, Mr. Jumblatt, as someone who has authority over senior officials like the 
Lebanese Prime Minister. By citing the words of Mr. Jumblatt and his use of the 
verb yajibu which expresses a strong sense of obligation, the first report 
underlines Jumblatt's authority and represents him as a key player in Lebanese 
politics. Readers of the first report are directed to consider all the propositions in 
the context that reinforce their assumptions about the authority of Jumblatt as an 
important figure in the opposition who is capable of influencing the political scene 
in Lebanon. 
By contrast, the second report cites Jumblatt's words using the obligation 
particle 'ala not yajibu. As a result, the readers' assumptions about the speaker's 
authority are to a certain extent weakened because the proposition is not given the 
same degree of salience as that in the first report. The new proposition in the 
second report is made relevant to the readers when they process the information 
communicated to them in terms of less urgency of the required action and to a 
certain extent less authority of the speaker over the other key players in Lebanese 
politics such as the Prime Minister. By using 'ala, the report represents the 
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speaker as suggesting what is to be done about the resignation of the Lebanese 
premier and the chiefs of the security apparatuses but the authority of the speaker 
is not emphasised or underlined. 
5.3 Concluding remarks 
The Arabic modal particles and verbs, in contrast to the English modal 
auxiliaries, have received much less systematic investigation into their meanings 
and interpretations both in classical grammarians' literature and modern time 
research. It is also a well known fact that Arabic modals are not classified as such 
in the grammatical tradition of Arabic and are not given independent grammatical 
status according to their modal functions in Arabic. 
The aim of this chapter has been to explain the modal particles and verbs in 
Arabic. First, classical accounts as put forward by Arabic grammarians are 
introduced, then modern uses of the modals in the MSA styles are analysed. A 
relevance-theoretic account is provided for each of these modal particles and 
verbs as a way to underline the different interpretations each of these modals gives 
rise to when used in specific utterances with specific reference to the language of 
the news as reported in the Arabic Press. 
The following chapter shall draw on the findings of this chapter and the 
previous one which accounted for the English modals. The discussion shall 
proceed to apply those findings to the translation of modality from English into 
Arabic within the relevance-theoretic framework developed in this research. 
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Chapter Six: A Relevance-Theoretic Account of the Translation of Modality 
from English into Arabic in the Language of the News 
6.1 Introduction 
There is a great variety of studies which approach the study of translation 
from an ideological perspective. Translation, be it process or product or both. is 
related to instances of texts indicating gender manipulations, national identity 
demonstration,, social class divisions and other types of ideological issues. 
Translation of political discourse (Hatim and Mason, 1990,1997-, Hatim, 1999; 
Lane-Mercier, 1997) is also a common practice, with studies including empirical 
research of linguistic uses in two or more different languages (Sidiropoulou, 1998, 
Suleiman, 2003), or applying a specific translation theory to the study of 
newspaper headlines or other journalistic features (Fawcett, 1995,2000). The 
translation of modality has also received a number of varied and detailed accounts 
based on linguistic, semantic and pragmatic approaches (Mitchell and Hassan, 
1994; Farghal and Shunnaq, 1998; Badran, 200 1). But studies which link the 
translation of modality on the one hand and the relationship between modality and 
the ideological aspect of language on the other have been largely subsumed under 
wider frameworks of discussion. 
It is the aim of the present research to shed light on the relationship 
between modal auxiliaries as linguistic features and the expression of ideological 
viewpoints in the language of the news. The hypothesis put forward is that modal 
verbs and particles which are used in news reports and commentaries contribute to 
the understanding of a certain ideological standing point communicated to the 
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readers of a certain news report at a certain point in time. This relationship is also 
reflected in the translation of modal aspects between two languages. In order to 
support this hypothesis, the present research applies Relevance theory to the 
understanding of modality in the language of the news. In the previous tNA-o 
chapters modality in English and Arabic has been analysed along the lines of 
Relevance theory and a relevance-theoretic account has been established for each 
one of the two modal systems. This chapter draws on the conclusions of the 
previous chapters and establishes a similar relevance-theoretic account of the 
translation of modal verbs and particles from English into Arabic. Such an 
account for the two modal systems underlines the ways in which ideological 
points of view are both communicated and understood by newspaper readers. 
6.2 Translation: the relationship between the translator and the reader 
Translation has been approached from a variety of different angles. The 
underlying notion that unites those approaches to the study of translational 
phenomena is the dynamic relationship between the translator and the reader of 
the translation. 
The dynamic relationship between the translator and the reader is 
manifested through the dynamic nature of language itself. Kashkin expresses this 
point most adequately when he says that 
a [grammatical] form never appears as an existing thing, or as a point in 
time, but rather as an event of choosing. This event is not governed by a 
rule or set of rules with a definite 'output', but rather by various factors of 
a different nature. havInco dlt'f'crent degrees of Influence and priority. Thus, 
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the grammatical forms. from the point of view of the language user or of 
the translator, do not *exist', they 'happen'. they develop in time as a 
process of making a choice (1998: 96, original emphasis). 
To put this point differently. the translator's choice of lexical and grammatical 
items when translating is not to be understood as a mechanical process or "as a 
deterministic response to source language stimuli with target language means'" 
(ibid., p. 97) but rather as an integral part -of the communication act taking place 
interlingually between the translator and the reader. That is why Kashkin 
describes the translator as "an acting linguistic subject" (ibid., p. 98) whose 
primary aim is to strike a balance between what s/he is about to communicate 
through translation and how the addressee is going to perceive that message. 
Therefore, the translator is faced with the task of choosing from the linguistic 
repertoire of the target language the linguistic features and expressions which can 
best render that communicative balance between the translator's aim and the 
target reader's reception of the translated message both possible and effective. 
Kashkin calls the set of possible linguistic choices which are available to the 
trans I ator/communic ator "functional field"; grammatical, lexical, and contextual 
means of conveying a certain grammatical idea or covering a certain 'domain of 
meaning' 
The notion of the interactive nature of the relation between linguistic 
expressions and the wider communicative context is acknowledged by many 
scholars in the field and it underlines the nature of translation as process and/or 
product as a communicative relationship between the translator as communicator 
of the original message and the addressee as receiver of the translated text. 
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Vermeer's skopos theory in translation also stresses the fact that it is not possible 
to fully appreciate a given text on the sole basis of its linguistic texture and a-way 
from the communicative circumstances within which it has been produced. This 
shift of focus from the actual text in its linguistic or formal reality to the 
communicative world in which the text has been molded leads skopos theory. 
according to Vermeer, to concentrate on both the translator as communicator of 
the original message in translation and the addressee as receiver of the translation 
in the target language. In fact, Vermeer believes that there is no such thing called 
an 46objective" understanding of a text because "a translator is first of all a 
recipient of a source texteme to be translated, and text reception is a form of text 
production [ ... 
]A translation therefore starts from the translator's understanding 
of the source texterne. Target recipients understand the understanding of a 
translated texterne (in their own way)" (1998: 43). According to the above 
quotation, the recipients of a translated message are not exposed to the original 
message in any definite terms. Rather, the recipients of the translation have a text 
that is analysed and processed by the translator. It is the result of the translator's 
analysis and processing of the original message which constitutes the translation 
as a product which is eventually introduced to the target addressee in the form of a 
translated text conveying a certain message. Vermeer says that the governing rule 
for the analysis and processing of the original text as conducted by the translator 
is that of a "skopos" or ultimate goal of the translation. Translation according to 
skopos theory is, therefore, not a question of rendering the textual "surface 
structure" or linguistic features from one language into another; it is "a skopos- 
'zed part. And i oriented cultural process, one element of which if any is a verball it 
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is not above all a question of translating a source text, but of a holistic *acting, in 
a target culture for a given purpose and its intended recipients [ ... 
] The purpose 
( skopos") determines the strategy of translating and provides the freedom and 
responsibility for its execution" (1998: 56). The translation, with the intended 
skopos, is then delivered to the target addressee who also participates in the 
process of understanding the translated message according to his/her particular 
communicative expectations, for "no translation can 'give' a recipient 'the' author 
and 'her/his' text, but only part(s) of the author and her/his text plus the 
recipient's interpretation, associations, etc. " (op. cit). 
The reader's involvement in the translation act is also discussed by 
Fawcett (1995). Fawcett argues for Pyrn's (1992) distinction of three types of 
reader involvement: excluded, observational and participative. The reader of a 
translation is excluded when the translation as a whole or parts of it are closer to 
"transcription" of the original than to translation, so that the reader "therefore has 
no way of recovering, or rather participating in constructing, the original 
meaning" (1995: 178). A fully participative reader is the one who is able to have 
sufficient access into the intricacies of the original mainly because of similarities 
between the source and target cultures and linguistic habits. Fawcett's example of 
such readers' participation is modern English prose translated into European 
languages. He believes that the vast majority of readers of translations belong to 
the category of observational readers, who only have access to the original text 
through the translator's interference either by adding explanatory annotations and 
tootnotes or b. v rewriting the original or by omitting some aspects of it, which 
again hinges on making the reader excluded rather than assuming a participating 
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role in the translation. This exclusion, however, is very often inevitable because of 
the fact that the target reader is different from the source reader in maiiN, ways 
including differences in linguistic and communicative norms and expectations. 
Consequently, the translator has to make "recourse to forms of paratext and 
compromise, because the target reader is in very many ways unlike the source 
reader. The inclusion of such material does of course affect the degree to which 
the target reader can participate directly in the text" (ibid., p. 180). 
Fawcett then proceeds with his argument to state that Pym ,s 
categorisation of the reader is a step forward in the right direction of bringing the 
intended readers "into the equation" of studying translated works. Although the 
term of the intended reader "has so far remained notoriously vague" as it does not 
seem to be able to address the difficulty of defining a typical reader and, as 
Fawcett acknowledges, "leaves totally unexamined the concept of 'similarity of 
readership' and whether such an entity can even be said to exist" (ibid., p. 179). 
Nevertheless, classifying the reader as in Pym's model highlights the degree of 
involvement in the translation. Fawcett wants to shift the focus from House's 
(1981) notion of text function as a ruling factor which ultimately dictates the 
translation strategy to the reader's involvement in the translated text as a way of 
bringing to the fore the notion that "translation in all its forms is frequently the 
site of a variety of power plays between the actors involved. Some of these are 
quite deliberate manipulations of the original for a wide variety of reasons, 
ranging from the desire to save money to the desire to control behaviour, from the 
desire to follow perceived norms (and keep the translator out of prison or worse) 
to the dcsire for cultural hegeniony" (Faý, vcett, 1995: 177). 
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Fawcett is not alone in claiming that translation should be viewed from the 
perspective of power play and ideology. In her analytical study of the translation 
of literary sociolects, Lane-Mercier (1997) arrives at the same conclusion. Lane- 
Mercier argues that even before the act of translation starts. and at the level of the 
source text itself, literary socialects are "saturated with authorial presence and 
contain extremely powerful reading positions; as such, they are a product [ ... 
] of a 
rhetorical practice of mimesis that aims to orient (or disorient) the reader by 
generating aesthetic, ideological and political meaning" (1997: 48). This 
manipulation is considered by Lane-Mercier to be an act of "violence" in the 
Venutian sense. Further, on the level of the target text, the "violence" of the 
translating subject replaces that of the original author. The result being 
on the one hand, the creation of aesthetic, ideological and political 
meaning that inevitably encodes target-language images and beliefs with 
respect to the cultural Other, thus reflecting the translator's position within 
the socio-ideological and sociolinguistic divisions of his or her context, his 
or her attitude in relation to the "foreignness" connoted by sociolects and 
their speakers, as well as the ethical stance implied by his or her 
translation strategies, and, on the other hand, the creation of reader 
positions which coincide only partially, if at all, with those of the source 
text 
Lane-Mercier concludes that violence is a quality that is inherent in the translation 
process and in the target text. On one hand, the translation process in and by itself 
represents a violence on the original as it is "always already a 'forcible' 
transformation of the source text" (ibid. ). On the other hand, it is a clear 
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manifestation of the translator's presence in the target text through the various 
translation strategies adopted by the translator to produce the target text 'which is 
another "violence" exercised on the original in terms of supplements, deletion of 
some aspects of the original, parody and other sorts of strategies which the 
translator is likely to resort to during the translation process. 
Lane-Mercier concludes, followed by Halverson (1999), by stating that the 
current conventional concepts of translation, such as equivalence and the various 
dichotomies of formal translation versus dynamic translation, overt as opposed to 
covert translation, domestication and foreignization, are unable to account 
satisfactorily for the translation process and product. The alternative suggested by 
Halverson is prototype concepts while Lane-Mercier believes that what needs to 
be done is the "relativization" of those various traditional dichotomies. What is 
really at stake in the translation process, according to Lane-Mercier, is "the 
translator's own ethical code, his or her responsibility and engagement with 
respect to the choices for which he or she opts and the aesthetic, ideological and 
political meanings these choices generate" (1997: 63). What in fact lies at the 
heart of Lane-Mercier's argument about the ideology of translation is the 
introduction of a new dichotomy of "concealment and acknowledgement". This 
dichotomy links the translator's responsibility towards the source author and the 
source text together with the translator's "agency" in producing the meaning. 
Other attempts to move translation away from the traditional concepts and 
dichotomies have sought to account for the cognitive aspect of translation, thus 
combining the textual features of the text with the contextual dimensions. Terms 
like cogiiitive linguistics and cognitive semantics are discussed by a number of 
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scholars. Another key contribution is that of Gutt (1991/2000). In his application 
of Relevance theory to the act of translation, Gutt introduced new theoretical 
grounds for approaching translation from a new perspective that has a great 
potential for yielding a number of interesting results. In the subsequent sections, 
analyses linking translation to cognition are investigated in order to shed light on 
the potential which such a link can yield in the field of studying translational 
phenomena. 
6.3 Translation and the cognitive aspect of language 
6.3.1 Cognitive semantics and the notion of directionality in translation 
Marmariclou (1996: 49) bases her notion of directionality of translation 
processes and practices on the theoretical framework of cognitive semantics. 
Within that framework, Marmaridou reverses the original view that translation 
should be regarded as a directional process from the source language to the target 
language and argues that, on cognitive grounds, "translation is an instance of 
conceptual metaphor, whereby conceptual structures of the target language are 
mapped onto the source text in order to make it understood by the TL [target 
language] reader". In this model, translation processes and practices are defined as 
"strategy-implementing operations that are involved in the performance of 
translation tasks, whereas translation practices make reference to the ways in 
which translations of texts come about in particular sociocultural settings and 
characterize the work of student and professional translators" (1996: 50). 
What is interesting about the theory of cognitive semantics is that it 
abandons the long established perception of linguistic meaning as a reflection of 
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objective reality in favour of a Lakoffian sense of language as expression of 
experienced reality. This approach to language is pursued not only in response to 
the necessity of addressing the basic philosophical problem about the nature of 
linguistic meaning, but also bases itself on a growing body of empirical research 
in the field of cognitive science. A key emphasis has been placed on the role of 
experienced and perceived reality in structuring human cognition. The conclusion 
being that, among other things, linguistic meaning "is not based on objective 
qualities inherent in real-world objects but is dependent on and determined by 
properties of the human cognizer" (Halverson, 1999: 6). Accounts of translation 
based on the cognitive aspect of language shift the focus from the objectively 
structured world to the world as structured and experienced by the human subject. 
In other words,, language is not an objective system or structure as part of an 
outside concrete reality it is rather part of the human cognitive system and it 
therefore represents the general cognitive structures of humans in the form of 
lexical and syntactic features of grammar. According to cognitive semantics 
theory it is the close relationship between linguistic vocabulary and structures and 
cognition which is able to account for the reason that human experience is 
expressed in different ways in different languages. According to that theory, 
human experience varies across speakers of different languages and that is why a 
particular language accounts for the specific experiences and perceptions of its 
own speakers which may differ to a great extent from the perceptions and 
experiences of another group of humans speaking a different language. 
In addition, Marmariclou elaborates in her model on Toury's view (1980: 
17) that translation functions by "map[ping] target messages, along vvith their 
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position in the target's relevant primary and secondary modelling sý stems [ ... 
] on 
source messages, along with their likewise position". The notion of translation as 
"an instance of conceptual metaphor" is realised as follows: metaphor In principle 
works by transforming abstract ideas into concrete perceptions. Marmaridou 
extends this principle to translation where the use of target linguistic features and 
expressions are to be understood as a type of "textual metaphor" which transforms 
the abstract experience of the source text into the concrete linguistic realisation of 
the target, thus making the target reader perceive the substance of the source text 
as experienced by the original reader. What this model implies is that the original 
view of translation as a linear process starting at the source text and moving 
towards the target text is necessarily reversed on cognitive grounds because the 
translator considers the means which make the source meaningful to the target 
reader before they embark on the actual act of translating. 
6.3.2 Translation as a "prototype concept" 
Building on the research of other scholars in the field, Halverson (1999) 
argues that current accounts of what a translation "concept" constitutes are not 
satisfactory and contain several deficiencies in drawing the required line between 
what is "translation" what is "non-translation". For example, the approaches based 
on the notion of equivalence in translation "do not account for much of 
translational 'reality' and are based on a philosophy which has been in its death 
throes ever since being dealt a mortal blow by Charles Darwin [... ] relative 
approaches, on the other hand, while more successful at drawing a boundary [... ] 
ip gradience" are not successful in accounting for empirical evidence of membershl I 
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(ibid.. pp. 7-8). where "membership of gradience" refers to the inequality of 
members of a certain category in terms of their "goodness of example" ratings. 
Halverson believes that a step for-ward towards accounting satisfactorily for the 
"translation" concept is to construct a cognitive model for this concept through the 
elaboration of the metaphorical mapping as proposed by Sweetser (1990: 18); that 
language represents "a deep cognitive predisposition to draw from certain 
particular concrete domains in deriving vocabulary for a given abstract domain" 
The main benefit from adopting a prototype concept will be, according to 
Halverson, to "relieve our discipline of a great deal of unnecessary discourse and 
dissension on issues that can never be resolved" (1999: 20), mainly those 
theoretical frameworks debating the notion of equivalence. Then Halverson goes 
on to argue that the norm-based theses of each of Chesterman, Hermans and 
Toury all constitute a "concept" of translation. Chesterman's view of professional 
translators is that they are the ones who best preserve the translational norms, in 
other words, they produce a target text "in such a way that it will meet the 
expectancy norms pertaining to it" (1993: 10). Hermans also uses the same term 
of what is "expected" of a translator: "when translators do what is expected of 
them, they will be seen to have done well" (1991: 166). According to Halverson, 
these expectancy norms are basically internalised and provide ample evidence that 
professionals acquire their status by virtue of their ability to produce texts which 
tit the concept of translation which is current in their time and place, at least" 
(1999: 22). Toury's norm-based theory consists of the "initial superordinate 
norm" Nvhich is "logical" as opposed to "chronological", this norm corresponds, 
so Halverson believes. to both Chesterman's and Hermans' --expectancy" and 
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ýýcorrectness" norms respectively. which means that -it, in fact, is the same thing 
as an underlying concept of 'translation' adopted by the translator" (ibid. ). At this 
point, a verson stresses the need to elaborate on the distinctions at the cognitive 
level in the translation process in order to account for the underlying processes of 
the translation ultimate outcome which is the norm-based behaviour of the 
translator. Halverson thinks that those underlying processes at the cognitive level 
constitute essentially the concept of translation which refers to the "level of 
assumptions (internalized norms of various types)" (ibid., p. 23). 
However, the "internalised norms" are not a clear description of what 
constitutes translational processes at the cognitive level. Halverson does not 
establish a proper theoretical platform for analysing such processes as she herself 
admits that her argument in that regard is mere speculation. Furthermore, what she 
calls a "concept" of translation remains largely vague and very general. Therefore, 
a theory with clear tenets is an effective way that can account for the cognitive 
processes which are at work during the act of translation. 
This research draws on the tenets of Relevance theory to explain 
translational phenomena from English into Arabic in newspaper reports and 
commentaries. Many accounts of translation were based on the arguments 
developed by Relevance theory to explain translation on cognitive grounds. The 
pioneering work in that field is the work of Gutt discussed below. 
6.4 Relevance theory and translation: the work of Gutt 
Sperber and Wilson's (1986/1995) Relevance theory establishes that 
relevance has a central role to play in human cognition and communication. 
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According to this theory, language is used bv humans in either of two ý\ ays: 
descriptively or interpretively. The descriptive use of language means that one 
utterance resembles another in both form and meaning which means that both 
utterances necessarily share the linguistic as well as the communicative properties. 
in other words, both utterances are identical and bear the same truth conditions in 
a given possible world, a good example of the descriptive use of language is direct 
quotations. The interpretive use of language, on the other hand, indicates that one 
utterance holds an "interpretive resemblance" to another. The two utterances do 
not share formal qualities, so they are not identical and only resemble each other 
in the communicative result, indirect quotations are one example of this type of 
language use. In Relevance theory, the meaning intended by the communicator is 
called "informative intention", this meaning or informative intention is conveyed 
in the form of verbal or linguistic expressions which contain "semantic 
representations" which are in their initial form a type of "assumption schemas" 
which require further enrichment so as to become truth conditional utterances 
achieving a "propositional form". Semantic representations receive their 
appropriate enrichment from the "context" defined as "a psychological construct. 
a subset of the hearer's assumptions about the world" (Sperber and Wilson, 1995: 
15). The addressee uses this context to interpret the utterance communicated to 
them. The context is selected according to two criteria: I- ease of accessibility, 
kvhich means the amount of "processing effort" incurred, and 2- the amount of 
61 
contextual effects" resulting from the interpretation of the utterance in the 
selected context. The amount of processing effort relative to the amount of 
contextual effects defines the "relevance" of a given assumption communicated in 
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a selected context. Sperber and Wilson call the relationship between these two 
criteria "the principle of relevance" which necessitates that, in interpreting the 
utterance, an adequate amount of contextual effects is produced for the minimum 
processing effort required to complete the process. It is, therefore. the speaker's 
responsibility to communicate his/her message in a way which ensures that the 
hearer is able to arrive at the interpretation which the speaker originally intended. 
The speaker can lead the hearer to the intended interpretation if s/he makes correct 
assumptions about the assumptions which are available to the hearer at a 
particular point in time, in other words, identifying the possible contexts that the 
hearer is likely to call to mind at the time of communicating the utterance. The 
most likely outcome of this process is that the hearer will arrive at an 
understanding which "interpretively resembles" that which the speaker originally 
intended. According to Wilson and Sperber "two propositional forms P and 
[] interpretively resemble one another in a context C to the extent that they 
share their analytic and contextual implications in the context C" (1988a: 138, 
original emphasis). 
Gutt (1991/2000) builds on this notion of the interpretive use of language 
in his application of Relevance theory to translation. The key to Gutt's approach is 
that "the relationship between what we say and the thoughts we intend to 
communicate is one of interpretive resemblance - in other words, we do not 
necessarily say what we think, but more often than not what we say interpretively 
resembles what we intend to communicate" (2000: 36, original emphasis). In this 
context, translation is to be regarded as an instance of the interpretive use of 
language because "the translator produces a receptor language text, the 
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translation, with the intention of communicating to the receptors the same 
assumptions that the original communicator intended to convey to the original 
audience" (ibid., p. 99). In other words, translation is a kind of indirect quotation 
which takes place interlingually. But interlinguality is not the ultimate factor 
which labels a certain text as a translation. Gutt distinguishes between translation 
and non-translation by using the distinction of descriptive versus interpretive use 
of language. Texts which exist wholly because of the prior existence of another 
text in another language are translations and are instances of the interpretive use 
of language in translation because they achieve relevance through interpretive 
resemblance to the original text. On the other hand, texts which exist in their own 
right and achieve relevance independently of any other texts which may precede 
them in another language are instances of descriptive use of language and are not 
considered to be translations even if another text is produced in another language 
to the same effect. Gutt's example for such category of texts is manuals which are 
produced in different languages but achieve relevance to their respective 
audiences because they fulfill the communicative needs of the audience rather 
than their resemblance to other already existing texts. 
In order for any act of communication to be successfully fulfilled, the 
ultimate aim should be "to have the communicator's informative intention 
recognised by the audience" (Sperber and Wilson, 1995: 161). While Sperber and 
Wilson discuss the necessity of recognising the communicator's informative 
s requ intention by the audience at an intralingual level, Gutt applies thi irement to 
the act of translation. In order to show how the relevance-theoretic view of 
translation as interlingual interpretive use can serve as a framework for an 
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alternative theory of translation, Gutt starts by explaining what is meant by the 
claim that "an utterance interpretively resembles an original": 
In interpretive use the principle of relevance comes across as a 
presumption of optimal relevance: what the receptor intended to con%-ey is 
(a) presumed to interpretively resemble the original [ ... ] and (b) the 
resemblance it shows is to be consistent with the presumption of optimal 
relevance, that is, is presumed to have adequate contextual effects vvithout 
gratuitous processing effort. This notion of optimal resemblance seems to 
capture well the idea of faithfulness, and Sperber and Wilson have, in fact, 
stated that in interpretive use j ... ] the speaker guarantees that 
her 
utterance is a faithful enough representation of the original: that is, it 
resembles it closely enough in relevant respects' (2000: 100-10 1) 
The principle of relevance thus constrains a translation both in terms of what it 
should convey and in terms of how this should be expressed: 
If we ask in what respects the intended interpretation of the translation 
should resemble the original, the answer is: in respects that make it 
adequately relevant to the audience - that is, that offer adequate contextual 
effects; if we ask how the translation should be expressed, the answer is: it 
should be expressed in such a manner that it yields the intended 
interpretation without putting the audience to unnecessary processing 
effort (ibid.. pp. 10 1- 102). 
Both constraints are contextually determined, since the principle of relevance is 
dependent on the context. Gutt envisages that those terms contain within 
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themselves the answer to the problems "'hich translators face in establishing 
translation theory: 
These conditions seem to provide exactly the guidance which translators 
and translation theorists have been looking for: they determine in what 
respects the translation should resemble the original - only in those 
respects that can be expected to make it adequately relevant to the receptor 
language audience. They determine also that the translation should be clear 
and natural in expression in the sense that it should not be unnecessarily 
difficult to understand (ibid. ). 
The translator, according to Gutt, is supposed to have sufficient knowledge about 
the cognitive assumptions which make up the cognitive environment of his/her 
target audience in order to be able to convey the original message via his/her 
translation: "Using his knowledge of the audience, the translator has to make 
assumptions about its cognitive environment and about the potential relevance 
that any aspects of the interpretation would have in that cognitive environment" 
(2000: 116). Gutt's focus on the "potential" relevance which the original message 
might hold for the target audience stems from his research in the field of literary 
translation and translating the Bible. In those areas of translation activity, the 
potential target audience at whom the translation of the original message is aimed 
share very little, if any, of the assumptions held by the original audience. This is 
due to temporal and spatial considerations and also to the fact that the Bible falls 
under the category of sensitive text, that is, the religious nature of translating this 
type of text adds a new dimension to the communicative aspect. The original 
biblical message is not inherentl. y relevant to the target audience at anN, given time 
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or place, so the translator has to search for the assumptions present in the 
cognitive environment of the target audience that will make the relevance of the 
origina message potentially achievable in producing the translated verslon. 
However, this idea of potential relevance leads only part of the %ý'ay- In the 
modern world of mass communication through the media, and if the translator is 
about to translate a piece of international news for example, the original message 
is not totally alien to the intended target audience as they are presumed to be 
familiar with global issues and secondly because the translated message is of 
temporal proximity to the cognitive environment of the target audience as it is for 
the original audience, which makes it more communicatively accessible in the 
first place. Gutt does not account for this type of relevance which differs 
significantly from that which he exposes in his examples of translation activity. 
Gutt defines his account as explanatory in the sense that "it explains why 
translation occurs at all; it occurs where consistency with the principle of 
relevance requires that the utterance representing another utterance be expressed 
in a language different from that of the original" (2000: 201). Tirkkonen-Conclit 
responds to this point by stating that Gutt's account within this framework is not 
unique to translation and can also be applied to other intertextual activities such as 
surnmarising, reviewing and paraphrasing. She says that Gutt "takes it for granted 
that translation in interlingual [ ... 
] as if the switch from one language system to 
another would not bring any unique cognitive elements to the communication 
event that call for explanation [ ... 
] Some differences in translated language can be 
explained by relevance, but not all. Why does translated language tend to behave 
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differently from originally produced language also in contexts in which relevance 
would call for similarity? " (2002: 195). 
This last point corresponds very closely to the case about the example of 
translating international news mentioned above. The central hypothesis in this 
research corresponds to the question of what affects translation from English into 
Arabic regarding news and commentaries. The argument is that news 
communicated in one language is, in some cases, relevant to the original receptors 
in ways different from that communicated by the translated version of that news to 
the target receptors. Ideological considerations play a part in setting the scene for 
conveying a certain message through a news article or commentary which leads 
the audience towards particular ideological conclusions. Translations of articles 
sometimes set a different ideological scene for the target readers, thus leading 
them towards certain conclusions which may be different from those reached by 
the readers of the original message. 
Gutt believes that constructing a translation theory on the basis of 
Relevance theory constitutes a step in the right direction and enables translation 
studies to move away from the exclusive interest in the translator's behaviour 
during the translation process. However, Gutt has been widely criticised for 
upholding the claim that all other translation theories are redundant and 
-unnecessary- and that only Relevance theory is capable of explaining 
translational phenomena in all its variety. Malmkjaer (1992), for example, 
contends that Gutt does not offer practising translators any concrete help with 
their translation tasks. 
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The following sections will discuss the translation of modality from 
English into Arabic in the language of news reports and commentaries draý\ ing, on 
the premises of Relevance theory. This account will be based on the earlier 
analysis of the Arabic and English modals as developed in the previous two 
chapters. This chapter is therefore a case study about the application of the 
previous analysis to the translation of modality from English into Arabic as it 
appears in the language of the news. 
6.5 A relevance-theoretic account of translating modality from English into 
Arabic in the language of newspaper articles 
The account discussed below is based on the notion of the degree of 
evidence which the different modals convey in the two languages as developed in 
the analysis of the Arabic and English modals in the previous chapters. The first 
section will be devoted to the translation of modals denoting possibility between 
Arabic and English and the second section will be assigned to the translation of 
modality denoting obligation drawing on examples of authentic translations of 
news reports and commentaries from English into Arabic. 
6.5.1 Translating modality denoting possibility 
As was pointed out earlier in the discussion of Arabic modality, the 
meaning of the Arabic particles which denote possibility qad -, ý and rubbama u4j 
have changed from the times of ancient Classical Arabic to MSA styles especially 
in news reports. The relevance-theoretic analysis developed in the discussion 
mentioned above has sought to capture the relevance which qad i and rubbama 
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ý--) hold in terms of the degree of evidence they convey in the contexts in which 
they are used. In the present section, those degrees of evidence conveyed bý- qad 
. ýi and rubbama U4-) are studied in terms of their uses as translations of English 
modals. The main problem in accounting for the translation of English modals 
into qud -'ý and rubbama L. ý_) is that those two Arabic particles have no past forms 
as their English counterparts, can and may, and so translating the English modals 
in their past forms constitutes a communicative problem with regard to the target 
reader as the following examples will show. 
The first example is a commentary about the Syrian president's visit to 
Tehran to meet with Iran's newly elected president, Mahmoud Ahmadmejad, and 
with Iran's supreme leader, Ayatollah All Khamenei. The writer argues that this 
visit represents a repeat of history because it echoes similar moves made in the 
1980s by the then President Hafiz Assad to build up close ties with the Iranian 
leaders in order to alienate Iraq and protect Syria from the United States and 
Israel. The writer wonders whether President Bashar Assad of Syria is having 
similar plans in mind and whether such plans are going to be effective after the 
US invasion of Iraq and the prospect of establishing an Iraqi government with a 
Shiite majority which is very likely to be welcomed by Shiite Iran. 
"Assad's manoeuvres, however, raise a more fundamental question, one 
heightened by rising American frustration in Iraq: Is a clash between Syria and the 
United States becoming increasingly inevitable, so that the Iraqi conflict may 
spread to Syria - more specifically to the Syrian side of the border area with Iraq? " 
(Reason. com, 10/08/05, Michael Young, Syria: The New Cambodia). 
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manoeuvres raise a fundamental question, this question is made more 
salient by rising American frustration in Iraq: Is a clash between Syria and the 
United States becoming increasingly inevitable, so that the Iraqi conflict will 
spread to Syria - more specifically to the Syrian side of the border area with Iraq"" 
The proposition in the original text is introduced by the use of the modal 
may whereas the proposition in the translation is introduced by the use of a 
particle which corresponds in meaning to the modal TOIL Readers of the original 
text are directed to interpret in terms of possibility the proposition which 
communicates the spread of the Iraqi conflict to the Syrian side of the border. In 
contrast, readers of the translation are directed to interpret the proposition in terms 
of future realisation in the sense that the new proposition is going to be the direct 
result of the propositions made available in the context within which that new 
proposition is communicated to the readers. The proposition in the original text, 
that the Iraqi conflict spreads to Syria, communicates that the action is possible to 
a limited extent while in the translation the proposition is communicated in terms 
of its increasing "inevitability", thus making this inevitability stand out in the 
minds of the target readers to a greater extent than it stands out in the minds of the 
original readers. As a result, the relevance of the proposition in the original to its 
readers is achieved in terms of its possibility of realisation whereas the relevance 
of the proposition in the translation to its readers is achieved in terms of its future 
realisation as a direct result of the available propositions in the context, rendering 
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it more salient in the minds of the target readers by highlighting its inevitable 
aspect. 
This discrepancy in the use of modality between Arabic and English is 
further illustrated when two different English modals like can and might are 
translated into Arabic using the same particle qad -* The following extract is a 
case in point. 
"The Syrians are adding to the carnage, but are otherwise incapable of creating a 
durable Iraqi system that they can manipulate. And because the U. S. hasn't the 
means, or the wherewithal, to engage Iran today militarily, whether in the border 
area or elsewhere, it might prefer, paradoxically, to strike against Syria [] 
relocating a conflict to a more convenient venue can be tempting when a country 
is eager for military success; particularly, too, when it is contemplating some sort 
of drawdown of forces" (Reason. com, 10/08/05, Michael Young, Syria: The New 
Cambodia). 
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"The Syrians are making the already explosive situation worse, but are at the same 
time incapable of creating a durable Iraqi system that they can manipulate. And 
because the U. S. dos not have the means neither sufficient weaponry to engage 
Iran militarily, whether in the border area or elsewhere, it qad prefers to strike 
against Syria instead [ ... 
] relocating the conflict to a more convenient venue qad 
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be tempting for a country which is in need for military success: particularly when 
it is contemplating to withdraw part of its forces". 
The proposition in the original [p It prefer to strike against Syria] is 
relevant to the readers when they consider minimum evidence yielded bý- some set 
of propositions with which the new proposition is compatible. The proposition in 
the translation [p It prefer to strike against Syria] is relevant to the readers when 
they consider maximum evidence yielded by some set of propositions. Since there 
is another Arabic modal that closely corresponds to the modal might in English, 
namely rubbama, the particle qad seems to be a less accurate option for 
translating might, the result is the difference in the amount of evidence expressed 
between the two modals. In this case, the original proposition communicates a 
very limited degree of possibility for the action to take place while the proposition 
in the translation prompts its readers to process the information in terms of a 
higher degree of possibility for the action to take place. Thus, the proposition in 
the translation is rendered more salient in the cognitive environment of the target 
readers than the original proposition in the cognitive environment of the source 
readers. 
The second proposition in the original, on the other hand, is [p Relocating 
a conflict to a more convenient venue be tempting] is relevant to the readers when 
they consider the maximum evidence communicated by the set of all the 
propositions available in the context with which the new proposition is 
compatible. In the translation, the proposition [p Relocating a conflict to a more 
convenient venue be tempting] is relevant when the readers process maximum 
evidence yielded by only some set of propositions with which the ne'vv proposition 
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is compatible. In this way, the readers of the original text are directed to consider 
the proposition in terms of high possibility and to perceive the available 
propositions which are available in the context as producing a high degree of 
evidence, making the proposition salient in the minds of the readers. In the 
original, the writer makes a number of propositions highly accessible to the 
readers so that they process the new proposition in terms of all the e,,, idence that 
those propositions yield in the context. Among these propositions are those with 
relation to the US eagerness to achieve military success outside Iraq, its desire to 
reduce the number of US troops serving in Iraq as well as the desire to eliminate 
the growing Iranian influence in both Iraq and Syria. In the translation, by 
contrast, the same propositions are recalled by the target readers through the use 
of qad on the basis of the assumption that they form only part of the overall 
number of propositions yielding all the evidence which makes the new 
proposition compatible with those propositions. Whereas the source readers 
access those propositions on the basis of the assumption that they form the 
complete set of propositions which yield a maximum degree of evidence making 
the new proposition compatible with them, readers of the translation recall the 
same propositions as part of the overall set of available assumptions. The result 
being that readers of the source are prompted to interpret the new proposition in 
terms of high possibility while readers of the translation interpret the new 
proposition in terms of less possibility of being realised. 
In the following extract, there are two cases of translation of modality 
between Arabic and English. The first case is related to translating the English 
modal inight which denotes minimum evidence into the corresponding, Arabic 
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particle rubbama. The second case reflects discrepancy represented in the addition 
of a modal in the Arabic translation of the original declarative statement. 
"'In order to regain a hold over Iraq, and in the process break the increasingly 
powerful Iranian hand there, the Bush administration might seek first to settle its 
accounts with Syria on the Western border. Syria is feeble. Iran is not" 
(Reason. com, 10/08/05, Michael Young, Syria: The New Cambodia). 
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"The Bush administration rubbama seeks first to settle its accounts with Syria on 
the Western border, in order to regain its hold over Iraq, and eliminate the 
increasingly powerful Iranian control there. We must take into consideration that 
Syria is feeble while Iran is not". 
The second proposition shows a clear example of discrepancy between the 
original text and the translation. In the original, the proposition [p Syria be feeble, 
Iran be not] is introduced to the readers in the form of a declarative statement 
without the use of any modal auxiliary. In the translation, the same proposition is 
introduced by the use of the Arabic verb yajibu By introducing the 
proposition by a modal denoting obligation, the translator has added extra 
emphasis to the proposition and made it more salient in the minds of the target 
readers. The target readers are led to consider all the propositions in the context 
which yield maximum degree of evidence making the new proposition entailed by 
them. In other words, the translator is directing the target readers to access all the 
t assumptions they hold within the context in order to interpret the new proposi ion 
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in terms of high necessity. In doing so, the translator is adding more 
communicative features to the declarative statement of the original. Through the 
use of a modal denoting obligation, the translator is reminding , the readers of the 
ideological assumptions already available in their cognitive environment 
concerning the US policies in the Middle East and focusing on the idea that the 
US is interested in holding its grip on the rest of the region, starting with weaker 
countries such as Syria. Such ideological assumptions are made more accessible 
to the readers by highlighting the new proposition in terms of the obligation of 
considering them within the context. 
The next example is written by Henry Siegman and discusses the former 
Israeli PM, Ariel Sharon's refusal to return to the pre-1967 border and his 
dismissal of the Palestinian refugees' right of return. In the meantime, Sharon had 
declared his "disengagement" plan which involved the Israeli withdrawal from 
Gaza and the dismantling of the illegal Jewish settlements there. The writer looks 
further into the situation in Gaza: 
"One does not have to be paranoid to see the intensification by Sharon of targeted 
assassinations in Gaza as an effort to destroy initiatives currently underway to 
establish a front of national unity between the Palestinian Authority and Islamic 
y hold the promise of avoiding political and economic extremist groups that aa 1 
chaos in Gaza, thus precluding Sharon's expectation that such a collapse might 
serve as an excuse for cancellation of the promised withdrawal" (Al-Hayat, 
24/04/04). 
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"One does not need to be paranoid to see in Sharon's intensification of 
assassinations in Gaza an effort to destroy initiatives currently underway to 
establish a national front between the Palestinian Authority and Islamic extremist 
groups that yumkinu [in the ability to] manage to avoid political and economic 
chaos in Gaza, thus precluding Sharon's expectation that such possible collapse 
provides an excuse for cancellation of the promised withdrawal". 
The modal may in the original is translated into the Arabic main verb yumkinit 
which literally means "to be in the ability to". Hence, this verb is closest to the 
English can not may. What this entails in terms of evidence is that the proposition 
in the original [p A front of national unity that holds the promise of avoiding 
political and economic chaos in Gaza] is produced by maximum evidence 
compatible with only some of the propositions available in the original context. 
The Arabic verb in the translation, however, indicates that the proposition 
communicated to the audience leads them to process a maximum degree of 
evidence compatible with the set of all the propositions that the target readers can 
recall in that particular context. In other terms, the proposition in the original text 
entails that it is not absolutely clear whether the formation of a front of national 
unity between the Palestinian Authority on one hand and the Islamic groups on 
the other will be the required key to political and economic stability for reasons of 
well known frictions between the two concerned parties in terms of their 
ideological as well as popular agendas and backgrounds. The modal may is 
consequently used in this context in order to convey that only some of the 
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propositions available in the particular context of the message produce the 
possibility for the new propositions, which contains the modal, to take place in 
actual terms. In the translation, this possibility is increased notablý' so that the 
readers are prompted to process the information against the background of 
assumptions related to the strong possibility that such national unity is the answer 
to political and economic stability in the disputed Gaza, so the use of a verb that 
indicates ability gives a strong sense of evidence which is compatible with all the 
propositions that are available to the audience for processing in the given context. 
The translation of the modal might above reveals further implications. It 
actually is a poor translation of the original. The English modal of the original is 
not translated in the Arabic version, so the original proposition takes the shape of 
a different proposition in the translation. The original proposition is [p Such a 
collapse serve as an excuse for cancellation of the promised withdrawal]. This 
proposition is transformed in the translated version into [p Such a possible 
collapse serve as an excuse for cancellation of the promised withdrawal], with the 
obvious absence of modality in the translation. The original proposition indicates 
that the audience will process a minimum degree of evidence compatible with 
some of the propositions available for processing in the given text. Conversely, 
the translated proposition is a declarative statement which bears a truth- 
conditional status in the context provided. The discrepancy results in making the 
relevance which the original proposition holds to the original readers different 
from the relevance which the translation holds for the target readers. 
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6.5.2 Translating modality denoting obligation 
Although the translation of modals denoting obligation is in theory more 
straightforward than the translation of modals denoting possibility between Arabic 
and English, the following examples illustrate that in practice it is not always the 
case. The presumption that translating English modals of obligation into Arabic is 
straightforward stems from the fact that the Arabic modals of obligation 
correspond closely to those in English in terms of the degree of evidence they 
convey in similar contexts and consequently the relevance they indicate to the 
reader. As the following examples will illustrate, however, English modals of 
obligation are not consistently translated into their Arabic closest correspondents. 
The result being that the degree of evidence conveyed by the proposition 
communicated in the original differs from that which is rendered in the 
translation, which means that the relevance which the original proposition holds to 
the original audience and the relevance which the target audience will receive 
from the translated version in Arabic will not correspond fully. 
The first example is a commentary written by Patrick Seale entitled Exit 
Strategyfor the United States. 
"In an ideal world, the U. S. would recognize its mistakes, fire those who made 
them; adopt radical new policies; and thereby attempt to recover some, at least, of 
its squandered authority. This is not going to happen. President George W. Bush 
and his team are not about to commit hara-kiri. They will, almost certainly, try to 
save themselves by muddling through. (The fact that they have chosen this 
moment of grave crisis to impose sanctions on Syria, instead of seeking its help in L- II 
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stabilizing Iraq, points to a profound incomprehension of the Middle East scene)" 
(Al-Hayat, 14/05/04). 
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"If we had been in an ideal world,, we would have said that 'ala the U. S. recognize 
its mistakes; fire those who made them; adopt radically new policies, and attempt 
to recover at least some of its squandered authority. This is not going to happen, 
however, as President Bush and his team are not prepared to commit suicide. 
Instead they are likely going to try to save themselves by muddling through. (and 
la'alla their choice of this time of grave crisis to impose sanctions on Syria, 
instead of seeking its help in stabilizing Iraq, points to a profound 
incomprehension of the Middle East scene)" 
The proposition in the original [p The US recognize its mistakes] is 
introduced to the readers by the use of the modal would, whereas the proposition 
in the translation is introduced to the target readers through the use of the modal 
6 ala. To readers of the translation, processing the proposition in terms of 
obligation is more in line with what they already hold in their environment of 
assumptions within the context of the article. To Arabic readers the US --is 
supposed to" understand certain issues, pursue certain policies and review its 
attitude towards certain matters concerning Arabs in general and the Middle East 
in particular. To English readers this is simply not the case, moreover. the 
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proposition in the original is cited in hypothetical terms with the construction of a 
hypothetically ideal world in mind, which makes the proposition less imposing 
and as such detached from the actual course of events. By introducing the modal 
tala in the translation,, the hypothetical and the actual worlds are juxtaposed and 
the target readers are directed to interpret the proposition which contains the 
modal in terms of the urgency of the actual world more than in terms of the 
detachment of the hypothetical world of the original text. This sense of urgency in 
the interpretation of the new proposition corresponds to the emotional attitude of 
the Arabic audience towards issues relating to the US policies in the Middle East 
and its immediate effects on them as they are directly affected by those policies 
and the outcomes associated with them in the region. 
The next example is an extract from a commentary written by Helena 
Cobban, a writer and owner of a news website. She comments on the aftermath of 
the US led coalition's invasion of Iraq in March 2003. She opposes the invasion 
and argues that the war was fought for the wrong reasons and that it resulted in 
bringing chaos to Iraq and the Iraqi people. 
"Meanwhile we have also seen numerous instances of access to jobs or other 
opportunities that should belong to Iraqis as of right being used by the U. S. 
commanders to try to mold or even coerce the political beliefs of Iraqis" (Al- 
Hayat. 08/09/03). 
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"Meanwhile we see that many jobs and opportunities which must belong to Iraqis 
as of right being used by the U. S. commanders to try to mold Iraqis or even coerce 
them to change their political beliefs". 
The modal should in the original is translated into the Arabic verb Yqfibu. 
Therefore, the proposition [p Jobs or other opportunities that belong to Iraqis] in 
the original is produced by a minimum degree of evidence which is entailed by 
some propositions available to the audience in the given context. This minimum 
evidence indicates that the statement, or proposition containing the modal, is made 
on the basis of the more neutral position of the writer towards the idea that those 
jobs are the right of Iraqis more than the US commanders. The writer does not 
capitalise on the idea and this is evident from the use of a weaker form of 
obligation in English. In the translated version, by contrast, the verb used to 
convey the same proposition indicates a strong sense of obligation. Thus, the 
translated version of the proposition leads the target reader to consider the 
maximum evidence which is entailed by the set of all the propositions available in 
the given context. 
The next example consists of the words of Chris Patten, Commissioner of 
External Relations for the European Union at the time. Patten discusses the issue 
of reconstructing Iraq after the Anglo-American invasion, and whether the 
countries which were not part of the military conflict are to be involved in the 
reconstruction of post-war Iraq. 
"Must We Help Reconstruct Iraq? Should we help to reconstruct Iraq? Divisions 
before. during and after the conflict inevitably mean that each step the 
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internatlonal community takes has to be welghed carefully. each declsion 
scrutinized minutely" (AI-Hayat, 24/10/03). 
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"Shall we extend a helping hand to reconstruct Iraq? Shall we extend a helping 
hand to reconstruct Iraq? Divisions in the international community before, during 
and after the conflict necessarily mean that 'ala the international community 
carefully weigh each step before taking it and minutely scrutinise each decision 
before reaching it" 
The modals must and should are not translated in the Arabic version. It is obvious 
that readers of the original are guided by the writer to consider assumptions where 
a sense of obligation is strongly represented in the propositions of the context. 
There is no sense of obligation conveyed in the translation and thus readers of the 
translation are not guided to select within their assumptions those propositions 
which convey obligation in the given context. In relevance-theoretic terms, the 
evidence conveyed to the original audience by the proposition containing the 
modals in the English text is not conveyed to the target readers of the Arabic 
version, and this leads to a notable discrepancy of relevance between the source 
and the target text in the given context. 
The following example is a report about the period following the 
withdrawal of Syrian troops from neighbouring Lebanon in the wake of intense 
international diplomatic pressure on the Syrians demanding that Syria stop 
cxcrting its influence on Lebanese affairs. 
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-4 ýWhat we're trying to do is put as much pressure on Damascus to make clear 
that any use of the assets it has in Lebanon, residually or otherwise. , vill not be 
tolerated - and to the degree anything bad happens, Syria , vill be held 
responsible, ' said a senior U. S. official involved in Lebanon policy. A senior State 
I Department official added: 'The message we're sending is: The people who 
should be running Lebanon are not Syrian or agents of Syria, but the Lebanese 
[] The only presence Syria should have in Lebanon is an embassy, like every 
other foreign country"' (Washington Post, 01/03/05). 
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"Washington Post: Syria tries to establish an undercover presence 
A senior US official involved in Lebanese policy told the newspaper: 'What we 
are trying to do is put pressure on Damascus to make clear that any use of the 
assets it has in Lebanon, residually or otherwise, will not be tolerated and in case 
anything bad happens, Syria will be held responsible, ' 'The message we're 
sending is: The people who must be running Lebanon are not the Syrians or their 
agents, but the Lebanese [ ... 
] The only presence Syria must have in this country is 
an embassy, like every other foreign country 1, a senior State Department official 
added". 
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The modal should in the original is translated into the Arabic for must. -Fherefore. 
the proposition [p The people who are running Lebanon are not Syrians or agents 
of Syria] in the original is produced by a minimum degree of evidence which is 
entailed by some propositions available to the audience in the given context. From 
the use of a weaker form of obligation in English, readers of the original are 
prompted to consider some of the propositions available in the given context. In 
the translated version, by contrast, the verb used to convey the same proposition 
indicates a strong sense of obligation. Thus, the translated version of the 
proposition leads the target reader to consider the maximum evidence which is 
entailed by the set of all the propositions available in the given context. As a 
result, the relevance which the original proposition holds for its readers is 
different from the relevance achieved by the target readers when processing the 
evidence available to them with the given context. 
6.6 Concluding remarks 
Translation studies represents an extensive body of research and a great 
number of theories, accounts and approaches which all attempt to account for 
translational phenomena and reach theoretical and practical conclusions to explain 
translational behaviour and translation as a process and/or a product. Some 
theories approached translation from a linguistic perspective, that is, from the 
perspective of the language used in the translation as lexical and grammatical 
structures, others from a pragmatic or contextual viewpoint, studying the response 
ý, vhich a giveii translation produces on the receivers at a given point in time. The 
ideological aspect is also investigated by some scholars who established a link 
. 
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connecting translation to the ideological background wIthln which it is produced 
and introduced to readers. 
Other theories and accounts sought to establish a link betvven translation 
and cognition on the basis that language is first and foremost embedded in human 
cognition. Marmaridou (1996) and Halverson (1999) view translation in terms of 
metaphorical mapping of one language on another. Gutt (1991/2000) applies 
Relevance theory to the act of translation and argues that Relevance theory is able 
to account for all translational phenomena and address all problems that practising 
translators are likely to encounter. 
The aim of this chapter has been to establish a relevance-theoretic model 
of translating modality from English into Arabic in the language of news reports 
and commentaries. The relevance-theoretic account developed in the previous 
chapters for the English and the Arabic modals was applied in this chapter to the 
translation of modality between those two languages drawing on authentic 
examples of translated news reports and commentaries from English into Arabic. 
The central argument in the relevance -theoretic account developed in the previous 
chapters is that different modals convey different degrees of evidence for the 
proposition which contains them. Consequently, translating an English modal into 
an Arabic modal that does not convey a corresponding degree of evidence to the 
reader of the translation as that conveyed to the original reader by the source text 
results in discrepancy between the relevance being conveyed by the proposition in 
the original and that conveyed by the proposition in the translated version. 
This relevance-theoretic account of the English and Arabic modals is 
aimed to show that using modality in the language of the ncws conveys the 
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ideological aspect of modality as a linguistic feature as well as the mechanism 
through which this ideological aspect is communicated to the readership. Unlike 
Gutt's analysis which accounts for translation in terms of interpretive resemblance 
and draws on the notion of translation as an instance of the interpretive use of 
language, the relevance -theoretic account developed in the present research can 
provide a technical basis for comparing and contrasting the different modals in 
English and Arabic and relates that technical aspect of the use of modals as a 
specific linguistic feature in the language of the news to the ideological dimension 
of language which is communicated to the readers at the same time. It is an 
attempt to identify the processes at work during the act of translation and to 
account for the resulting translated version together with the ways in which it is 
perceived by the audience in terms of their already existing ideological 
assumptions and how these assumptions are being recalled by the translator 
through the use of a certain modal in order to evoke a certain ideological 
assumption which, depending on how closely the modal in the translation 
corresponds to the modal used in the original, is either similar to the ideological 
assumption evoked in the original text or at odds with it. 
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Chapter Seven: Conclusion 
The objective of this research has been to investigate a specific linguistic 
phenomenon which is the use of modality in the language of news articles as 
reported in different newspapers in Arabic and English and to study examples of 
translating modality from English into Arabic. In order to achieve that objective, 
the present thesis first shed light on the relationship between ideology and 
language in general to facilitate the discussion about the relationship between 
ideology and modality as a specific linguistic feature which contributes to the 
establishment of a given ideological scene at the time of communicating the 
ideological message. As a further step, it studied the relationship between 
ideology and relevance in the sense that ideological assumptions fonn part of the 
overall cognitive assumptions of the readers about a particular ideological 
message and that, consequently, the message holds a certain degree of relevance 
for the readers according to their already held ideological assumptions. Thirdly, 
this research studied examples of the translation of modality from English into 
Arabic in news reports and commentaries applying the findings developed on the 
degree of relevance which each modal conveys to the readers at the time of 
communicating a message. 
With reference to a particular message, the diversity and sometimes 
conflict of the ideologies held and promoted by different constituencies gives the 
different choices of linguistic expressions and structures used in expressing those 
ideologies and related political issues an important dimension which has been 
widely researched and analysed. However, the present research approached the 
question of the relationship between language and ideology on the grounds that 
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modals contribute to constructing the ideological context of news reports and 
commentaries in which they occur, and thus to promoting certain ideological 
assumptions in the minds of the readers so as to shape or reshape the readers' 
perception of the ideological message communicated and subsequently of the 
wider context of the issue addressed. Producing the required perception highlights 
some political points of view and undermines others depending on the specific 
ideological interests of the institution which communicates that ideological 
message. 
Relevance is a key tenn in establishing a connection between the use of 
modality in the language of news reports and commentaries and the ideological 
assumptions held by the readers of the news. Newspaper readers interpret the 
news within a certain cognitive environment which encompasses ideological 
assumptions about the specific ideological context within which a given piece of 
news is communicated and processed at a certain point in time. The use of a 
certain modal in a news article or commentary directs the readers' attention to a 
set of propositions which evoke related ideological assumptions. When the 
readers are thus prompted to process certain ideological assumptions rather than 
others,, their conclusions can reinforce certain ideological positions and attitudes 
with regards to the ideological message while weakening other positions. 
We have argued that the mechanism according to which news reports and 
commentaries are processed by the readers is that of relevance. Drawing on 
relevance as developed by Relevance theory, this research has established a 
relevance-theoretic model of a number of the English modal auxiliaries and then 
extended this model to include the Arabic modal particles which correspond in 
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their meanings to those of the English modals in the language of the news under 
investigation. Using authentic examples of news reports and commentaries from 
different Arabic and English newspapers, the relevance-theoretic model developed 
for the Arabic and English modals has shown that different modals convey 
different degrees of relevance to readers of the news. This relevance-theoretic 
model has then been extended to study instances of translating modality from 
English into Arabic. By drawing on the findings of our relevance-theoretic model, 
examples of translation of modality in news articles illustrate that translating an 
English modal into an Arabic modal that does not convey a corresponding degree 
of relevance to the reader of the translation as that conveyed to the original reader 
by the source text results in discrepancy between the relevance of the original 
message and the relevance of the translated message, which can lead to 
differences in the ideological attitudes being promoted by the original as opposed 
to those promoted by the translation. 
There are numerous important analyses which have brought into focus the 
link between ideology in the political sense and linguistic choices. There are also 
many insightful studies of the connection between ideology and social cognition 
on the one hand and cognitive models expressed through metaphor and other 
linguistic structures on the other. The present investigation has been an attempt to 
shed light on the possibility of extending those studies to include the applicability 
of Relevance theory to a specific grammatical form, the use of modality in a given 
ideological context, and the ideological dimension which bears on both the use of 
modality in a certain language and the translation of modality from one language 
into another. 
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Translating modality between Arabic and English has so far received 
limited consideration in the field of translation studies. Accounts of the Arabic 
modals consist of discussion of individual sentences where modals are likely to be 
used. There is a noticeable deficiency of a clear and systematic categorisation of 
the Arabic modals compared to the well established grammatical categories of the 
English modals. Analysing the Arabic modals is moreover rendered more 
complex by the semantic shifts of those modals from their classical uses to MSA 
styles. The present account of the Arabic modals is by no means an exhaustive 
one since it covers only a small group of the Arabic modals with reference to their 
English counterparts. Nevertheless, it represents a stepping stone towards 
establishing a theoretical framework for analysing the Arabic modals in a 
systematic way, taking into account the modem uses of those modals and drawing 
examples from texts rather than decontextualised individual sentences. The 
present body of research into the different meanings and uses of the Arabic modal 
particles and verbs is either limited by the existing accounts of classical 
explanations in the case of written styles of Arabic, or form descriptive accounts 
of the uses of modals in spoken fonns of Arabic which display a very wide variety 
of modes of expression not only among the different parts of the Arab World, for 
example the difference between spoken Arabic in Egypt as opposed to that spoken 
in Syria or Tunisia, but also among different regions within the same Arab 
country and even within the same city due to several social and educational 
factors. Although both kinds of research are valuable and necessary for a better 
understanding of the mechanisms and functions of written and spoken styles of 
Arabic. ) they are not sufficient to provide the required theoretical 
basis of research. 
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In the case of accounts based on classical explanations of Arabic categories, there 
is a clear temporal, linguistic and contextual gap between classical uses of modals 
and present-day ones which render those classical accounts at best dated and at 
worst totally awkward and inapplicable. In the case of the descriptive accounts of 
spoken Arabic, such accounts are useful in specific practical contexts, such as the 
translation of spoken dialects or raising awareness of the difference of dialects of 
Arabic as spoken in different Arabic regions. However, research on spoken Arabic 
cannot be applied to the written styles which are the ones considered to represent 
the standard form of Arabic. Research into the possibility of applying Relevance 
theory to the study of Arabic modality or other grammatical forms and structures 
can be a useful tool in understanding the functions of those fonns in certain 
contexts and the mechanisms which are employed in order for these forms to 
produce relevance to the receptors. 
As well as investigating the applicability of Relevance theory to the study 
of a wider range of the Arabic modals, further research can also investigate uses 
of modality in contexts and genres other than that of language used in newspapers. 
It can, for example, compile a research corpus of authentic examples about the use 
of modality in medical language, legal contracts, advertising and other possible 
areas of research. Furthennore, establishing a theoretical framework for 
categorising Arabic modality in a systematic way also contributes to raising 
translators' awareness of the issue of semantic shifts of the Arabic modals and 
that uses of modality in classical contexts differ significantly from modem uses of 
those modals. This realisation will enable the translators to make informed 
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choices about the appropriate use of a particular modal for a particular context 
whether in Classical Arabic or Modem Standard Arabic. 
The following procedures can be instrumental in establishing a framework 
of understanding the communicative environment within which Arabic modality 
functions and the ways in which Arabic modals can be studied more 
systematically and effectively. 
* Developing a corpus of authentic examples containing uses of Arabic 
modality in different contexts and genres. Such corpus can include a 
number of sub-categories, such as uses of Arabic modals in medical 
language, legal language, literature, and public speeches. 
o Compiling a detailed corpus will provide a very useful tool for research 
into patterns of linguistic behaviour regarding choices of modals in a 
certain genre of written Arabic. These patterns of linguistic choices can be 
compared across the Arab World to identify similarities and differences of 
linguistic behaviour according to the specific country or region, as part of 
the general linguistic preferences of that country or region (some Arab 
countries are more influenced by European languages in terms of linguistic 
choices than others). 
e Identifying patterns of linguistic behaviour regarding uses of Arabic 
modals will help set a framework for standardised uses of modality in 
written Arabic. Standardisation will be particularly important in two 
regards: 
I- It will provide clear strategies for translators to guide them in translating 
modality from and into Arabic. 
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2- It will help reassess the viability of classical accounts of Arabic modals in 
order to establish a more appropriate grammatical study of modality in the context 
of MSA styles. 
This thesis has introduced one possible way of approaching the study of 
Arabic modals in MSA. The aim has been to show that classical uses of modality 
in Arabic do not stand in modem uses of Arabic and that there is thus an 
increasing need to address the issues of linguistic choices by writers and 
translators of Arabic modality in modem contexts. The extensive use of Arabic 
modality in written styles and the importance of this grammatical category in 
Arabic as in any other language require that modem studies of this category be 
conducted on a systematic basis and be given the importance it deserves alongside 
other modem lexical studies in Arabic which have so far been given prominence 
over grammatical studies across the Arab World. 
-)-) I 
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